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that notice be published two
Waldo County Herald and that a
hearing be had at the Aldermen’s Room at
7 30 p. m.. April 7, 1913.
The following bids for removal of brown
tail moths were opened and rea : Levi L. Walker, Belfast, $300 00; O. \V. Gould, Lincolnville, $500 00;Charles Ross, Waterville, $600 00;
Francis L. Gray, Belfast, $450 00; Francis L.
Gray, by day labor at $3 00 per day per each
man emnloved: Belfast Forestv t'umnanv. hv
day labor, $3 00 per day t) F. Kullman and J.
B. Condon and $2.75 per day for the other man
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Adjourned.
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OF
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GRANGES.

Equity Grange, Belfast, had a successful entertainment Wednesday evening, Feb. 26th.
The entertainment and music for the dance
was furnished by the Mason
family of the
Head of the Tide. A baked bean supper wras
served before the entertainment. A quilt was
sold by drawing
names and went to B. B.
Toothaker. The entertainment netted about
$25.
Waldo County Pomona grange met with
Equity Grange, Belfast, last Tuesday. About

patrons
present, and one sister from
East Somerset Grange of Pittsfield. The address of welcome was by C. H. Waterman and
the response by Miss Luc; A. Cochran. The
program consisted of music by choir; recitation and encore, Sabra Dyer; song, Freeman
Wentworth; declamation, Herbert Kimball;
recitation, Annie Kimball; reading, Mabel Mil150
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Suic'de in Burnham.

McNalley,

proprietor of the Burnham Hotel, committed
suicide shortly after noon today by shooting
himself with his rifle. He died almost instantly. He had been to Pittsfield, returning
on the noon train, and went at once to his room
and ended his life.
Despondency is believed
to be the cause.
Mr. McNalley came here
from Clinton about four months ago. He was
60 years old and is survived by his wife, a son,
Arthur, and his daughter, who is a nurse in
Portland.
WALDO STATION.

Quantities of wood and logs are being moved
this snow, and sleighs are also flying thick
and fast-Mrs. Cora Elwell, who has been
stopping in this vicinity for a few weeks, went
to the home of her cousin, Mrs. Everett Clements,Feb. 24th.. .Fred Littlefield and wife have
a young
daughter, born Feb. 22nd... Mr.
Powers of Portland is at work for E L. Hus
sey-Mrs. Warren Johnson and Mrs. Hussey
visited Mr. and Mrs. E. Johnson, Feb. 26th_
We would like to add a tribute to the memory
of .Mrs. Mary Collins of South Brooks, who
died recently. We who walked with her realize her b worth and our great loss. Under a
quiet exterior she lived a beautiful, refined
and noble life. f>he was wonderfully versed in
explaining the scriptures and made her teaching very interesting. Though more than 80
years of age she enjoyed the presence of
younger people and seemed happy with them;
and though our loss is her gain we shall sorely miss her sweet smile and sincere words of
welcome.
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as

many
maintain the

people
solemnly pledged to
work of the church in the city. It is the greatest business in the community, for it stands
f
the success of those things upon which
the continued prosperity of the business world
rests.
For if you let the moral and religit us
as are

1 ft of a people ebb, you are laying bare the
Hats upon which commercial enterprises must
be stranded.
You cannot float commercial acti\ity long, either honestly or successfully, on
an ebb tide of spiritual life
among a people.
.Now, why is it, in these days when men are
getting together to boom things here, that
his great business of the religious life must

see

religiously.

aware

that the church

always j|
religious

has r.ot

zealous in upholding the true

tie

city.
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Mrs. Frank B. lice is
clerking in the Weodstore in the- aisei.ee of Mrs.
William

cock

Mrs.

cmalley,

treasurer and tax collector, Fred N. Flye.
The town voted to raise for free High school,
$250; common schools, $750. It was also voted
to raise $100 for the celebration of the 100th
anniversary of the town to be held in the village June 11, 1913.

declines

Moderator, Calvin F. Kimball; Selectmen, M.
R. Trimm. A. A. Pendleton; To a n Clerk,
George A. Warren; Treasurer. Maretllus V, azi« ; member of school committee, M. It.
'I rimm; Tax Collector, L. M. Gilkey; Constable.
E. L. Sprague; Town Agent, M. It. Trimm.
Appropriations were made as follows: town
charges, $2,000; roads and bridges, $2,500; State
read, $450; peirnam-nt sidewalks. $5tH>; street
sprinkling, $250; horses and fittings for highway department, $600; street lighting. $ 50;
free public library, $30* •; common schools, $500;
manual training, $200; text books, $250; lire
hydrants, $ .,000; brown tail moths, $150; poor,
$1,000; repairing school houses, $200. It was
Vot'd to leave the supervision of the roads to
th. selectmen and to buy a pair of horses and
outfit for the use of the town, An innovation

uaggeit.
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Miss Hattie M. Mack,
accompanied by her
sister, Mrs. Getigi Jocks, n of Northport, left
to
Monday
spei c tvw „,.kt in Auburn with
their sister, Mrs. Julia Meider.

Mr. and Mrs. William
in

st tl

ree

weeks

Bangor

Kotman,

ht d i

who

business, arrived Monday

een

after-

were at the U it dsor until
yesterday
when they left for New York.
The home, t Mr. and Mrs. John N.
Martin.
Park street, I itt. f, Id, was the

scene, Monday
evening, of : | baser t tvent, the iciaslon being a linen shower given their daughter, Miss

Edna Martir. an, Karl Cottrell of Rockland.
t flair v as
successfully carried out bj
about 40 yturg friends of Miss
Martir, whose
marriage to Mr. Cottrell took place the next
day. The evening was passed with music
The

and
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games.
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were

served.
Mrs. Augusta S. Frederick and Mr.
ches tt
rederick will let ve n the noon train
today f
St. Augustire. F a., to
spend the remainder of
the winter. They will beat the same hotel with
Mls. J. A Fessenden and Mrs L. W.
Pendleton, who have been in St. Augustine for several weeks. Many readers ot The
Journa.
will hope to have a letter from Florida fnn
r

1
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Mr. Frederick, o“*both.
Among those who attended the annual initiation banquet of the tTniver.--;y of Maine
Chapter of Alpha (.-'micron 1 i, he-d&t the Fangor House last Friday evening, were .Mis.
Mrs. or

Alice I. Whitten of Belfast. Miss Mi idled L
Prentiss of Brtwer and Mrs. William F.
Schoppe of Orono. Forty active and lumr.
me n i
r s of thc st roily v* e re
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of other
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Department
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faithful service.
Mr.
Keene i.as been a pose office
inspector for
many years ar.d has been in the government
strvice fc*f,ce the last Cleveland adn. r.istration.
He nas long been a close friend of ex-.- «.'-ro-

Nic' erson, a well knto
business
Portland, is in Washington, D. C., with
his wife and two children.
He is on a six
months’ vacation, now nearing a close, and liasbeen visiting bis old-time friend, Carter P.,
Keene, chief of the inspectors in the postoffice
department. He witnessed the inauguration
of President Wilson.
Eu:
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two
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Treasury George h. Cortelyou,
having been associated formerly in

Civil service and
He is
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widely krown

as

in
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tht

school students

Washington

and very

popular.

WEDDING

Mrs. Selden G. Danielson of Winierport is
the guest of her sister,Mrs. Sidney J. Grant, in
13th street. A number of Mrs. Grant’s relatives gathered at her home Thursday afternoon, it being the anniversary of Mrs. Danielson’s birth. A delicious supper was served,
the birthday cake being made by Miss Evelyn
Johnson. Mrs. Danielson was the recipient of
several pretty and useful gifts.—Bangor News.

BELLS.

Eurgin-Dan forth. A quiet wedding took
place Saturday evening, March 1st, wmn M>
Edgar L. Euigin ar.d Mrs. Charity E. Danforth were united in marriage at the I’niversalist parsonage. Rev A. A. Elair,
officiating

After the certmony a reception was field at
Houlton correspondent of the Bangor
the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Curtis, r
under
date
of
Feb. 28th, says: “The
News,
Peirce street, and ice cream and cake were
friends of the Rev. T. P. Williams are pleased
served. The bride and groom wore the recipi:
that he has so far recovered as to be able to ents of
many beautiful gifts. The groom is a.
again take up hi6 duties once more. Mr. Wil- i
popular young man and the bride is the daughliams will preside over the morning service at
ter of Mr. and Mrs. John E. Shaw
f Rangor
the Congregational church on Sunday and his
Their friends all join in wishing them many;
sermon will ,be on the President’s inaugurayears of happy married life.
tion.”
The

|

inurs-

Friends of Col. Alden J. Blethen in this his
native county will regret to learn that the
Seattle Times building, owned by him, has |
been destroyed by fire; loss $600,000. The loss !
is covered by insurance and the publication of
the paper will not be interrupted.
This is |
Colonel Blethen’s second great fire loss on
newpapers he has owned. He was the pro- !
prietor of the Minneapolis Tribune when that !
•••

business will be continued at the same stand
by the junior member, William A. Hill. The
business was established more than 40 years
ago, Mr. Hill becoming a partner 35 years ago.
The new arrangement went into effect
Wednesday and the firm name is changed to
William A. Hill. The new proprietor needs no
introduction to The Courier-Gazette readers;
neither is it necessary to add that Rockland
has no finer type of business man—genial,
courteous and always four square.—Rockland

Baltimore, March 2. Edwin C. Burleigh,
elected to succeed Obadiah Gardner as United
States senator from Maine, is ill at a hotel in
Mr. Burleigh, accompanied by his
this city.
his way to

Washington to
take the oath of officer Tuesday. The physician hopes his patient will be able to continue
the journey, but his condition tonight was said
Courier-Gazette.
to be causing some anxiety.

|

Miss Gladys Pitcher, who had been visiting
Later advices say that Gov. Burleigh was
make the trip to Washington for the ! friends in Beloit, Mich., arrived in Chelsea
and
after
inauguration ceremonies,
taking the last Sunday evening and began her regular
oath of office Tuesday he returned to Balti- j
in the Music department of the Chelsea
more, where he expects to obtain permanent work
relief from a local difficulty which has occa- High school Monday. She was the guest of
sioned him increasing discomfort for several Mrs. H. H. Hilton of
Chicago on the trip east.
weeks.
Maine Investors. The fine Grant ranch at
Hynes was sold this week to James E. ChalThe Shoe Situation.
mers and Frank W. Gowen, both from Maine.
These easterners are awake to the business
New England and other eastern footwear
in Southern California and will plant
manufacturers are receiving a fair volume of openings
large acreage to early crops for the Los Ansupplementary orders. Local jobbers report geles
market. Gowen is widely known in pubimmediate business still rather quiet, but have
life in Maine and has Bpoken much throughmade some fair-sized shipments of spring lic
out the union and in Europe on the tempergoods during the week. The strength in all ance issue. His extensive
library will be shipvarieties of sole leather is even more pronounced and it is reported that some of the ped to Hynes this spring.—Long Beach, Calif.,
largest tanners contemplate advancing prices
another full cent on all kinds of bottom stock.
Hynes is only 8 miles from Long Beach
—Dun’s Review, March 1st.
and 12 miles from Los Angeles.
able to

grip

street,

funeral of er brother,
t Ashland.
John Hot.
"i:.
Mrs. l’a;i
went
to s»-e her brother when he was first
ken sick
and cont meted a severe cold and came near
havi >: pneumonia. She is still ill in bo 1.

Senator Burleigh 111 in Baltimore.

was on

me on

Karl C.

,.

the

attention.

--—

physician,

son

Mrs. S. H. Matthews, Mrs. E. J. Morison
Miss Evelvn P. Mi ri.w
i.
n

day, evening a number of candidates will re- 1
cieve the degree. Deputy Commander Varj
num of Portland, who has been doing active !
6*''“**“
ices,
work in this city and made a large increase in ; with the loss of eight lives.
the membership here, is now working in Searsthings moving and port, where there is good propects of the orThe well known tailoring firm of Knight &
Hill dissolved partnership this week, and the
essential it is that ganization of a new commandery.

ideal. Oft times its members have been more
concerned about a particular doctrine than
they have about the new life. And this in time when men want to see
itself has given us so many divisions in the
try.ng to show how very
church that somehow or other we cannot their religious life also should be moved
along
present a united front to the forces of evil or to larger expression.
I really wanted to
a united effort for the spiritual uplift of peotake time to present other phases of local reple. No general would think of dividing his ! ligi-us conditions. Whether we are not spendforces, sending some this way, some that way, ing too much time serving at tables, and not
the rest in other directions, and all in the face enougn serving in the Temple? The very eviof an advancing foe, or of a great task to be dent lack of religious instruction for chilachieved ! But we of the church can divide ; dren in the home—their absence from the
Bnd subdivide ourselves, until our divisions are services of the church and what it must
almost legion and we have become more con- mean to their own religious life and the
cerned about our particular division and its future religious life of the community—the
ideas than we are about the great fundamen- need of carrying into our every day aftals of the body. I suppose that while it takes fairs of the spirit of the Master; but I have
all kinds of people to make a world it will take not here the time. Neither is there time for
some varieties of religious forms and services
me to discuss that which has been
accomplishto meet their religious needs, but to a practi- ed by the
religious forces of the community,
cal 20th century mind it does Beern that there far more, too, than the average individual
is a very unnecessary reduplication of effort thinks. I have not presented a dark side of
along religious lines in almost every com- things simply because it is dark. I have been
munity.
trying simply to present a few facts for conlooks at local
religious con- sideration. And this is the consideration I
As one
fact
becomes
this
very apparditions
would that all Christian people would give to
ent. There are no less than twelve places these facts: “lift up
your eyes and look on the
is
held
in
this communwhere worship
fields, that they are white already unto harity of five thousand people; eight in vest.” I do not look upon all these things I
the city proper, four in the suburbs. The have been portraying as discouragements, far
real question is, how much have we decreased from it. To me they are but o pportunitiea.
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In connection with the Arts and Crafts Department of the Houlton Woman's Cub, Mrs.
C. G. Ferguson will have classes in
basketry at
her home on Pleasant street every
Tuesday,
and
Wednesday
Thursday mornings. Arrangements can be made for afternoon lessons.—
The Aroostook Times.

row;

v\.

be spent

the winter
her he me in Not -bpe it, has
gone to BtoviR.
to
dence,
vish her sister, Mrs.
I.,
Merwyrs
Fawk.
\.

visiting

Briggs and S. C. Young; Constable, W. R. Spar-

rreu

Helen W. Avertll.

M.s*

;

Mrs. Frank Sheldon of Haverhill, Ma s., is i
Mrs. George Mix, r of Camden has been in.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. E. McMahan. She is Ecoompanied r>y Airs. Fred this city the pr.-t *.,k. call, d here by the serCummings, who is the wife of the editor of ious illness of h,r trother, Mrs. M. A. Combs,
at her home ct Union street.
the Haverhill Evening Gazette.

Freedom. The town of Freedom held its annual town meeting Monday, March 3d, and the
following i.fficers were chosen for the ensuing
year: Moderator, C D. Wentworth; town clerk,
Phil. Williams; selectmen, F. W. Johnson, L.
M. Morrison and C. E. Knowlton; school committee,. S. B. ('lark; road commissioners, R. C.

spend time discussing why
men nave been
uninterested, because they
know the reasons as well if not better than I
do. I am simply reitera1 ing an old
story at a

Orono. the guest

MissBlanchePitll.it,

Mrs. Ben Hazeltine.

Mrs. Charles H. Crosby was down street
last Saturday .after being confined to her home
six weeks w-ith the
prevailing cold. Mr. Crost)y has also been confined to his home several
times with colds.

■

matter of

in

tv.

Blood, school committee.
Appropriated for
roads and bridges, $800; State road. $200; support of the poor, $125: free High school. $200;
debts and charges, $100; repairs on school
houses, $60; text books, 75; repairs on ctmetery fence, $10. Valuation of town, $129,333;

would be increased

here is the

Miss

Alice B W hitle n, w bo is
teaching i the
Academy at East Cerinih, .pent the week-end

Edward Brassey-Brierly and
little daughter Eleanor of Yorktcn,
Canada,
arrived last Saturday and will make their
home for the present with Mr. Edwin Frost in
East Belfast.

Morrill.
Municipal election March3, 1913:
J G. Harding, Moderator; T N. Pearson. Clerk;
F. C Currier. R. H. Cross, J. C. Rowe, Selectmen. Assessors and
Overseers of the Poor;
Ernest E. Bowen, Treasurer; Delbert

to

attendance, the
materially. But
fact
every Sunday
in the year finds seven-eighths of the
people
away from religious services and only oreeighth gathered for united worship to God.
Naturally one may ask why this is so. The
more

Mrs. Charles Collins of Reck
port returnee
home last Tuesday fum a visit -„t the he
me oC
her brother, Mr. J. U. Ahern.

Bowler of Palermo has been appointnotary public, Alvardo Gray, Brooksville

Mr.

siuuies at

Colby College last Friday after a brief visit at
his home in this city.
Alphonzo Reynolds ol Burt In m was operated’
upon in the W aldo cent l\ I
capita! iast Saturday. He is doing well.

a justice of the
peace, and Crawford S. Griffin of Kir gman a trial justice.

MEETINGS.

Paul,'

1

Balch A. Eramhail relumed to his

scenery.

(Harborside)

apparently

as

a

and Mrs. Harris! n
ferry of Montville
visiting their nephews, Fred and Frank

F'rank L. Whitten and
daughter Bertha left
ter a short trip to Portland and Boston.

Silas E.

that

purposo;
go

parents,

great
put our
hands to our manifest duties. The fields are
white ! Who will gather the harvest? Amen.

always the same
only goes to prove
further that among the people who do go
to church there
is no marked regularity of
sure

hundred, but

God to be with

a

Sheriff Cushman attended the town
meeting
Montville March 3rd.

Wednesday morning

Patterson, a Bangor architect, was in
Skowhegan last week and left plans for a new
building the meml ers of the Odd Fellows
Lodge contemplate erecting.

Mr. and

in

Toothaker.

F. A.

remedied.

Mrs. Ada L. Wildes of Auburn is lhe
guest
Mrs. D. P. Palmer.

are

Col. and Mrs. F. E. Boothbay of Portland,
a party of friends, are at the
Magnolia
Spring hotel, Florida, where they are enjoying

the climate and

of

Mr.

Ernest L. Stover of Camden was called to
Belfast last Friday by the death of his father,.
Mr. B. F. Stover.
and

gather his part. We have a great task before
us today, my brethren.
The Christian people,
who are in active service in God’s Kingdom are
confronted by conditions that surely must be

Mrs. Flora S. Dodge went to Clinton
Monday
visit friends.

Mr. O. E. Frost left Morday noon on a
busitrip of several weeks to Texas.
Mrs. Annie G. Newton of
Boston, Mass., is
the guest of her mother, Mrs.
Clara Gilmore.
Charles Flahn has returned from
Warren,
where he was called by the death
of his
brother.

Henry D. S. Woodbury of South Portland
has been appointed Commissioner of Sea and
Shore Fisheries.

to the

to

ness

Mr. and Mrs. Giles G. Abbott have been ill
with severe colds the past week and confined
to the house.

ourselves f r just what
And I an sure that thir ib
a very opportune time for such a proceeding.
Never, for many a day at least, has here been
so much talk about a bigger ar.d b isier Belwill be the manual training course in the
't is a splendid thing, and every citizen
fast.
schools, for which an appropriation was made.
who takes pride in the city, wants » do his ; be ieft so
overwhelmingly in the hands of
part, h. wsoe'er little, to bring about such a de- wcnun to be carried forward. Why can we
SECRET SOCIETIES.
sirable result. I have said th.s before—we not “boom” the religious life as well as comwrant bigger business, larger activities, more mercial
At a meeting, Feb. 26th, of Palestine Com
enterprises? Why cannot men link
co-operation, better school buildings, bet- themte.ves with the church, be known as mandery the Order of the Temple was conferred and a banquet served. The Commandter facilities for transportation, more pride
churcl members, and stand together to create
ery voted to accept the hospitalities of De
in our lovely city and stronger efforts to a
larger sentiment for the kingdom of Gcd Vaiois Commandery of Vina^aven next St.
A’l
these
its
we
enhance
beauties,
things
among tneir fellows. Surely, in the nine dif- John's Day.
want, most surely, but even if all these things ferent faiths represented in th^ twelve orA Masonic Festival wras held Feb. 21st by
be achieved we may yet be liKe the man who
ganizatons in ihis city there is room some- Doric Lodge of Monson in commemoration of
built his house upon the sands, and when the where for a man to have all the
birthday, also as a formal openintellectual Washington’s
ing of the new hall. The afternoon program
days of storm came they brought him ruin. freedom and all the form or lack of form he included
an address by Rev. Ashley A. Smith
What we need first of all here,as elsewhero.is deems essential
for him to worship and to of Bangor, and there was a banquet at 6 o’clock
and ball in the evening. The
a strong and deep current of religious com cserve God.
The church, through its glorious and a concert
are to go to furnishing the
tion flowing through our community life; exbanquet
history so manifestly ordained of God to proceeds
room.
pressing itself in our relations one with an- lead the work of His Kingdom in the
Be fast Commandery, order of the Golden
other and in our inaintanence of the ideal of world,
surely ought to have the full and active Cross, had an interesting meeting last Thurs|
worship. The church, which stands as a moral support of every man who has the best inter- day evening. One candidate
was given the
safeguard for the community, as well as a I e=ts of the community at heart. I cannot see degree, and following the work a banquet was
place of worship, needs far more adequate ; anywhere a better “boom” that could possibly served, and a program given, which included
by Harold French and Alice M. Hussupport than it receives. Its work is o: fun- come to this fair city of our's than an inflow readings
sey; reading medley by Mrs. Edith L Drury,
damental importance to the life of the com- of vigorous
manly life into the business of its Myrtle B. Nash and Mrs. Nell Sanborn; musimunity in all its relations, and nothing more churches and a getting together of the men of cal selections by Misses Mildred and Arvilla
Daggett, with mandolin and banjo; songs by
life oi the city could come
real
the
to
the churches in an effort to do for their
perilous
Mrs. Kempton Craig and addresses by Fred W.
to it than that its people should let the religi- ousiness what is
Brown
and Dr. F. L. Adams, deputy command]
and
accombeing attempted
I am plished in the
ous ideal grow dim before their vision.
other business enterprises of er, William Varnum, James C. Dexter and
anu

com-

Fred W. Brown, City Solicitor, appeared before the board and made an oral report on the

on

re-

brought about and what it must rt ean for the
community when accomplished. I *ould that
we might turn the searchlight upon ourselves

work.

ed

of the

Today I am not
ought of the religious
life of the na ion, great as that ‘heme is. But
I am concerned about local religi -us conditions,

paid for one half of the
completed satisfactorily to an in-

work when

spirit

stop to look at

socially.

or

with

concerned

provement, how such

that he

have been done

with the

should

we

It was voted to accept the bid of Levi L.
Walker and that a contract be drawn with Wal-

removing

It

failures of other days and
to better things. Surely, then, noth-

what

proviso

things

government.

not

was

visit his brother, Mr. A. C. Hop-

Thomas P. Mathews of Liberty was the
guest the past week of his uncle, Thomas W.
Pitcher.

spoken
general public. He
talking to his disciples- the men already
pledged to his service. So does he say to us
today—look—the fields are white—the harvest
; is at hand ! Pray the Lord of the harvest that
I he send forth laborers! Well did he know
that when an individual is praying about the
harvest he is quite ready and anxious to
field

to

Not a single one of us can shirk
responsibility, save at the cost of spiritual
Misses Sarah Russ and Frances Staples,
development. My one desire is that among teachers in the New' Bedford,
Mass., public
you to whom it has been my privilege to speak schools, who
spend their summers in Belfast,
community. Seven eighths of the people of today there may be such a quickening of zeal are o*h a
pleasure trip to Bermuda.
this city are not to be found in its twelve fur the service of
the Kingdom that you may,
Miss Marian Hazeltine, who is
A most careful
places of worship on Sunday
teaching in
individually and collectively, have the joy of the
Bingham High school, arrived last Saturestimate based on figures received from ihe
gathering a mighty harvest for the Lord. It
to
a
four
day
weeks’
spend
vacation with her
different churches and places where worship is a great work which lies before
us, but we

services.

the

the

employed.

ker for

for

Saturday
kins.

...

PERSONAL.

Mr. George W. Burkett returned to Boston
ligious conditions, to note whether the needs i.s due to a failure of the church to indentify
Northport. At the annual town meeting last Saturday. He came to Belfast with
people, religiously, are being met, whether itself closely with the life of the times, and to
his
March 3d officers were elected as follows: Sepeople are responding to the religious ideal as reveal uself not alone as a place where prayer lectmen, Martin G. Black, C. E. Drinkwater son, Wm. G. Burkett, who was recently injurwhat
ca.
be
to
ed in a Newburyport, Mass., shoe factory. All
they ought,
is wont to he made but as an institution
and Frank I. Black; treasurer, Henry G. Hills,
accomplished
proremedy untoward conditions of life, how the foundly concerned with all that pertains to a collector and constable, Charles O. Dickey; hope of recovering the sight of his injured
school
The
committee,
Wayne
Chapman.
prosuperb equipment of the church can be brought man’s iife? How much of it is due to its faileye has been abandoned. The eye is completepi sed rules and regulations with regard to the
to the place of greatest) effective service in
ruined.
ure to clothe its thought in the
language of to- digging and sale of clams were passed over. ly
the wrorld.
For there is nothing of larger imday and to the effort to bind people to tradi- It was voted to contract with the Penobscot
Miss E. Frances Abbott, who substituted for
Bay Electric Company for a term of 5 years at
portance for a people than that the fires be
tions they feel are outgrown?
And how mu- h
$225 yearly for street lights from Little River Miss Edna Bedell cf the Seventh Glide while
kept burning strongly on its altars of religion. of it is due to the sheer and utter indifference to the Campground entrance, of the same she was ill, is now
substituting for Mrs. Annie
The decadence of the religious ideal must to the claim of
Jesus Kingdom upon their power and at the same distance as those on C. Black of the South school, who is at home
in
the
avenues
Belfast.
The
total
mark the beginnings of the disintegration of
appropria- on account of the serious illne: s of her
lives, upon the part of the many so much out tions were
mother,
$4,290.
empire. No nation ever prospered long when of touch with His church? These are all
Mrs. H. G. Chaples, who has had pr eumonia,
Montville. The beautiful weather and fine
tne mammon of unrighteousness reigned over
but
is
questions that need to be met and answered as sleighing brought out a large attendance at
recovering.
i s people. A most casual scanning of history we stand before a situation
The engagement has been announced of
today that finds town meeting. The following officers wore
reveals that fact. Therefore do w'e need to
elected:
S.
Selectmen, T.
Erskine, Newell Delbert It. Hannan,
seven-eighths of our people out of touch with
formerly ol Liberty, and
W hite, John G. Carey Auditor, George Carter;
look well to the development of the religious religious ervices
every Sabbath of the year. school
committee, Everett Bennett; Collector, Miss Henrietta E. Herrick, both of Ballardideal—do we need ever to be noting the trend
It is true this is a condition which
prevails and Constable, J. J. Clement; Treasurer, Allen vale, Mass. Mr. Hannan grew »o mar hood in
of things, w nether they are away from reelsewhere in American cities, but our question Goodwin. Mr. Foss of Augusta addressed the Liberty, leaving there to enter Butler
hospital
ligion or toward it. I subn.it to you that wht n today is why it confronts us and low shall we meeting in regard to the location of the new in
Providence, where he graduated with honHalldale schoolhouse. Appropriations: schools,
a Justice of the U. S. Supreme Court feels to
ii?
remedy
Among the people who do at tend $680; poor, $200; town officers bills, $460; high- ors as a trained nurse.
write a treatise defending the idea that this is
church services, the largest
maj rity are fe- way? and bridges, $1,500; snow bills winter of
The name of Mrs. George F. French of Porta Christian nation there is at least room .'or
1912
$400; incidental expenses, $100; remale.-:.
We hear much
today about a men’s pairs 13.
of sehoolhouses arid school supplies, $100; land is being mentioned as the next president
the suspicion that there are many things un- movement in
the church. Certainly it has had tuition of scholars out of
town, $100; Stab- of the Maine Federation of Women's Clubs.
christian about us. Religiously we need ; o no influence on local
religious cond tions. Men road, $400, total $3,880.
Mrs. J. Frank Rich of Rockland, the vice presiface things with just the same critical mind are in the
in
the
most
moveminority
gigantic
Isles boro.
At the annual town meeting dent, who would have been ele cted, p. itively
with which we would face things politically, ment on the
1
f..!i.
earth. We have not a single in-

thawing water pipes.
of the Waldo Telephone Company for location of poles and wires in and
upon ail streets of the city of Belfast upon
which the New England Telephone and Telegraph Company held said privilege was read
and it was voted that the prayer of petitioner
be granted, providing said Waldo Telephone
Company furnish one telephone free of rental
to the following departo ents: Chief of Fire
Department, City Marshal’s Office, City Clerk’s
Schools

what

in the

j

PERSONAL.
Miss Bertha Royce left last
Friday to visit
friends in Isle au Haut.
Mr. Seth H. Hopkins of Bangor arrived last

of

petition

of

know

and

success

in

Office, Supt.

adversity

!

If a business man saw such an opportunity to
push his business he would not be slow to
avail himself of it. The whitened field would
not go to waste for want of harvesting. So I
say, here is a great opportunity for the Chris*
tian forces of the community.
We need to get
into the field and work it for all it is worth.
Every man and woman of us interested in
the spread of God’s kingdom on earth needs
to get into the field of personal work tor the
Kingdom. You will find men on our streets
today doing personal work for the “booming”
of other enterprises.
We just need to get
that same spirit of splendid enthusiasm into
ourselves and go out to an aggressive work for
the church. Jesus word about the whitened

greater glory of the Kingdom of our Lord.
The next very apparent thing in local
relig.ous conditions is that this is not a
church-going

six

discovers his

profit by them in its planning for future days.
Politically, commercially, socially, intellectually, the whole world is looking backward
from time to time that it may profit by the

an inquest on the fire in the store of John B.
Stiekney, on February 23, 1913. Mr. Stiekney
was present and after hearing the evidence it
was voted that fire was caused by using ben-

The

or

right and what have been done amiss,that it may

Mayor Hanson presiding:
Meeting called for the purpose of holding

zine

accomplished

to

wants

new

BOARD OF

of it all

;

;
I

vnAnir-,.

the

hundred people

what

that

has been

printed, with ail amendordinances added.
Adjourned to 7 p. m. Friday, March 7th.
IN

out

prosperity

j

looks

have gone. Politically, today the
country is looking backward as well as
forward. It is looking backward to see what

Ordinance

ments and

of

j

separate ways. Some day we will be large
enough in our hearts and minds to set these
things aside and unite our divided energies for

is conducted show's

The busi-

come.

1

our

a...

whole

the next City Government; council concurring.
Voted that the City Clerk have 500 copies of
the

..U.,

....

our

as

have

we

hand and

on

measure

days

mn

stock-taking days. He
the year’s work, he finds just

over

he has

llmr

has his

ness man

charged to the contingent fund.
The annual reports of City Physician, City
Marshal* Inspector of Buildings and Secretary
of Board of Health wore read and referred to
the next City Government; council concurring.
The annual reports of the Supt. of Schools,
City Solicitor, Chief of Fire Department. Milk
Inspector and Tax Collector were received;
was

which

course over

order foi the sum of twenty-five dollars, payable to W. G. Haseltine, the same being for
extra labor as auditor, and said amount to be

reading

the

education—a broadening

matter of

a

religious sympathies and interests, a
withdrawing of present day erphasis upon
non-essentials in many quarters. For, after all,
many of us are nearer together than we realize
and only matters that 'ire not fundamental to
the spread of the Kingdom of God
keep us in

not

ourselves for

Orders CS and 69

~

»

'<

life.

safely spend

|

where a Democratic
g majority of Demo-

cans, and at Eastport,
-slide changed aneven.t-rrnen to one that will
crat and wrested the

cannot

one

wish to be chideci
tabled at the February meeting, was rend and
or disturbed in a stlfsatisfied state. But I believe it is
granted; Council concurring.
eveiy man’s
A communication from the school committee, i duty to know
himself, to know the way of his i
was read, accepted and ordered
on
he
life,
is
placed
file;
why
living just as he is, how he can
Council concurring.
j better the conditions to make his life more efAn ordinance relating to fires wa-= given its ! fective
among his fellows, what is the trend ol
third reading and sent to the Council.
his way, and where it is leading him.
No man
The monthly report of City Marshal was is
wholly honest with himself umilhe is bringread, accepted and ordered Dlaced on file; ing the best to his life and
allowing the best
Council concurring.
things to express themselves through him. !
Order No. 3 sent up from the Council at the So we all need these times of
looking backFebruary meeting was read and it was voted to ward at our life’s course, that, we may know

",

?

an

attitude is apt to make
one either morbid or self-satisfied at his
condition, and both these situations are to be
avoided. Many an individual, however, de-

pleted satisfactorily to an inspector to be appointed. Voted that the committee on highways act as inspectors of the browntail moth

3rd.

individual, once anc
look within himself and
fairly anc

introspection. Such

$3,206 21
petition of W. G Haseltine, which was

spector and the balance when work is

MARCH

good thing for

tendencies in his
that

weeks in the

1'

a

efficiency

fort?

awhile, to
squarely to note his progress or his back ware
trend. It gives him a fresh impetus to
pro
ceed, or an opportunity to correct untowarc

75

56 71

338
209
16
47
257
322
87
178
10

by such a scattering of our efCould we do better and more permanent work with fewer organizations, and if we
could, why do we not do so? Aa a matter of
fact we do not need so many churches. Here
in the city
proper we could well get along with
three churches, and the suburbs could be supplied readily from these centres and be affililiated with them. The religious life of the
community could be unified then, and I am
sure be far more effective in its service.
Impossible, some one says! And I say, surely impossible as long as we care more about a particular organization, a particular doctrine,
than we do about the Kingdom of God and its
advancement. Hut I set it down here that the
time is surely coming when here, as elsewhere,
there will be fewer organizations and more
effective work accomplished in the church. It
our

“Lift up your eyes, and look on the
are white already unto har-

vest.”

It is

Contingent.$1,681

ty Correspondence.

if Belfast...

read and ordered

Special Appropriation.
Fire Department.
Free Library.
Cemeteries.
Paupers.
Highways.

SteamFolks in California.
iths..The Origin of Sea

Yissiludes in Journalism.
Municipal Court...Mrs.
>rth to Wed.

was

Conditions

fields, that they

BOARD OF ALDERMEN.

IN

:-er.gerand Freight

a

Text.

approved.

Belfast. .More
rees
n.iniscences.. .Washington
.Recollections of the
f the War... Sweet Rest
mortal Shore (poem).
Deep Sea... Pittsfield
Weld’s Will... The
Dr

Religious

[Sermon by Rev. David L. Wilson deliv ered a’
a Union service held in the
Universalis’ !
church, Sunday evening, March 2nd, ant
published by request.]

presiding.

Societies. .Personal.
Meetings... Wedding Bells.
Burleigh 111 in Baltimore.
-,.cret

of

Local

MAINE THURSDAY, MARCH 6, 1913.

Cottrell-Martin. The marriage of M.'-eEdna Martin, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joi n
N. Martin of Pittsfield, and Karl Cottrell of
Rockland, occurred at 10 o’clock last Tuesday
orenoon ai me Home of the
bride s parents
Rev. F. S. W alter, pastor cf the First Universalist church, officiated.
The young couple
left on the afternoon tn in fora visit
with Mr
Cottrell 8 parents in Rockland, before
going tc
Stockton Springs, where
they will reside and
where they will have the best wishes of a
large number of friends. Mr. Cottrell’s friends
in
this, his native place, join in the good
wishes.

WEBB

|i
1

BILL PASSED
VETO.

OVER

TI l

Washington, Feb. 28. The Webb liquor
bill prohibiting the shipment of
liquot into
‘■tity" States was repassod in the senate loday
over President Taft’s veto within
two hours
from the time the President’s
message oi dishad
been laid before that body.
approval
Washington, March 2. By a vote of 244 tc
96, the House, Saturday, repassed oter the
President’s veto the Webb bill
prohibiting
shipments

States.

of

intoxicating liquors

into

‘'ur>'~

Supporters of the bill say it will make effective the prohibition laws of
"dry” States,which,
they sey, now are violated because int< xicante
are shipped in to
private individuals, and have:he effect of
nullifying the local laws.
President Taft based his veto almost entire-

ly upon the ground that the bill was unconstitutional, in that it virtually delegatee to the
states control of interstate traffic in
liquor,
when, he held, that control is vested
solely in
Congress. Attorney General Wickersham had
given an opinion also holding tha oil! uncon,
titutional

! find my little, shriveled, sinful soul to
save it, I knew myself for a “goat.”

Reminiscences of Belfast.

As
of The Journal:
My grandfather, whose name appears
Belfast, of the vintage of in Mrs. Frederick’s list, occupied a pew
1844, I have just read with interest the in the Unitarian church, and my grandreminiscences of Mrs. Frederick, and mother, worthy woman, wished me to athave gazed again with pleasure on the tend church with her. To sweeten the

To

Editor

the

features

familiar

Unitarian

the

of

deal she bribed

join, and surely, as we round
arc, we draw near in thought
and interest to the early days, and out
“records" ring true with their har-

the vowel sounds:

again wt
become the beneficiary of gentle Miss
Pratt’s motherly kindness; again wt
feel the stein discipline of Mr. Pinkham’s iron rule; again we are ex orti-ti
by the Supt, Gen. Webster to greatei
application, concentration, and a highet
degret of deportment, and cited to the
illustrious example of a local prodigy,
who shall la- nameless.

litt

a

|i
I

\

it

o-

on

thi

t

it.

in*.1

Momach

str. tt,

Thope

were

kidneys

ItelfaPt seemed
great cominerrial port; of the steamers Daniel Webster, T. F. Secor anti The Lawrence,
sometimes called the "Lazy Lawrence;’
of timber, wood and bark, of buffak
who

skin caps, sperm oil or can
coats,
tiles, cheap lobsters and the "swatesl
coon

clams that
said

for

growed,”

ever

are

the

of

cause

rheumatism.

tic

pains come

troubles.

Gilsot

halcyon days the Grove was
for.-st, Asa Day, of fragrant memory,
■was the bugbear of refractory children
Silvereye Jackson was llie strung mar

stomach, liver and
Bitters will give you
60c and $1,00. R commended

from

More

Army Reminiscences.

To the Editor of The Journal:

In

of Belfast and could lift barrels of (loui
and kegs of nails by their chimes witl

your paper of Fob. 13th I noticed at the
head of one column “Reminiscences of

his teeth, and the most beautiful jack
stones of varied colored flint could bt
found on a crumbling little pier neai

the War.

the lower

perils of

then I

and darkness of their

xi'iiiu p,

..

“KU11

carry

Ore

fur Jim’s offense.
Among m> earliest
kid

chamber

..f

hint that pome

precocious
< is

as a

first lessen

acquaintances

called

“Dod;”

humorist, who gave

m r.

Aural

Darwin to it” in

a

history,

means

me nr

schoolhouse

door,

of their

do,

from

near

blankets,

know

not

whether

one

tive session transactions in which neither
side,', in the tugging, appears to have

The tie-up is mainly because of nominations
coming from the
White House which the Democrats have
taken care to assume were inoculated
with

partisan design

some

way or another of

the desks of the executive clerks in
the office of the secretary of the Senate,
action

by

the Senate.

three-fifths of these

PwcHurt

About

are

TnO

T1----

nr

day march,or

this fir«t

s

one

later,

)

stacked
Now

arms

this is

must say is

of myself;

and

there were
a

only

five men.’’

part of the story that I

not correct; not on account
(nut I was there every night)

but where wasour

Captain
of them, good boys that
away from Gettysburg?

and lots more
never

While

came

1

am

poor writer I cannot
1 r this go; for I should be afraid if I did
Hn it, that one of the best officers that
aware

who later laid hi;

yourg life upon the altar of his country,
was the gallant commander of our snov

ever

that I

am

a

Maine, (Wm. H. Fogler)

went from

would rise from his grave and say to me,
as
he did once, when I disobeyed his

fort, beseiged by barbarians from the
pla ns, including the Moody and Bickfom
clans, led by that outlaw, Fred. Edwards'
and, among our casualties,

orders:
again'”
at

that one “Bill,”
now
ar
physician of Massachusetts,
was nit in the eye by an “leey” and covered himself with ignominy by shouting
recall

night

‘‘Don’t

do
that
you ever
No, Co. D. never stacked anna
on
that march without Capt.

Fogler’s orders.

eminent

The

political tangle

timized

has

peculiarly

vic-

efficient clerk

an

side of the road
concealed from

far back

nearly twenty years,
,in; the office'of the

Mr.

Pearce for promotion, and accordingly President Taft nominated him as
as

along

with

December 3rd to be Assistant
Treasurer.
His nomination is held up
evitable

place
were,

the rest, and with the inhe will lose his

result, that

in the
on

tori

otoff

as

being

were

bright

was a

our

officer

no

Sabbath

the men

day;

It

were

We

had

nothing of the correspondence
place between Lee and
Grant. Every man was discussing the
probabilities. Everybody was hoping it
heard

that had taken

the close of the war.

How

we

did

At last, between the
six o’clock in the after-

we heard cheering from the troops
the other side of the woods.
Each

noon,
on

regiment

fell into line behind its guns;
the best way to discover the cause. Soon

came

General Meade

staff, riding

at

a

at

the head of his

high speed.

As he

reached us he turned into the field and
rode along our line, then on to the next
brigade, and so on down the line, giving
the news to each reciment with his own
mouth. With bare

head,

his horse travel-

ing for all he was worth, that sedate,dignified looking officer, paler that day than
usual

sickness, was crying
out like a boy: ‘'Peace boys! Peace! Lee
has surrendered! Peace boys! Peace!
Then such a scene as followed; such rejoicing; such cheering. The sun itself
was almost obscured wdth
hats, coats,
blankets, haversacks, etc., tossed high
in the air.
Everything went up. Even
because of

of the small men

some

on

the left

were

tossed high above

nor

Treasury department,

as

it

the altar of party expediency.
recourse is to have his friends

Ills only
persuade President-elect Wilson
store him to place without delay.

to

re-

cannot

pen

when the

news

A!

not

in

Knping,

<auae

They

action.

C tsh c ipital
Surplus over

are

They

■

Risk

nausea, purg-

The

Jagott

Cash

An

introductory course in journalism
is being offered thi year by the department of English at the University of
Maine. The work is largely practical,
actual reporting of college events being
done as part of the work
Leading
newt-papers are studied to secure the
essential training in jourralistic style.

These papers are the New- York Evening
Post, The New York Sun, The Boston

■

Gross assets.

fl

Admitted assets
Liabilities Dec* rr
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums
All other liabilities
Surplus over all Mali hi

Gross assets. *9,129 966 85
Deduct items not admitted.
.'8.855 74

Gross assets.$145,381 39
Deduct items nut admuted
3.30. 78

..

KEENE,

351 59
945 22
2.900 Go

Admitted

Total ii-ihiliiieh

m

FIELD & Ql’IMi •.

PANY Ob

UNITED FIREMEN’S INSURANCE COM-

PANY, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Assets December 31, 1912.
December 31, 1912
Real estate.$
96,359 80
Real estate. $ 180.000 00 I Mortgage loans.
183,820 GO
19,000 00 Collateral loans.
10,800 00
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds, market value.... 1.650,895 00 | Stocks and bonds. 1,403.980 Ofl
in
Cash
office
ano
83
bank.
and
bank
in
office
122,112
Cash
69,378 06
65,314 76
Agents’ balances, not overdue. 808,355 83 Agents’balances.
Interest
and
rents.
Interest and rents.
21,703 15
21,992 95
All other assets, cash in hands of
Gross assets
3,477 04 \
$1,851,645 57
Agent.
Deduct items not admitted.
50.000 01
Gross assets.
$2,805,543 85
Admitted assets. $1,801,645 56
Admitted assets.$2,805,543 85 !
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Net unpaid losses.
$
Net unpaid losses,.$ 601,369 24
39,822 64
Unearned
premiums.
Unearned premiums. 1,256,554 59
1,161,714 18 !
All
other
43
liabilities
40
365.J
All other liai ilities.
12,375 47
Cash capital, deposit.
250,000 00 Cash capital
400,000 00
over
all liabilities.
332,079 59 Surplus
187,733 2“
Surplus over all liabilities

t

Iteal estate
Mortgage loans
Stocks and bonds
L'ash in office an:
Agents’ balances
Interest and rents
All other assets

Gross assets.
Deduct items rot

m:

Assets

j

Admitted assets
Liabilities i

capital....
Surplus over all
Cash

bah

Total liabilities
JAMES 1 A
3*8

..

THE PAI.ATUNE iV

...

PANY

...

Total

Total liabilities and surplus

liabilities and surplus.$2,805,543 85
3w8

.$1,801,645 56

3w8

PEOPLES NATIONAL FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY.

Assets December 31, 1912.
Stocks and bonds.$2,078,029 31
724.100 07
Cash in office and bank.
4.^92 72
22.110 00
464.214 29

Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.
Gross assets.fDeduct, items not admitted

46 39

31..027 66

Admitted
$2.8I.‘7.21S
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
assets

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums
Reserve for contingencies.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.

Assets December 31, 1912.
Real estate .$ 200,000 00
Mortgage loans...
473,347 50
Collateral loans.
7,800 00
Stocks an 1 bonds.
1.047,314 07
Cash in office and bank.
167,548 31
Agents' balances..
116.380 93
Interest and rents
20.823 94
..

73

Cross assets.

Deduct items not admitted

M 'l -l
1.019,419 0*

Transcript, The Chicago Record-Herald, Surplus over all liabilities
The Chicago Tribune, and the New York
Total liabilities and surplus.$2,807,218
Times. The course will continue through-

Net unpaid
Unearned pren.
All other iiabi
Surplus over all

i
I

|

\u

f

ij

Total ltabil'.t

JAM L3w8

..

73

j

Admitted asset
Liability-

l.->33 78

Admitted assets
$2 017,380 97
Liabilities December fl, 1912.
Net unpaid losses.$
76.767 24
Unearned premiums.
58".641 62
All other liabilities.
110,000'00
Cash caf ital
1,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities.. 242,972 11

|
j

(iross assets.
Deduct items

L

20u,ixm or
159,980 85
750,000 00
504,717 60

■

Stocks and. b-r:
l'ash in office o
A t ents’ balances
Bills receivable
Interest an<l rent

$2,033,214 75

..

N

w

Assets

Ken! estate.

j

a

ini

vi

»»

an

ai

iv

icuciai

neighboring

town

of Rockland points

mules

would

kick

at

us

and

look

the way in the words of one of its most re- ashamed.
spected residents:
txa ci nine
Cluivli
i.uci
L lieic
jtai
Mrs. Fmma F. Raleigh, 28 N. Main street,
when Co. D. could not make a stack at
was
1
■'In
1907,
February,
Rockland, Me says:
all. At Cold Harbor, Va., June 3, ’64,
taken with a severe attack of La Grippe, and
Frederick Wyman,
were ! Co. D. had in line
aftt.r recovering I found that my kidneys
disordered. From then until midsummer oi Jackson Mixer, Oliver Cromwell,, John
1
A. White, Thomas Welch and myself.
the same year, I was practically laid up.
a

in my back and was sc
The first shell that came our way killed,
could not get up or down
bad
instantly, Wyman and Mixer; that same
anc
1 did not Bleep well, being very nervous
: evening Cromwell sprained his ankle, so
to wall
was
afraid
1
that
often I was so dizzy
that he had to leave us. The next mornI had hot flashes, and the
across the floor.
June 4th, Welch was killed; that
ing,
bad
in
shape
secretions from my kidneys were
left John A. White and myself alone
but nothin*
I tried one remedy after another,
until the 9th or 10th, when John T. Frost
failec
<lid me the leant good and even doctors
and Hiram Hoffses, who had been on desaw Doan’s Kidne]
1
me.
Finally,
relieve
to
recommend
tached service at division headquarters,
Pills advertised, and as they were
decided to tn
came back to the regiment.
ed for troubles auch as I had. I
me and b;
them. The first few doses helped
Capt. Fogler and Lieut. Pierce had
of two boiei
the time I had taken the contents
both been wounded, and Capt. Fogler
am
I wag cured. All my troubles disappeared
He had a bad wound
never came back.
in the ankla. Lieut. Pierce came back
I felt like a different person."
was given in August
statement
of
to
us
the
18th
The above
June, and was later prowas interviewee 1
L. M. P.
moted to captain.
1908 and when Mrs. Raleigh
“I can still recom
Augusta Feb. 24, 1913.
several years later, she said:
and 1 willing
-mend Doan’s Kidney Pills highly
ARE YOU CONSTIPATED?
former endorsement of them,
confirm
my
ly
If so, get a box of Dr. King’s New Life
to make the merits of thi ,
am always willing
Pills, take them regularly and your trouble
preparation known.’
will quickly disappear. They will stimulate
60 cents, h os
Price
dealers.
all
sale
For
by
and get rid
New York, Bole agent 9 the liver, improve your digestion
ter Milburn Co., Buffalo.
I of all the poisons from your system. They
Statea.
for the United
and take n 9 will surely get you well again. 26c at all
Remember the name— Doan’s—
bad

distressing pains
at times that I

j

■

i

other.

j

druggists.

of 53 to 29, and the bill was shorn of all
federal control, except in so far as conformed it to the government’s right over
the

preservation

vote

of navigation

by

a

Where the burdens of life are laid down.
When we’ve passed through life’s sorrow and
care,

And the

final

cross

is

exchanged

Fifteen years ago, before the Spanish
there were 25

regiments

of

infantry

in the Army, all stationed in the United
States.
Since that time 5 regiments
have been added to the
these

only

Army,

but with

16 are available for service in

this country and around which an army
could be built in a sudden emergency.
Of the infantry regiments 4 are stationed in the

for

the

Philippines,

6

are

Oh that rest we are longing to gain,
In that land where all sorrow is o’er.
That land, where no death and no pain
Will be known on that bright, happy shore.
CHORUS.
our loved ones with joy we shall
greet,
When the ransomed with singing shall come,
And the dear ones long parted will meet,
When we rest in that blest, heavenly home.

Where

CHORUS.

Mrs. L. A. Partridge.

to be sent to

Brewer, Me.

3 to Panama and 1 will remain
in Alaska. While the 16 regiments may
be sufficient to garrison the different
are

stationed, they

P&ave

Ryour
pr^

not sufficient to form tactical units where
officers may gain experience and where

soldiers may be trained. The chief of
staff of the Army has recommended an
increase of 2 regiments of infantry and
6 batteries of field artillery in order to

bring the military strength up
point where it will partially meet
quirements of the service.

Children

to the
the re-

Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S

OASTORIA

teca mils

and get better reaulta from
stock.
Add
email
amount of

are

Jfm.

w

^

■■■
■
hi
m
:

0|B

■

■

■

to
the
ration.
dally
and
etimuStrengthens
latea digestive organs and
Btock
Insures
receiving
full benefit of food.
In
packages to suit—25c, 60c.
(1; 25-lb. palls. $3.50.
“Your money back If It
falls.”

Get Pratts Profit-Sharing
Booklet.

S191S

December 31, 1912.
21,306 00
Mortgage loans.$
Stocks and bonds. 29,071,326 00
Cash in office and bank.
1,759,494 71
Agents’ balances. 2,327,747 89
Interest and rents.
226,566 00

Almanac FliEB

Slocks and bonds..
$1,382,891 18
Cash in office and bank..
237,794 10
180,150 96
Agents’ balances
Interest and rents.....
21,051 39

A sets

Gross assets.$33,406,434 60

I

;
I

f
■

!

GEO. E

I

Attornov

1

J

Gross assets
.$1,821,887 83
Deduct items not admitted.
75,263 12

Total

liabilities and surplus.$33,406,434 60

Total

3w8

JAS.

December 31, 1912.
Real estate.$1,036,526 26
loans..
2,626,150 00
Mortgage
Stocks and bonds. 2,636,960 20
Cash in office and bank.
61,828 50
427,927 31
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents.
50,964 91
GrosB assets. $6,840,357 18
Deduct items not admitted.
3,578 39
79
54
19
57
00
49

Total liabilities and surplus-$6,836,778 79

L. T. SHALES & SON
3w8

JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents,
Belfast, Maine.

SB|

spec altv.

NO
Guarantee!) w.
inq. Shampooing
full line of all kino
parlors over Shir..

Searsport,

Maine.

MASSACHUSETTS FIRE & MARINE INSURANCE CO., BOSTON, MASS.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1912.
Collateral loans... $
50,000 00
Stocks and bonds. 1,126,951 00
Cash in office and bank.
58,767 20
94,842 12
Agents’ balances
Interest and rents.
8,821 08

FOR
FRANK

THE lot

Total liabilities and surplus_$1,337,856 94
3w8

-H

I

SAlfl

I

Cedar

i^H

TRIidtiil

94
08
56
94
00
36

on

2m8

Gross assets.$1,339,381 40
Deduct items not admitted
1,524 46

Admitted assets.$1,337,856
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1912.
Net unpaid losses.$
55.283
Unearned premiums
399,283
All other liabilities.
10,081
Cash capital
500.000
Surphis over all liabilities. 373,208

I
;K

t!23

H. KNEELAND, Agent,

8w8

FIREMEN’S INSURANCE COMPANY
780*786 ISroad St., Newark, N. J,

Admitted assets .$6,836,778
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Net unpaid losses.$ 291,075
Unearned premiums.
2,781,578
All other liabilities.
40,885
Cash capital.
1,000.000
Surplus over all liabilities. 2,723,239

liabilities and surplus. $1,746 624 71

K

Ht

Practice in all
a

.$1,746,624 71
assets.$33,406,434 60 : Admitted assets
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Net unpaid losses. 107,601 84
Net unpaid losses.$ 1.263,997 33
j Unearned
Unearned premiums. 12,341,420 00
premiums. 916,854 60
2 449,261 99 ! All other liabilities.
All other liabilities
20,624 45
Cash capital. 3,000,000 00
210,060 00
Deposit capital.
Surplus over all liabilities. 14,351,755 28 Surplus over all liabilities. 491,543 82
Admitted

Assets

Hawaii,

posts where they

crown.

CHORUS.

of 74 to 12.

war,

|
!

luii*

POINTS THE WAY
Our

!

LOMH*>

Assets !
..

i

CiLOrtE INDEMNITY COMPANY,

Of

an

vlvii

>

unpaid losses
Unearned premiums
All other liabilities

Net

Mortgage loanSentiments expressed in the Senate out next
ALBERT M. AMES, Agent,
thought that the day we
year.
Stocks and l:
Total liabilities and surplus.$2,017,380 97
I
Stockton Springs, Waldo County, Me.
marched from Frederick, Md., to Union, debate the past week on the Connecticut
3w8
I
'ash in office
;
B. A. SPENCER, Agent, Belfast, Me.
Can Hurry Parcel Post.
Agents’ balanceI’a., was the hardest day we had, for river dam bill indicated that the princi3w8
“Marin.”
Interest and rent.
THE flETROPOLlTAN CASUALTY
ihat day we covered 22 miles, and our pal involved, that of the limitation of
The old chutch has special associations
Extension of
CALEDONIAN INSURANCE COMPANY All other assets
Washington, Feb. 26.
INS. CO. OF NEW YokK.
Commander issued an order the federal control over the utilization of
Corps
the special delivery system, to apply to
for n-e. I was born, so to speak, into
OF EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND,
Gross assets.
Assets December 31, 1912.
next day complimenting and thanking water power in navigable streams is of all
parcel post mail, was ordered today
Deduct items
We foregathered
00
the Methodist fold.
$681.425
bonds.
Stocks
and
Assets
December
1912.
31,
us for the long march.
That was June the utmost importance to the industrial by PostmaBter-General Hitchcock, efCash in office and bank.- 71.191 91
converted building, below
iti -a barren,
fppfivp l\,furr»h
T'Kts t-aimltip foo
Admitted asset
Real estate..$ 525,000 00
142.617 37
29th. The next day we laid in the pine future of the country along the line of
Agents’ balances
Stocks and bonds. 1,275,820 00
Liabilit
10
cents
in
was
cold
in
winor
street.
1
he
house
special
delivery
5,482 49
High
regular
and rents
Interest
in
and
bank.
Cash
office
141,162 90 Net
grove just out of Union, Pa., and the its largest development. President Taft postage stamps will be
383 75
All other assets.
charged.
unpaid losses
t r, the box pews void of cushions, the
balances
85
253,051
Agents’
Unearned prem
morning of July 1st we were on the move has vetoed the Coosa river dam bill,
Interest and rents.
8,892 87 All other liabilityThe pastor was a powerful
Beats high.
Gross assets. .$901,100 52
3,301 29 Cash
again.
holding the power was too valuable to SWEET REST ON THAT IMMORTAL Deduct items not admitted. 6,439 78 All other assets
It
"stickB
a sweet singer.
and
capital..
preacher
Now the writer of the above named grant without compensation to the govover
SHORE.
Gross assets.$2,207,228 91 Surplus
in my mind” that his name was .MansAdmitted assets.$h94,660 74 ;
article says the 19th Regt. acted as rear ernment, and the Connecticut river bill
December
1912
Liabilities
31,
Total
liabilities
with
sat
in
I
1912.
and
when
December
Liabilities
31,
awe,
field,
posed
Net unpaid losses.$ 122,567 95
It does carried a provision in harmony with the
This surely is a mistake.
[Tune, The Sweet Bye and Bye.]
and guard.
Net unpaid losses.$ 34.902 25
MAURICE W. i
Unearned premiums. 1,397,007 96
my hot head fil ed with catechism
Oh yes, there remaineth a rest
not seem possible that any man that was position of both the President and the
Unearned premiums. 352.889 04
All other liabilities.
43
68,639
fixed
and
the
feet
cold
pastor
asleep,
67.988 08
my
For the children of God, bye and bye,
All other liabilities.
with the regiment that day could forget
Surplus over all liabilities. 619.013 57
Cash capital. 200,000 00
his hypnotic eye, striving to
me with
The opposition maintained that In those mansions prepared for the blest.
that wagon train we guarded; how we trol.
over all liabilities. 238,881 37
Surplus
Total liabilities and surplus.2,297,228 91
Our home in the sweet bye and bye.
^
I ihe waters of all streams, navigable, or
would have to run and then go slow.
3w8
Total liabilities and surplus.$894,660 74
CHORUS.
do not remember whethei Gardner L. otherwise, belonged to ihe States, and
!
FIELD & QU1MBY, Agent, Belfast, Maine.
There is rest over there,
BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMused hard words in those days; don’t the federal government could not impose
3w8
Where the weary will sigh nevermore,
PANY,
think he did, but along in the line where a tax on what did not belong to it. The
Blessed rest over there.
THE i OnE INSURANCE COMRA Y,
The Statement of This Rockland Resident
TORONTO, DOMINION OF FAN \l>.\.
Sweet rest on that immortal shore.
Winkey B. and I were the grass beside federal tax provision in the bill was
New Y.irk.
Will Interest Our Readers.
Assets December 31. 1912.
the road at times looked blue, and the stricken from it by a non-partisan vote There is rest for the saints over
1
there.
I have alwavs

|

•.

Assets I

■

3w

9
9
9

It earned prenn-j
Ml other liability
'ash <• <pital
Surplus over all in:

3ERMAN AMERU

..

K

‘^B
9

asset

2, 24 11
1.55.31
Cash capital.
100,000 00
Surplus ver all liabil ties....
3,5,31 (17
Total liabilities and surplus
$142,073 61
1' A. SPENCER Agent. Belfast, Me.

]

B

Liabilities i
's’et unj aid loss.

unpaid losses. $ 4,443 12

Unearned premiums..
All other liabilities.

S. hr WCM

U

GENERAL ACCIDENT, EIRE & I IFE
assurance ct'kpo; avion, Ltd
oi Perth, icotlard.

K

,

Gr iss assets...
)educt items n.it

Admitted assets. $142.073 61
Liabilities December 31,1912.

$9 091 141 11

■

Assets De
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office ar.d b;r
Agents’ balances
Rills receivable.
Interest and rent.All other assets.

CASUAL1Y COMPANY,
W. H.
Assets December 31, 1912.
Mortgage loans ..$ 1(1,550 00
Stocks and bonds
88,872 21
Cash in office and bank.
6 662 37

Total liabilities and surplus.
3w9

9

t|B

WESTERN A^l!kA

PEERLESS

Net

'U

Total liabilities an
JAMES PAT I!

FIRE AS SO IATION OF PFILAD
LP:-IA
Assets December 31. 1912
Real estate. $ 767.4X4
21
Mortgage loans
1.987.9:', 1 66
Collateral loans.
193 951 12
Stock •> and bonds. .4.961 871 53
Cas- in office and bank.
483.32194
Agents’ balances.
620 46^08
Interest and rents.
114.969 31

..

j9

..

3w8

Insurance Statements.

New York

Course in Journalism at the U. of M.

H
bar k

office and

in

Toronto,

..

,h)u

Deduct items not admi t-

s

reached them.
A. Stinson.

December

9
9
9

There Is a Rexall Store in nearly every town and city in the United States, Canada and
Oreat Britain. There is a different Rexall Remedy for nearly every ordinary human ill—
especially designed for the particular ill for wnich it is recommended.
The Rexall Stores are America's Greatest Drug Stores

Admitted assets
$9t 91,141 u
Liabilities December 31, 1912
Net unpaid losses...$ 355.145 28
Unearned premiums. 5 350.398 03
All other liabilities
435I34 50
Cash capital
750.000 (X)
Surplus over all liabilities. 2.590,263 30

I

I
jfl
■

Agents’ balances
Interests and rents
All other assets

f eh

Interests and rents..
All other assets.

I

I

INSUkANLI

Assets

MAINE

Agents' balances.

«■

Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds

ST’

Store

liabilit

all

u. S. Kk AN,
SUN

CAUTION: Please bear in mind that Rexall Orderlies are not sold by all drugi
gists. You can buy Rexall Orderlies only at The Rexall Stores.
You can buy Rexall Orderlies in this community only at our store:

BHLFAST

r.

__

to old-fashioned, hamh salts and
"»h" purgatives which are not on y
unpleasant to take but which usually
leave the bowels in worse condition
than before. We particularly recommend Rexall Orderbes for children,
an<* delicate persons,
Rexall Orderlies come in vestpocket tin boxes. 12 tablets, 10c;
36 tablets, 25c; 80 tablets, 50c.

CITY DRUG STORE

'll
fl

,r.

liabilities and h
Jas. Pattee & Stn A.
B. B. Sanborn. Anr

.H.,xaJ1
J,°fd?,“V
EmT*?In btfte!
Iwtter health.
all of
and
spirtuthings they arc vastly superior
these

Just let the bowels fail in properly
doing their work—just let their
action be delayed end incomplete
and the entire system and everv
Other organ suffers.
Wastes that

JH
H

Total

* hey
in* or eI<'eas,'e looseness.
tend to tone anu strengthen intestinal
muscles.
and
They
curves
promptly
relieve constipation, and help to permanentiy overcome it.

say-*"

or

We believed

that the end had come.

meant

ry

them at Uur

soothing and easy

II they do not abundantly prove
their merit with you also—if y>u
•re not entirely satisfied with themwe will refund your money-and we
will do that on your mere
We don't ask you to risk a peunv
Isn’t that fair?

we could see other troops
massed in like manner.

we
spirits.
facing a great and important event,

were

I

just like candy.

■
111

Admitted assets
Liabilities BeceiNet unpaid loss**
Unearned premiums
All other liabilities

n,Byi’e-

ahead of us, but
view by woods.
As

in the best of

or

Tutrikam ni a..-

Gross assets
Deduct items not adn

,‘“7daily

the other

allowed to leave the ranks.

man was

1

on

DaeMber,!

j;^r"

taste

J

PHILADELPHIA, P^N|
'*

Awt.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and hank
Agents' balances
Bills receivable
Interest and rents
All other assets.

just

Arms were stacked and

Treasurer, and whose service and experience came to be so valued by Secretary MacVeagh that he recommended

early

min

our heads.
Tongue
begin to describe, nor
imagination depict that scene. Before
taps we were talking of home, and how
Tennessee,
rejoiced would be the loved ones there

ot the Democrats here and
there whose names have appeared in the
long list of nominations. It is the case
of Christian S. Pearce of
one

who has been for

m

massed in like manner

advantage long for peace.
their incoming hours of five and

on

awaiting

lornro

to take

administration. There are within a very
few of 2,000 nominations now
piled up

tary I.-l

Gardner

U!a

headquarters and we were massed
j in brigade lines in the fields on the opposite side of the road. Our lines were
at right angles with the road and not

approach of the change j

over-

he says:
On this march it was very
hot. anti the officers and men fell out one
by one until when night caine and Co. D.

being captured by a sortie headed by on
Ah hleeier and carried kicking int ,
the Presence, reported
later, urdis
mayed, that he made her hair comedow n
Frank Dickerson,

all

but

and “bea I

>

f lames’

along

do

“I

amrz rg ti eory and disquisition on th
origin of man. One "Ed.” a natura
belligerent, liter known as "Tweed,’
who Ird an assault, with stones, upoi ,

Miss

There is

t

per-

Our faith is built both on the
knowledge of what llexall Orderlies
are made of and on observant.n of
very many severe cases in whi< h they
have proven their merit

column to

i army

tive business as the present one, since
last December. There has been a lot to
but the

marching

passed to the front. Again we cheered.
Later we cleared the woods and at a little house on the hill saw the flag of

ses-

proceed

wa

late

well conceived, thoug

Q

execu-

the United States. Five army officers
coats, frying pars, tin cans, yarn, writhad their nominations confirmed. The
ing paper, etc., but the first halt we
made for rest, they said that overcoats other nomination to be confirmed was
the only one of the many hundreds of
and tin cans were out of style, that
to get through—John H.
stockings did not need to be darned, and postmasters
at Concord, N. H., the home of
Brown,
that if the folks at home wanted to hear
from the army they co ild read the l Senator Gallinger, president pro tempore
of the Senate. Six minor nominations
papers; so tha. when orders came to
were withdrawn.
that field was well clothed.

night Jim, having
thing was due him, changed places will
innocent Bid, who suffered vicarious!;
a

little

for the

most

We wouldn't say this if we didn't
believe it to be true. We wouldn't
risk our reputation by making surh
•tateinenta did we not fael sure you
would find them true.

clear the road.
Then cam“ a large
cavalcade of horsemen, with that great
General, U. S. Grant, at their head,
riding with his staff at a rapid pace to
the front. We all cheered—everybody
yelled. We believed it a happy omen
when it appeared of more importance
for the Commanding General to have
the right of way to the front. Shortly
another bugle sounded, and again we
cleared the road, when General Meade,
sick and obliged to ride in an ambulance,

than two rods apart.
Other troops, with artillery and cavalry,

postmasters,
part of that story that is certainly
the others being army and navy officers’
wrong. The 19th Maine Regt. did not
i
and the rest miscellaneous.
march from Chancellorville to Gettys- promotions
There have been only seven confirmaI
We
left
our
near
burg.
camp
Falmouth,
tions since December 9th. That was of
Va., the 15th of June, and sure it was
Carmi Thompson of Ohio, former secrehot, and the boys thought they must

It wai
as coal.
ous little devils, black
Cook’s custom todiscipline them for mis
demeanors of the day, at night, in th<

fen

for I used

doubly interested,
boys quite well.

a

Belfast was then distinguished by on<
colored citizen, Mr. Cook, the barber,
muscular Christian, belonging to oui
enurch, a powerful factor in revivals
He had tw o pons, Bill'and Jim, mischiev

a

was

to know those

Puddle

dock.

quiet

These words always attract

my attention; and when I saw the names
of Gardner L. Hatch and Silas Beckwith,

those who had the

bridge by

to brave the

regular

a

signal

pleasant-to-take,

most

As we trudged along we
heard the sound of a bugle in the rear,
and as it came nearer we found it
was a

Neighbors

THl ALLIANCE IH,0hAv '>
OF

should have been dispelled remain
to poison the system,
Headaches, biliousness, nervous*
a,,d other tormenting end serf,
r„mmou when the bowela
a. nature intended.
avo,d*d' ,f you wU*
A1‘ th“
adwee.
our
accept

msnently benefici.l laxative for rebel
trom the misenes and dangers arising
from constipation.

and

experience.

were

so

We honestly believe we have the
best bowel remedy ever made—the

not more than five or six mileB over
rough road, much of the way through
woods. On that march events occurred
which we had never witnessed in all our

March 1, 1913.
Not
within the recollection of the oldest consion of the Senate done

rning

m

I

You know us. You know we would not—that we could not
■fford to—jo back on our word. Nor can you afford to Ignore
this money-back-lf-not-satlsfled offer on this splendid laxative.

was

Washington,

gressional inhabitant has

in the

began early

To ,Oar Friends and

a

more

gained an inch.

In these

Temerity

march

Washington Whisperings.

party’s administration to that
of another, appears to have operated to
kidney cause a locking of party horns on execu-

Electric

prompt relief.
by all druggist?.

so.

For dyspepsia, our national ailment, use Burdock Blood Bitters. Recommended for strengthening digestion, purifying the blood. At all
drug stores. $1.00 a bottle.

Get

stomach, liver, kidneys and bowels in
healthy condition by taking Electric Bitters,
and you will not be troubled with the pains of
rheumatism. Charles B. Allen, a school principal of Sylvania, Ga who suffered indescribable torture from rheu ..atism,liver and stomach
trouble and diseased kidneys, writes:
“All
remedies failed until I used Electric Bitters,
but four bottles of this wonderful remedy
cured me completely.” M ybe your rheuma-

nobody did it."
days of pnip building,

the

CAUSE OF RHEUMATISM
trouble, lazy liver and derangrd

your

did it.

"nobody

man,

York, Feb. Z'l% 1913.

THE

when pert little John l.ant
11 didn’t doit.
would meet him with,
"No, no,” paid the ole
Mr. !Mi soii.”

tt

J. F. F.
New

I can set
roof to annoy him.
con ing to his door to mildly

c

RHEUMATISM

—

tic ruffians- would throw stone!

I is

U|*
the

there stood

lays

corner"of the school ground
white-washed cabin, occupied by
Wt
1; hinson and hie aged wife.
»t

w.

Col. J. W. Spaulding’s description of
the memorable events of that last day’s
campaigning of the 19th Me.,—Sunday,
April 9th—will ever mark a great epoch
in the history of our country. Our

Right away—the first day you start to take
pews, and when the
RHEUMA the Uric Acid poison begins to dis
organ awoke and sounded its rich diapa- solve and leave the sore joints and muscles.
son, little thrills titilated my spine and ; Its action is little less than magical.
RHEUMA works so speedily you actually
gave me an 11 cipient but glorious menin- can feel the Rheumatism leaving the
body.
A bottle costs but 50 cents, and if you are not
gitis.
satisfied A A Howes & Co. will return your
have
since
Nearly sixty years
pas*
Read this:
money.
Belfast was my home; but so retentive
‘*1 w ish to state to you the farts and nothing
hut the facts. I bless the day a friend brought
is the youthful memory, so receptive the
I used oneme a 50-cent bottle of RHEUMA.
plastic mind, so sensitive the mental j half of it and it did me more good than all the
retina, that w ith slight effort 1 can recall other medicines I ever tried. I had been afflictei with Rheumatism all over my body for
the “Old Guard” at will, together with more than 25
years; 1 could not walk, and was
many of their idiosyncrasys of dress and a broken-down man. During that time 1 spent
a small fortue trying to be rid of the horrible
manner.
Among them all there is one disease, but without help However. RHEUMA
name to which I wish to pay a belated
reached my case, and I thank God I can again
my feet and do my work.
tribute, the name of that great humani- use
“Eefore taking your medicine I was staying
whose
F.
P.
tarian,
presence with a daughter on her farm, and despite her
Quimby,
loving efforts to tempt my appetite I could not
was tonic, whose touch was magic, and
eat.
After I had taken RHEUMA two days
who saved to the writer, by his advice
my appetite returned. Yours for prosperity.”
I
Frof.
H
H. Rolling, 7 S. Ninth St., Kicha
after
and treatment,
very useful leg,
mond, Ind., October 10, 1912.
the doctors had assembled to amputate j

monies and discords.
Again we muster with our young companions nt Miss Frye’s little school,
where we sing the multiplication tabli

In those old

suit of blue

DRIVES OUT

forget the
grandeur I
the upholstered

the lines

•nut!

a

of the War.

After 25 Years of Misery This
Man Walks, Works and
impression of vastness and
Feels Fine Again
received; the carpeted aisles,

the final

and chant

with

me

broadcloth, with brass buttons, made by
In
Mr. Hilton, to become a proselyte
due course I marie my debut, smelling
slightly of the dyepot, and I shall never

church, little changed outwardly in sixty
odd years. Glimpsed in retrospect, the
longest human life is short, and the span
between youth and age very brief. Life
has been compared to a circle in which

J

RHEUMA

native of

a

Recollections of the Last Days

I am prepare'!
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Phonal committee.
street, Newport, R. I.,
February 12, 1913.
Alexander. Member
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Missouri, Chairman of
Merchant Marine and
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spital ship bill,
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Tell your grocer that
will suit you but

nothing
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or

DR.

WELD’S

WILL.

Public Institutions and ProviBequests
sion For Trust Estate.
to

Dr. Weld also provided that in case
his daughter should die leaving no children her one-half interest in a trust fund
consisting of the residue of the estate,
valued at moie than $2,000,000, should
be divided between the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and the Massachusetts General Hospital.
Mrs. Hannah P. Weld, the widow, receives all her husband's personal effects,
his hcu.~es and his steam yacht, the Malay, and after specific bequests to other
relatives the income from one-half the
residue
of
the
estate.
Dr.
Weld’s
daughter is to receive an income of
$4,000 a year from her share* of the estate until she becomes 21 years of age.
When she becomes 25 years old she and
her mother will receive in equal shares
the total net income from the trust es-
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No itemized list of the property composing the estate elsewhere appears in
the report.
The New York estate consists of real estate valued at $120,000
and stocks anil bonds valued at $99,662.50.
The property in other States is said
to consist lanrelv of stocks and bonds.
THE

objections

to

may be made
.lovever, that the
u.n in
the coast

knowledge

are

advise in
>nrc
be unanitie bill.
Were
; "I the seaboard
S' ate, argument of
to
to

sincerely,
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Dobson were in
attend the funeral
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ight.
in Lewiston last
annual meeting of
0. U. W.

was

Dearborn are two
preserved old people
ached the age of
to carry on their
pave been married
children were born
whom are living,
superintendent in

Wash.,

Mrs. La-

"f Stockton Springs,
:'Peld, and Mrs. Will
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'tnturous Adventuress.

There is

arrival at Bermuda
■!lht Adventuress has'
v
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1,,r

Capt. F. D. West,
yacht made

despite

a

covered
dht to St. Davids
Head,
t0 tit.
George, in faster
r

accomplished

d:ons.

The time

unwas

During the trip
considerably and

our

Maine,

our

thro,’

dear old Maine,

We fondly meet today,
That in our hearts your mem’ry
Shall firmly dwell for aye.

H

We point with pride to noted men
Who nailed their banners high.

And led the fight for truth and right
Their memory ne’er will die.
All over this broad land they live
Great men and women, too,
Who claim their birth in dear old Maine,
And give her credit due.

—

"

temper

tester. The
it itches. Doan's
totems—sny skin itch-

worse

Bangor_The

Camden Herald.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORI A

party held by the Pythian Sisterhood in
the K. of P., hall, Wednesday evening, was
well attended and much enjoyed by ali present
-Charles E. Laffin of Bangor spent the
week-end with his mother, Mrs. Pierce Laffin.
....Hon. Albert Peirce attended the automowhist

Mrs. Ellen Tay'or died Feb. 19th at
the home of her son, Charles N. Taylor,
in Wellesley, Mass., aged 72 years. She
was
the widow of the late George K.
Taylor and for over 35 years resided at,
Nealley’s Corner, Hampden. Her death
comes as a grief to a Urge circle of
friends. She was always active in the
social and religious life of the place,
having been a member of tin Methodist
church for many years
Her loving nature and charm of manner bound her
closely to all who knew her. The remains arrived in Bangor Saturday morning and were taken to Hampden Highlands and placed in the receiving vault
until spring, when the interment will be
made in tie family lot at Nealley’s Cor-

aile show in

**

For Infants and Children.

Bears the

irday,

o*._I_

T_

ancient times this was always the right
hence, starboard is synonymous
with right side on board a ship. Other
Mediterranean words borrowed in the
period before the Norman Conquest are
lobster, limpet, trout, mussel and huik,
which comes from the Greek holkas. The
term larboard, which was formerly applied to the left side of a ship, it is held
has its origin from the verb to lade, or
the side on which the ship received her
In other words, the port side.
cargo.
The reason few people think of these
words being other than of English origin
is that English sailors in auopting them
usually have given them an English
twist,so that they have largely lost their

Bide,

identity.

oew

vv

aril,

wnose

an

the guest of
friends in Boston for a few days.... P. II. Kean
n.d Jacob Clegg, who 1 ave In en employed in
Hardwick, Vt., during the winter months, have
■eturned to their homes here.
Mis.

Albert

Haines of Ellsworth.
We congratulate
and we also congratulate the new
his
congressman upon
selection, for it
has been our pleasure to know Mr.
Haines well, since his fitting school days
when he was a newspaper correspondent.
We have followed him in the educational
service of the government in Porto Rico,
and his activities in the work of the
Grange, and as a hustling young business man of education, intelligence and
character.—Kennebec Journal.
The many friends Mr. Haines made
during his recent visit in Belfast, join in

him;

the

I
The Kind You Have Always Bought has home the
signature of Chas. H.,Fletcher, and has bocu made under his
personal supervision for over
years. Allow no one
to deceive you in this.
Counterfeits, Imitations ami
“Just-as-good” are but Experiments, and endanger the
health ot Children—Experience

congratulations.

against Experiment.

The Kind You Have

A Veteran of th e 18th Maine.

^ Bears the

wounded!

It was the record of all the
battles of the war! —Bridgton News

Always Bought
of

Signature

Wherecs, a member of the Belfast School
Board, Edgar M. Cunningham, has been called
from the labors of this world and the circle of
his family; therefore, be it
Resolved, That we, the members of the Bel- ;
fast School Board, do here record the
deep re- h ART HO
gret and sympathy of the members of the
Board, to his family in their sorrow and trouble

town

accounts... I.

M.

Cummings

are

a

London.

mourn

the loss of

an

the interests

asso-

of

On

tho

treatment

of

Horses,

Sheep, Dogg, Hogs, Poultry,
For Every Living Tiling
A. A. For

and

on

Distemper.

I)

For

WORMS, Buts. Grubs.

E

E

For

COUGHS, Cold*, Intluen/.a.

F

F

For COLIC. Bellyache, Diarrhea.

CONDITION’, Indigestion*
fiO ets. each bottle.
Veterinary Oil for Hoofs &c. $1.00,
At

druggists

or

sent

prepaid

on

receipt.

price.
itmphreys’ Homeo. Medicine Co., Oo?. WilUair.

■..1 Ann

Streets, New York.

....

..

IS THIS YOUR
Are you letting thin, impure
Mood stand’in the way of your
daughter's hra'thY Ah a girls have
ini' -,v- ;.shed Mood.
Don’t take
it tor grantid that your daughter
is free from it. I'.v, a mnvslieinay
he in the first stages of bloodlessness.
I ts effects on her health and
happiness are too lasting for you
ev.-r to let up in your care and

the food was what one might
tables in ye olden times. The
receiving line at the r< ception waB made up of
on

omcers ot
the Club: Mrs. Fred Cates,
Mrs. John Ward, Mrs. C E. Smith, Mrs. C. J.
Farwell and Mrs. Frank L. Hogan. After the
reception the choir rendered the old tashioned
Several tableaux were given, repreBongs.
senting old colonial times. The hall was well
filled and every one was pleased with the parts
rendered.
We are fortunate in having so public spirited a club, for they have furnished all
the entertainments the village has had for the
winter, and all the proceeds are devoted to
charitable purposes, and under the management of Mtb. Cates the past year it has been
more than successful_Asbury Hannan his
t:ie

lately purchased in North Montville...
Just as the Whiting Creamery Co. got ready
to fill their ice house the dam “flawed,” necessitating their hauling it from the Pendleton
pond, over a mile farther olf....Mr. Elisha
Gordon of Lowell, Mass., has arrived in town

Dr. Williams Medicine Company,
Schenectady N. Y.

he

A Cannibal's Dish.

“My dear, listen to this, and tell me
what you make of it!" exclaimed the
elderly English lady to her husband, on
her first visit to the States.
She held the hotel menu almost at
arm’s length, and spoke in a tone of
horror:
‘Baked Indian pudding!’ Can it be
in a civilized country?”—The

possible

Youth’s Companion.

f

Colby’s Centennial.
Thursday, February 27th, was the 100th
anniversary of the birth of Colby College, which was brought into existence
by the act of the Massachusetts Legislature on Feb. 27, 1813, granting a charter
to the Maine Literary and Theological
Institution.

the remainder of the winter with relatives.... Everybody that has a team is hauling ice and even the “little men” are hauling
with hand-sleds_browntail moth nests are
being cut from the trees, and there are plenty
of them-Miss Maud Ware, one of Thorndike’s school teachers, has gone to Waterville
to take a few lessons in dressmaking from
Mrs. Mertie Gerrish.Mrs. E. H. Simpson
has been on the sick list for the past week
with canker in her mouth and her throat, but
is better at this writing. Dr. Whittaker of
Unity is attending her_Dr. B. P. Hurd of
Waterville, formerly of this town, has sold his
residence and doctor’s office to a promising

H. C. HofFses
CLEANING.

to pass

young physician.

STEAMPRESSING
and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER

At 52 High Street.

Tel. 216-13

16tf
_

Plant Cotton
few cotton seed planted inside the house
now and transplanted after frost will prove a
great novelty to yourself and friends. Enjoy
seeing this beautiful plant growing in your
own yard or garden.
Send 10c for liberal
package of seed to Lynch-Pharis Co., Mont2w9
gomery, Ala.
A

M:\V tlA MK-I11KH 1 IK

Manchester,

liabilities.l]::,22t*

7

Nt:V\ YORK PLATE GLASS INS. C<*.
New York.

INSLKANCI:

A$6ets December 31, 1912.

CO.v.FAN V,
\.

all

3w8

3w9

j

over

Total liabilities and surplus...
$7'.'- ! 2 .7
H. L. HANGS, Agent, Searspi rt. Main--.

liabilities and surplus.$201.11.3 33
WILFUL I.- H. LOLD, Agent, Wini-ui i, Me.

No matter how sick, worn out
ami discouraged she may he Dr.
Williams’ l’iak Pills will give her
new hope and life.
In nine persons of oat ten, had blood is the real
cause of their sickness and to it
may be traced rheumatism, neuralgia, gas on the stomach, indigestion, anaemia, chlorosis, sick
headaches, nervousness, St. Vitus’
dance, sciatica and nervous prosFor those feeling only
tration.
just a little out of order, there is
no better time than the present to
take this blood-building medicine.
Remember also that this is the
time of the year when there must lie
no let down in your own health.
Any lowering of the quality ot'your
blood now is dangerous, as it makes
the body an easy victim of the grip
and colds.
Take Dr Williams’
Pink Pills to keep ynur blood pure
and healthy and you will be well
and strong.
A full explanation of the use of
Dr. ’Williams’ Pink Pills is contained in the booklet. “Building
Up the Blood.” It will be sent
free upon request.
It will tell you
how to treat your trouble and
shows what these pills have done.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold
by all druggists or direct by mail
on receipt of price, 50 cents
per
box or S^.50 for six boxes. Address the

and

Surplus

liabilities....

alt

Total

watchfulness.

in

Grange hall, Friday evening. The tables
lighted by candles and decorated with

expect to find

..

Cash capital
Surplus over

DAUGHTER?

The H. H. Club gave a most successful
Colonial supper, reception and entertainment

cherry trees,

Admitted a sets
$5,486,039 93
Liabilities December 31, 191
Admitted assets.... $8,785,318 85 1 Net unpaid losses.$ 155.579 80
Unearned premiums. 2,fl8o.:,5u 0b
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
All other liabilities.
40.000 00
Net unpaid losses.$ 452,009 42 1
’•
posit
Unearned premiums. 1,.-5 1,764 89 J
over
all
Surplus
liabilities.3,01(1,321 05
All other liabilities.
127.173 77
Cash capital..
5i>0,iK'0 00
Total liabilities and sur plus .$5,486,033 93
Surplus over all liabilities. 2,851,37(> 77
FIELD & QULNi. Y Agents, Belfast .Maine.
Tot. 1 liabilities and surplus. $8,785,318 85
_3w9
JAMES 1’ ATT EE & SON. Agents,
CENTRAL NATIONAL FIRE INSURANCE
3w9.
Belfast, Maine.
COMPANY, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
r\AssAcmjs>ETis accua.c; com
Assets December 31. 1912.
eANY,
Real estate.. «
loO 00
161 Uevo shire street, Boston, '.'assaehosetts.
Mortgage loans.
£t'>,910 uO
Stocks ;*i «I bonds.
11 ,857 •; l
Assets December 31, 1912.
Cash in dice and bank
73.78-1 20
Bonds.$161,960 00 Aun ts' balances.
82.53" 73
Cash in dice and bank.
Hills receivable...
11,830 3£
Agents’ balances.
[merest and rents..
10.616 44
Bills receivable.
All other ass- fs..
12,500 39
Interest..
All other assets..
Gross assets.. $724,135 72
Deduct items not aomitted.
19,006 15
Cross assets..$211.718 -18
Deduct items not admitted.
10,615 15 i
Admitted assets.
$7* 12:.' 2*
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Admitted assets.
$201,103 33 j
Net unpaid losses.
.< 51,725 >4
Li a iiiiies December 1.1, If 12.
Untamed pit miutns.
.,.'1,2
Net unpaid losses.
All otht
Habiliti*. s..
Unearned premiums.
Cash capital.- (
All other liabilities
..

THORNDIKE.

at t.ie

..

1

Brooks last Sunday calling on friends ...Wm,
Calderu'ood and George Overlock came into
the Lane Monday morning with their teams to
haul lumber for I. M. Cummings_Capt.
Alvah Clifford of Sandypoint called on friends
in the lane last Sunday... Mrs. I. M. Cummings is critically ill. She is attended by Dr.
James Pierce of Sandypoint ...George Ridley
of Milo visited his father, C. C. Ridley ovor
Sunday.... Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Quimby of
Quimby’s Crossing were in the Lane Sunday.

were

Assets December 31, 1912.
Assets December 31, 1912.
estate.$ 270,280 71
Real estate.
$ 143,023 18
Mortgage loans. 567,705 00 Mortgage loans
187,600 00
Collateral loans.
150,000 0O Stocks and bon :.-.
4.07S.528 05
Stocks and bonds. 6,724,339 81 Cash in office sm d bank.
124,641 13
in
office
and
Cash
bank.
353,592 25 j Agents' balanc
425,65121
Agents’ balances. 677,422 12 I Interest and rents..
74,71115
Hills receivable...,.
107,240 80
Interest and rents.
60,590 63
Gross assets.$5,644,157 72
All other assets.....
50 200 66 | Deduct items -<t admitted.
158.117 73

...

Stable Case, full outfit $7.00.
f

SURANCE COMPANY,
Saini Paui,
Minnesota.

Gross assets..$8,961,371 98
admitted.
17»-,053 13

Iv. For BAD

J.

3w8

Deduct items rot

For KIDNEY and Bladder •i.mrder*

I. For SKIN DISE VSES. Mange, r.r options,

I.

SCOTTISH In CUN & NAtlC NaL INSL RANCH COMPANY,
FdinbiMgn,
Scotland.

3w9

j

G. G. Prevent- MISCARRIAGE.
12. II

PAUL FIRE & MAPINE IN-

Real

Lameness, Rheumatism.

D

broken and
his friends fear that he is badly hurt_Mrs.
H. D. Bowdoin of the Meadow Farm and Mrs.

j

PEHN SYLVAN IA FIRE
INSURANCE CO. OF PHILADELPHIA.

Total liabilities end surplus...
$7,855,611 29
WILFRED H. LOLL. Agtr.t, Winter port, Me

SAINT

the Farm

has five

were

THE

liabilities and surplus.$26,492,318 21
H. LORD, Agent, Winterport, Me.

Cattle,

Birds

C. C. For SORE Throat, Epizootic,

are

Quimby’s Crossing

CITY.

|

Total

FEVERS, Milk Fever, Lung Fever,

B. B. For SPRAIN'S,

-Eugene Young was quite badly hurt last
week by a skid striking him across the back

of

FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Hartiord, Conn.

IJ

WILFRED

Humphreys’ Veterinary Specifics.

Lawrence of Augusta, who has had a
large amount of lumber sawed at the Bowdoin
farm, has had teams hauling it the past week
to the B. & A. station for shipment to Brewer.

Quimby

i\

Real

Trained Animals, mailed free.

P. S.

G. F.

YORK

STATEMENT.?.

the

FREE BOOK

engaged
hauling lumber to Grant &
at Sandypoint-C. (
Ham of Monor. Mr. and Mrs. L. C.
Cummings last
Thursday and spent part of the day with them.
-Mrs. 1G iren.ee Cummings ami Mrs. Helen
Gray drove to Sandypoint Thursday afternoon.

lie thinks two ribs

30 Years.

NIW

..

only a few samples of how
conglomerate the English language in regard to shipping is, but the
theme was quite thoroughly followed up
in a most interesting aiticle in the Eng- bought the Winfield Flye house and will rent
lish Review for November, oublished in it. Mr. Flye has moved onto his farm which
These

great

deeply

we

in

side.

COMPANY.

Assets December 31, 1912.
Assets Dec -n.ber 31*, 1912.
752.6C0 00
estate.$
618.666 67 1 Real estate.. .$ 139,000 00
Mortgage loans.
Bchool work of Belfast, whose devotion to this Collateral loans
6,000 00 Mortgage loans.
174,750 00
Collateral loans.
office has been that of a regular attendant Stocks and bonds. 21,177,834 59
266,500 00
1,369,515 76 | Stocks and bonds.... 6,2'‘7,221 00
when health would permit, and whose zoal has Cash in office and bank
Agents’ balances. 2,361,566 97 j Cash in office and bank.
183,088 28
been widely useful in the promotion of the in- Interest, and rents.
268,690 23 Agents' 1 alances.
727,491 68
terests of the public schools, and we further j
Interest and rents.
87,560 33
Gross assets. $26,554,874 22
ask that a copy of these resolutions be sent to I
Deduct items not admitted.
Grots assets. $7,855,611 29
62,556 01
the family and the local papers for publication.
Admitted assets..
$7,85.5,61129
Admitted assets.$26,492,318 21
Liabilities I ectnl tr 31, 1912.
“I have been somewhat costive, hut Doan's 1
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Regulets give just the resulte l desire. They 1 Net unpaid losses.$ 1,274,370 64 Net unpaid losses. $ 320,117 55
act mildly and regulate the bowels
perfectly." Unearned premiums
13,871.786 40 Unearned premiums. 4,353,121 04
—Geo. B. Krause, Altoona, Pa.
All other liabilities...
All other liabilities.
99,675 4C
832,468 95
Cash capital. 2,000,000 00 Cash capital.
750,000 00
over
all
liabilities.
2,332,697 30
Surplus over all liabilities. 8,513,692 22 Surplus
and

ciate and co-worker in

Co's, mill
roe called

and

CENTAUM

INSURANCE

1

teams

In Use For Over
_™_g

Resolutions of Respyct.

Pierce is

BLANKET LANE, (Pm.-pect.)
The directors of Maple Grove Cemetery are
talking of enlarging the cemetery by buying
nore land, as there are few available lots left
n
the cemetery.
Maple Grove cemetery is
me of the oldest cemeteries in Waldo
county
and in this cemetery rest some of the first
iettlers. also Revolutionary soldiers, soldiers
rf the war of 1812, the Mexican war, the Rebellion and the Sj anish-American war.
The
first one buried in this cemetery was Ezra
Treat... The selectmen are settling up the

English language

mi.J

after

;own...

y/flTS"

lime

airs,

the good sledding of the past few days,
large amount of logs has been hauled to the
nill, and many cords of wood delivered in

THE ORIGIN Of SKA TERMS.

tknf

oi

Vermont the preceding Satillness of live years.... Surnner

During

Signature of

_JJL.

tunesuay

funeral in Pros-

Hopkins, who had been employed in Hardwick,
rt., for several months, has returned home..

Always Bought

Sea terms, which so largely color the
in the coast dlstr.cts
of England, may lie divided into two
main classes and are derived largely
from the islatn sand peninsulas of Greece
and along the shores and shallows of the
North and Baltic seas.
It was from
Greece that the arts of navigation spread
over the Mediterranean,while the Teutonic sailors of the North carried their German speech along the shores of the Atlantic. Gradually these two vocabularies
met and the result was a mixture of
both. Take for instance tne oit 1 Euro
pean word for sea (mare in Latin, meer
in German) which is preserved in the
poetic English word mere and in tie
compound words mermaid, Windermere,
Such words as sea, sound, ship,
etc.
oar, mast, sail, steer, Hood, cliff, strand,
storm, shower, hail, new, seal and whale,
were brought to England’s shores by the
Anglos and Saxons, who came in their
pirate snips. Anchor, borrowed from
the Roman ancora, came from the MediAlso port, borrowed from
terranean
the Latin Portus.
Why the left side of a ship is designated as the port side is best explained perhaps by the fact that in the days when
the steering apparatus was on the right
side of the ship it was convenient, in
order to keep this free, to have the port
or harbor on the left side when approaching it. So also starboard comes from
steer-board, meaning the side of the sh p
on which was located the “steer,” or

attended the

ieath occurred in

|

CASTOR IA

Bangor last week_Many friends

from this town

ner.

dear

h necessitated haul; niarine railway for re''duress left Boston at Your sons and daughters, dear old Maine,
'"hn Borden, owner, Have made their marks of worth,
And
their dames on history’s page,
W o made
the trip, left With placed
noblest lives of earth.
steamer a few days So here for Maine, our dear old Maine,
'dThe Adventuress 'We fondly meet today,
i'' “ttle and will be joined That in our hearts your mem’ry dear
"tr
owner, who intends Shall firmly dwell for aye.
"mer whaling in
Maude W. Davison.
Behring
■'

isir

1

a

“DEAR OLD MAINE.”
Tune: ,4Auld Lang Syne.”
State to us most dear,

Tho’ many miles away—
WTe dream of it the long night
We think of it by day.

For you,

re-

head winds
the distance

San

of the church at 50 cents per plate. A fine
program will be given during the evening, this
being in charge of Frank Willard Kimball.
The committees of this reunion feel that
many sons and daughters of the Pine State
are living in Santa Clara county who have not
yet attended any of the gatherings and this
urgent invitation is sent through the press to
the many who could not be reached by invitations.
Those who contemplate being in attendance
will confer a great favor upon the committee
havi g the banquet in charge if they will
notify, if possible, the secretary, Maude W.
Davison, 668 Delmas avenue, either by telephone or card. The reception committee as
appointed by the'president, Stephen A. Jones,
is as follows: Dr. and Mrs A. S. Oliver, Mr.
and Mrs W. D. Ewer, Earl Lamb, Mrs. L. A.
Offie’.d, J. L. Pendleton, Mrs. J T Stover, A. O.
Norton, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Porter, Mrs. F.
H. Meyer, Frank Willard Kimball, Fred W.
Angier, Mrs. J. P. Munger, Mrs. E. L. Bassett,
Miss Eva Durgin. Rally ’round the Pine tree.
A call to Maine:

son, Donald, went,
!i for a visit with

■

in

Feb. 23rd.]
1
Invitations are out and being sent broadcast
to those claiming Maine as their home State
inviting them with the members of their families to gather at the Christian church on Wednesday evening, February 26th, from 6 to 7
o’clock, when a reception will be held. At 7 p,
m. a chicken pie banquet will be served, with
many delicious side dishes, by the Ladies’ Aid

—

r

CALIFORNIA.

Banquet

—

The Kind You Have

Jose
Jose, Calif., Mercury,

San

R. Stoker.
<M. D., LL. D.)
urgeon, Newport

'■

masked-F.
business'
visitor in Portland Sunday-Frank Piper of ;
Rockland called on old friends in town the
past week... Mies Mabel Bean, who has been
teaching in Massachusetts for a number of
years past, is passing her vacation with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bean-Mr. and
Mrs. M. N. Stevens of Waterville were guests

who was loved and ad-

remains from Vermont as far as Port- 1
land on their last journey to her old
* l...
T _.l_
home. Rev. A. J. Lockhart of Winter- nf friunrlL- In ♦
port was the officiating clergyman, and Stevens of Bangor was the guest of Mr. and
the bearers were two brothers and two i Mrs. C. E. otevens over Sunday-Mrs. L. E.
nephews of the deceased, Charles A. Webb is isiting her sister in Hampden....
Wood of Orrington, Chester Wood of i Mrs. A. L
Blanchard, who has been caring for
Prospect, Edward C. Wood and Frank S. her father, who has been ill for a number of
York of Bangor. There were
many weeks past, has returned to her home in Banvery beautiful floral tributes.
gor-Clarence Whitaker, wife and child of
Auburn were guests of Dr. Whitaker a few
Again the white winged messenger has
the past week... .Bert Tozier and family
entered the home of our brother, John days
of Albion have been visiting Mrs. Tozier’s
peoPatterson, and borne away his wife
Mary S. Patterson. She died Feb. 24th’ ple-Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dutton, who have
She was born April 2, 1858, in East I been visiting in Waterville, returned home
Northport. She was a member of Rock- Friday.
port Eastern Star, also a member of Penobscot View grange. She leaves a hus- FRANKFORT.
band and three brothers, who will
deep- 1 The High school closed Feb. 28th for the 1
ly feel their loss, and will be missed by spring vacation of two weeks-Mrs. Clifford
many friends, for she had a great heart Jefferson has returned to her home
in Bangor,
and was always ready with a
helping i after spending a few days with her parents,
hand for all who needed it. The funeral !
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Samuel Clegg... Ralph Cook has
was held at her late home,
670 Main :
street, Rockland, the Worihy Matron of returned from Dark Harbor, where he had been
the Eastirn Star, Mrs. Minetta Paul, ofengaged as carpenter for several weeks_1
ficiating. The funeral was managed by ! Mrs. Thomas Murphy has returned from a
Mr. Burpee. The uurial was at Belfast. short visit with friends in

AND

STEAMERS.

Reunion and

Midwinter

vno

:

PASSENGER

FOLKS IN

MAINE

noliy unrequired,

w
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FREIGHT

u
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SIZE

So far as the passenger liner is concerned at least, taking them by and
large, ships are markedly increasing in
size. Take the six greatest vessels of last
year for instance, ami their gross tonnage
was just over 22,000 tons, whereas the
six largest of 1911 measured on the- averThe largest ship of 1911
age 20,000 tons.
was the Titanic of 46,000 tons, and the
smallest the Grama of 12,927 tons.
In
1912, the largest was the Impel-;.tor of
52.000 tons, ami the smallest the Niagara
of 13,342 tons.
When it comes to cargo
vessels, however, the growth seems not
to be so steady.
For example, the averin one
age size of vessels launched
Bntisn yard in 1911 was 4,729 tons, and
1912 it was 4,499.
In another yard the
average biz for 1911 was 4,0»8 and 2,992
in 1912, whiie in still another the average
size for 1911 was 5,159, and 5,479 in 1912.
Also the largest ship in 1911 was nearly
9.000 tons gross, while in 1912 it was
only slightly over 8,000 tons. This does
not seem to argue that the average size
of freight steamers is upward, but that
rather vessels of this class are holding
at between 4,500 and 6,000 tons.

•ruary S you wi 1
treble cuts of the
service and the
of the French
nssion, a brief
ns

one

.....

GROCER.

have \

private

:

to

Baptist church, of the
Rebekah degree of Odd Fellowship and
of the Pythian Sisterhood.
A member
of the last named order
accompanied the

>

1

held at
the home of her daughter, Rev. E. A.
Carter officiating. Interment was in
the cemetery at the bay.
were

her
member of the

Dr. Charles Goddard Weld of Boston
and Newport, R. I., who died June 18,
: directly life-sav- j
1911, left a total personal estate of $4.mien and seamen,
874,665.37 according to a report made to
in-i to nearly every | surrogate’s court in New York. The
oast of Newfound- ; estate in New York was
appraised at
convinced me of 1 $219,666.50.
That ocean hospital
The following bequests to public inn ent has been shown
stitutions were provided in the will: To
rinces cited, but also
the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, the
1: the South African Feneilosa collection of Japanese arts and
dip Maine was found antiques, valued at $500,000; to the Peav the
British at the body Museum, Salem, Mass., the South
d during our own Sea collection of curios, valued at
$50,the Solace, und« r 000; to the Boston
Lying-in Hospital,
Surgeon General $125,000; to the Boston Dispensarv,
t all the objections
$100,000.

I

and her presence in the
sick-room,
rest to the invalid. She
leaves,
besides her husband, three children, Paris

of Maine’s Third Congressional district,
on Thursdjy announced the appointment
of his private secretary.
The young
man who is lucky enough to go to Washington with Mr. Goodwin is Roy C.

:,ljj

Miquelon,
cessity of deep sea
have been of great

|

who is employed in Unity, spent the
week-end at home_Nearly all the farmers
in this
vicinity, and also the creamery in the
village, have harvested their ice.Roy
Roberts spent last week in Brooks, working
for Herbert Smith.... Fred Pollard is
cutting
wood for Lowell Zwicker... .Mr. and Mrs. Leland Boyd have moved to the camp near the
sawmill, where they intend to live for three or
four months, Mr. Boyd having the work of rebuilding Simeon Nason's barn.,..A little son
came to the home of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Davis, Feb. 16th... A daughter came to the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pollard, Feb. 18th.
-Alonzo Morton and Leo Warren went to
Frakfort last Sunday... Mr and Mrs. Daniel
Kimball of Frankfort visited friends and relatives in town for a few days last week.

mruugnoui ner residence m that,
native town. Mrs. Ward was a

FOR SALE BY YOUH

weeks....Irving

Worth,

Milieu

VV, Stewart.

d

Miss Pearl Chase and her brother,
Raymond,
spent a few days last week at the home of
their sister, Mrs. William Kelsey, in Knox
Miss Beulah Rich of Belfast is visiting friends
and relatives for a few

gave

tribute

Dr.
Wilfred T.
of
the
English
the North Sea, and
superintendent of
hand and Labrador,
nch Fisheries’ Mis-

Representative-elect Forre9t Goodwin

Jackshn.

sick,

Funeral services

Hon. Forrest Goodwin's Secretary.

At ninety years of age, our venerable
citizen, Charles M. Staples, civil war
WL
The funeral of Mrs.
veteran, vivdly recalls that {tragic two
E., wife of
anil a half hours when, as a member of
(IK F. L. Ward, who diedMary
Feb. 22nd, at UNITY.
Hardwick, Vt., was held from the home ! The masquerade hall held at Adams hall the Maine Eighteenth (First Heavies”)
in the spring of 1863, four hundred and
of her father, S. S. Wood, in
Prospect, Wednesday evening was very much enjoyed seventy-six
of his regimental comrades
Feb. 26th. There was a large
a large crowd.
gathering
About forty couples were were left
by
of friends and relatives to
upon the field, killed and
pay their iast
M. Fairbanks was a

'XJ

mul surgical cases
and for, and where
vt yed to one of the
tils. At the Newinstance, there is
,-uch patients under
er of
the United
-pital, now Public
Dr.
ninny
Henry

■

Eliza A., wife of Sewall Leach, died
Feo. 20th in West Brooksville at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Carrie
Leach, aged 74 years, 8 months and 20
days. Mrs. Leach was a devoted wife
and mother, a kind friend, a
helpful
neighbor, and always ready to cheer and
comfort those in trouble. In her
younger days she
was ready to care for the

Castine.

selfthe

a

Upon

arner.

B
B

previous
becoming

of them
rather than

•n

—the tenderest, flakiest
and most digestible

—cake and biscuits and
everything else you bake
X
—yours by specifying
William Tell, the flour
that
is milled only from
B;
Bthe best Ohio Red Winter
Wheat by a special patented process that makes
■i it richest in nutritive
S' value.

disease coning, but that patients
nght in who have been

County Correspondence.

S., of North Penobscot, Mrs. Addie
Leach, of Castine, and Mrs. Carrie
Leach, of West Penobscot; fourteen
S grandchildren and thir een great-grandchildren; three brothers, Horace, Lewis
and Irving Hutchins, all of Penobscot’
and five sisters, Mrs. Eben Eldridge’
jX
£X Mrs. Wesley Eldridge and Cora McCaslin, of Bucksport; Mrs. Edward Farmer
X^ of Verona, and Mrs. Frank Witham of

B

or

through

(fl
/B

lightest, finest,

pas-

the sea, and have sevI the great fishing
with the facts that
seaboard
re in all our
fishermen and along-

prematurely

1

whitest bread and
more loaves to every

X|

-,,

ne

—the

X;

word in
now in

1

Best Bread—
and More of It

B)'

familiar with the AtBelle Isle strait to

mit
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RECENT DEATHS.

M-ort
M.

Stocks and bonds.
84,>,174 65
Cash in office and bank.
48,206 74
December 31, 1912.
!
Agents’ balances.
144,lo9 49
Real estate..$ 108 350 00
and
Interest
rents.
2,570 -0
114,050 00;
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds. 5.131,678 87
Gross assets
.$1,041,42*. 87S
Cash in office and banK.
323,672 56 Deduct items not admitted.
58.861 <vj
37t ,684 10
Agents’ balances.
Admitted
assets.
Interest and rents.
67
$ 982,547 2fc
49,451
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Gross assets. $6,097,887 20
Net unpaid losses.$
14,016 55
Admitted assets.$6,097,887 20
Unearned prendums.
328,670 33
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
All other liabilities.
58,299 37’
Net unpaid losses.$ 210,956 93
Cash capital.
200,000 00
Unearned premiums.. 2,185,606 70
Surplus over all liabilities.
5<>0,&59 01
All other liabilities.
250,561 97
Total liabilities and surplus.$ 982,545 2tContingent reserve funds. 40U.000 00
Cash capital. 1,350,100 00
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents,
3w9
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,700,761 61Belfast, Maine.
Assets

Total liabilities and surplus.$6,097,887 20
JAMES H. KNEELANL), Agent,
3w9
Searsport, Maine.

TRADERS & MECHANICS IVLowell, Mas*.

CO.,

December 31, 1912.
....$ 17.000 Of
Mortgage loans. 42,430 G(
Collateral loans.
17,300 0t
Stocks and bonds. 471,283 O'
Cash in office and bank. 11,021 3t
Agents’ balances. 12,365 57
Interest and rents.
1,343 2
All other assets.
337 82
Assets

ATLAS ASSURANCE CO., Ltd

Real estate

London, England
Assets

December

31, 1912.

83.878 81
estate.$
Stocks and bonds.. 2,438,423 41
Cash in office and bank.
178,639 39
341,205 72
Agents’ balances.
Interests and rents.
26,225 97
All other assets.
4,809 67
Real

Admitted assets.$573,081 a’
T.iulitlitioa 1

Gross

assets.$3,068,182 97
Deduct items not admitted.
211,475 92
assets.$2,81.6,707 05
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Net unpaid losses.
.$ 129,952 31
Unearned premiums. 1,567,632 89
All other liabilities.
79,769 44
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,049,352 41

3w9

1010

3o|549

Admitted

Total liabilities and surplus.$2,826,707 05
FIELD & QU1MBY, Agents, Belfast, Maine.

-?i

Net unpaid losses..$ 8,762 5t*
Unearned premiums.. 321,935 60
All other liabilities.
2>
Surplus over all liabilities. 21R834 22

Total liabilities and surplus. $573,081 60
CHARLES 11. SARGENT, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

3w9

j

!

YVILL1aM5BUKGM Cl 1 Y HRE
SURANCE COMPANY.
Assets

IN-

December 31, 1912.

-j Real estate.f..$
75,00*.»
statement of the
Mortgage loans. 538,4(
Collateral loans.
PHCENIX INSURANCE COMPANY,
.5,0( 0
Stocks and
OF

IIAUTI'OI'I), CONN.
Assets December 31, 1912.

Real estate. $ 141,013 38
27,700 00
Mortgage Loans..
Collateral loans.
59,000 00
Stocks and bonds.
9,650,170 60
Cash in office and bank.
758,842 94
Agents’ balances. 1,019,628 28
Interest and rents.
90,092 01
All other assets.
69,434 17
Gross assets.$11,815,881 28
Deduct items not admitted.
9,831 87

Admitted assets.$11,806,049 41
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Net unpaid losses.$ 485,001 34
Unearned premiums. 4,975,957 27
All other liabilities.
190,000 00
Cash capital. 2,000,000 00
over
all
liabilities. 4,155,090 80
Surplus
Total liabilities and surplus_$11,806,049 41
ALBERT M. AMES. Agent,
3w9
Stockton Springs, Maine.

UC
ul

00

bonds.. 2 472,156 ...i
Cash in office and bank.
395J16 98
Agents’ balances. 288,4c < 60
Bills receivable..
20,624 49
Interest and rents.
20,'i-co 96
All other assets.
6,064 W
Gross assets....$3,822.-ii.fr 80
Deduct items not admitted.
137.472 41

Admitted assets.$3,684 9U> 39
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Net unpaid losses.$ 161,343 38
Unearned premiums. 2,223,219 29
All other liabilities..
2(>.(.00 00
Cash capital.
60u,000 00
over
all
Surplus
liabilities.. 616,393 72
Total liabilities and surplus.$3,684,956 39
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents,
3w®
Belfast, Maine.

S5f..^.HILOK£N

it

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUCH SYRUP

IN

VICISSITUDES

Republican Journal

The

JOURNALISM.

For Cleansing the Blood

The Boston Journal has undergone anchange. It has been taken out of

RET,FAST. THURSDAY, MARC 1 6, 1913.

other

1 have’ never round

field, and, beginning
Monday, the price was advanced to three
The Republican Jour. Pub Co. cents a copy—$9 a year. In making this
announcement Frank A. Munsey admits
1AR1.ES a. pilsbuky.
that The Journal has been a losing propBug^r
osition financially and says that he is “rebor one square, one
Advertising Terms,
solved not to go on indefinitely losing
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
money on it." He regards the three
cent price as an experiment, and intiIn advance, $2.00 a
Sri .-■(•ription Terms.
PUBLISHED EVEKY THl KSDAY BY

months: 50 cents for three

$1.00 for six
-n1hs.

vear:

The bill to ex lend the charter of the
Waldo Street Railway Company is going

through

legislature all right;
cars begin running?

the

when will the

Wilson

President

was

mates that if it is not

j
[

a

success

he may

stop publication or “change it from one
type to another.” Those familiar with
the old Boston Journal must agree that !

dential

campaign

the

Boston

-

uwu

10

=

ville. The deceased was a native of Lincolnville and a man highly respected by all who
knew him.
A smart captain and a man
his !
tragic death cast Tiis many friends into the I
deepest sorrow. Beside the relatives above
mentioned he leaves a brother, J. Frank !
Coombs of Camden, who is employed as bookkeeper at the Knox Woolen mill.

of

^

to

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

had become a mere apology for a newswith the usual ceremonies and !
His paper, and was advertised for sale withthe usual enthusiasm.
out finding a buyer. It has seemed to
message, which was well received, and
that The Journal took upon itoutsiders
attention
in
receive
will
other matters,
self the unenviable distinction of being
our next issue.
the only daily newspaper in Boston to
In order to distinguish her pies a wosupport the Bull Moose candidate for the
man marked them T. M.
’Tis mince and
presidency, thimdng he would sweep the
'Taint mince. The members of a legislacountry, and that it might thus retrieve
ture have D. and R. after their names to
its fortunes. If that was the expectaindicate their politics, and the R. is sup- tion it ended in
disappointment. Bull
posed to stand for Republican, but some- j Moose organs are noi popular nowadays,
times means Renegade.
and so The Boston Journal is seeking a
than

more

a rioi was
WASHINGTON, reu. zo.
tarrowly averted in the House of Repretentatives this afternoon when, in response to explicit orders from Congressnan Joshua W. Alexander, of Missouri,
who was in the chair, Assistant Serteant-at-Arms Ketron forcibly threw
Congressman William F. Murray of Maslachusetts off the Speaker’s platform.
For a minute or two it looked as if series disorder would result.
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It is hard to see how a doctor with a
practice of $3 ',000 a year should be
tempted to go into a scheme for selling
literary mining stock. —Boston Globe.
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Feb. 26th, at his late home, Rev.
WTalker of Pittsfield officiating, and Mr.
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Bagley

Lewiston

of

and

Boston, Mr. Albion Wright of
Lizzie Hopkins of Ply-

Mrs.

I

wrere summoned the week preremained until after he was laid at
rest.
His brother Alfred and wife also spent
much time with him during ids severe illness
Several nephews and nieces were also present,
and among them were William Dobson and
Mrs. Nathan \V hitten of Pittsfield. The burial
Vious

anti

Fairview cemetery, in the family lot.
sympathy is felt for the bereaved, who
deeply feel their loss, but to know that he is
at rest after such intense suffering must be a
comforting ihought.—Pittsfield Adveitiser
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From a chronicler of the doings of the demi-monde and of the police
.urts it

became,
regime, one of the leading dailies of the country, though it took some
time for it to live down its early reputetion and gain an entrance to the homes
a carnival Of crime begin as soon as the
where the Boston Transcr.pt had reignresuit of the 1910 election was Known,
ed supreme. Then, under different manand continue during
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election in. Be.-i ocratic votes. In Water- i Herald has
always been strong editorialvil e, where the mayor was also the
[y, and was never more so than today.
Attorney General of the State, condiAside from irs false start, which endtions were worse than had ever been j
ed in failure, the Boston Globe has made
k own and the one officer who was willjteady advancement. It was started by
ing to servo- warrants against liquor sel- i M. M. Ballou on a
plan that allotted a
iets was deprived of his office. Thp
certain amount of space, no more and
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tain extern, is I ke that in other Maine
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ci ties, is H us depicted by a resident at:ut and dried appearance that did not
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ippeal to the newspaper reading public,
“Justice is absolutely paralyzed in Aft«-r the
original stockholders had dropthis
city. The police, the board of '=d a lot of
money Col. Taylor took
registration and the county officials are
absolutely under the domination of the jolii of the Globe and began building up
criminal element. W'e have always had
newspaper. The writer on a visit to ;
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been in the hospital in that city for
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at the present time. ...There will be a
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pected
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8th.
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five cents.
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held Mar. 4th.
..C. J. Rich went to New York last week

The annual town

meeting

was

How’s

by his mother, Mrs. Clementine
Thomas; by one daughter, Madeline, and by a
sister, Mrs. Preston Merrill of Boston. He
was a member of Island Lodge, F. & A. M. and
of Lone Star chapter, O. E. S. Mr. Thomas was
always lived in Islesboro and
highly regarded as a good citizen, popular
born and had
well liked.

actually weak, rundown—they are slowly
deteriorating—they need ^
strength and nourishment q
for body and brain.
Scott’s Emulsion corrects
nervousness—it is essentially a
food—a concentrated, noutisn
ing, curative food to restore the
healthy action of body eel's,
fortify the blood, sharpen the
appetite, make strength,
health, energy and vigor.
As pure as milk, it is readily
assimilated—nourishes every
organ and every tissue. Phy-
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matter of general regret.
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Henry N. French died at his home on the
Patterson road, East Belfast, March 3rd, after |
a
long illness with slow paralysis. He was ;
about the house as usual Saturday and took his
regular meals. He wTas horn in Belfast in
September, 1849, the son of the late Benjamin
In early life he followed
and Mary French.
deep sea fishing, hut later bought the farm in
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On the 31st day of December, 1912, made to
the State of Maine.
Incorporated 1819. Commenced Rusiness 1819.
WM. B. CLARK, President.
E. J. SLOAN, Secretary.
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C. Ik. Mi

.$1,884,82

Admitted assets

lwlOp

December 31, 1912.
Net unpaid losses.? 151.650 06
Unearned premiums..1,216,421 2">
39.853 3-1
All other liabilities.
476.898 09
Surplus over all liabilities.
Liabilities

Total liabilities and surplus.$1,881,822 68
FIELD & QUIM BY, Agents, Belfast, Maine.
3wl0
u. S BRANCH OF THE
NORWICH UNION FIRE IN SURA INC

CIETY, Limited,
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Hit- committee
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interest and rents.
All other assets,
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Mr. Frank N
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22,046 57 attend the 0-1
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guests at Fr
Admitted assets .$2,761,026 08!
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1 stopped
.$ 121,299 81 finest balls ever
Net unpaid losses
48
Jnearned premiums. 1.604,503
103,534 96 people were n.;
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;0! GOOD ADVICE
If you have dandruff, get rid of it by killing
le

germs.

If your hair is falling out, stop it.
There is one sure remedy that will remedy
* ie*e misfortunes and aid you to remain young.
PARISIAN Sage, the great hair restorer, is
^ uaranteed to permanently remove dandruff in
t vo weeks, or A. A. Howes & Co. will give you
money back.
PARISIAN Sage stops falling hair-it preV ents the hair from fading
It is the best beautifier for ladies' hair, as it
r takes harsh, lusterless hair fluffy, soft and
^ eautiful.
PARISIAN Sage is sold and rigidly guarant jed by A. A. Howes & Co. at 50 centt. a botour

t
f

American makers, Giroux Mfg. Co., Bufilo, N. Y.
e.
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Assets December 31, 1912.
$ 1,175,000 00 and evening
Heal estate..
2.7oOOO Relf ist were i:
Mortgage loans.
500,ooo 00 Neal I e y enter t
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds. 22.282,957 00 ;
day afternoon
.'ash in office and bank. 1,707,129 92
Agents’ balances.. 1041.8.80 83 having this g"o3
228,702
Mils receivable.
Mrs. Lydi
j
merest, and rents..
209,471 90 [
severe attack
Gross assets.
$27,150,124 68 who has spent
deduct items not admitted.’..
80,093 40 ter, Mrs. Austv
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$27,070,031 28 | ‘husetts to v:.aefore return
December 31, 1912.
_Mr. and V
Wt unpaid losses..
$ 485,204 77 friends in Moi
Jnearned premiums. 9,022,217 57
Nett e 1'i 1!it
Ml other liabilities.
1,072,617 74 spell, hut is
'ash capital. 2,000,000 00
Mrs. Henry l-m
Frank !
14,489,991 20 \T
Surplus over all liabilities.
Admitted assets...
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mend Scott’s Emulsion with ft
absolute confidence in its I
beneficial results. Don’t wait
—start now, but insist on
SCOTT’S.
i
No alcohol or drugs.
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and two sons survive: Mrs. Della Gray, Miss
Minnie E. French, Mrs. Eva Thomas, Elmer
French, Maurice French, Maggie E. Cook and
Miss Alice French. The funeral took place
uesday afternoon at 2 o'clock, Rev. D. L.
Wilson officiating.

Susan A. widow of William Briggs, a veteran
of
the Civil War, died of appoplexy at her
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
home in Brooks February 20th. She was born
* nr any case of Catarrh that cannot be
in Swanville September 23, 1840. She leaves
< ured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
three daughters: Mrs. Everett Morrison, of
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Bangor, and Mrs. Hattie A. Roberts, of
We, the undersigned, have known F. J, Brooks, who tenderly cared for her during her
< )heney for the last 15 years, and believe him
illness; and Mrs. M. B. Smith, of Hartford,
( erfectly honorable in all business transactions
■ nd financially able to carry out any obligations
Conn.; also one brother, Stephen B. Patterson,
Mrs Briggs was a Christian
lade by his firm.
of Lowell, Mass.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
and of a lovable nature. She will be missed by
Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, act* her neighbors and old-time acquaintances.
i ng directly upon the blood and mucous sur- The funeral services were held at her late
Testimonials sent free,
, aces of the system.
home in Brooks. Rev. David Brackett officiat] ’rice 76 cents per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
ing, he being a life-long friend of the family.
Pills for constipation.
Take Hall’s

Family

y

He will be

untimely death is a
His family has the sympathy
ity.
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the **■ I
corsets. 7;
our£°zet
r^zr:'1
$3,00 and
Toil,
$5,00’ Jhi |,y,

are

survived
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NECKWEAR AND GLOVES
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Pittsfield, Mass., Feb. 27. State Treasurer j church, officiating. The body was placed in
!. A. Stevens of Boston was the speaker at the tomb at Maplewood cemetery.
third annual banquet of the Maine Club of I
I ’iitsfield at the American House this evening.
Osmon W. Thomas died March 2nd at his
1 'resident Charles E. Hubbard presided. Eighty
atives of Maine were at the tables. The comhome in Dark Harbor after an illness of about
littee of arrangements and reception consist- a week with
pneumonia, aged about 41 years.
e d of Dr. and Mrs. F. P. Simpson, R^v. Payson
He w'as manager of the summer estate of Dr.
I. Pierce, Mrs. H. L. Allen of Dalton, Mrs. A.
\ /. Sylvester, H. E. Pratt and Mrs. E. J. F. C. Shattuck of Boston, a position he had held
l handier.
! for the past ten years. Besides his wife he is
*

*

j

up-to-date line of

an

j

j lie

Ayer’s vigor I

It was,

1 he judge misunderstood this remark and
y
answered:
“If 1 do, I ani certain that 1 will
1
have
company.”

j

rn

brilliant newspaper under the editorship
of Manton Marble, with William Henry
Hurlbert on the editorial staff and David
G. Croly as managing editor. Its dramatic editor, “Nym Crinkle” (A. C.
Wheeler.) was one of the best of his
day. It had Edmund Clarence Stedman
and correspondent.
as a contributor
Prof. Fiske of Harvard was also a conand
in
tributor,
every department it had
Manton
the best men of that time.
Marble, we believe, iB Btill living in retirement, but we doubt if a single member of his staff survives. Such are the
vicissitudes of journalism.

I
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til finally it was bought by Pulitzer and
became, probably for the first time, a

funeral
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Belfast.

afternoon at the home >>f his

Mrs. Eva Gertrude Gibson died

s ith a car load of
,vas getting to be quite a newsy paper
these criminals
potatoes for Peter Harmon.
,iang outs ot criminals,
..Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Linder were callers
tom" here from Boston and elsew'here,
and one of the Herald staff replied.
a t Albert Palmer's recently-Edward Shibles
for this city is a haven for them. They
“Yes, the evening edition has the news
are made a
are never disturbed; they
Alent to Bangor on business last week
hem
the
Herald
and
the
mornmorning
and
they go up and vote
part of the gang
lied and Gertrude Daggett spent Thursday
edition
the
There
are
at
news
from
least
the
300
on election day.
ng
evening
vening at B L. Aborn’s_Mrs. A. S. Bailey
names of persons on the voting list who
Herald.” But the Globe kept steadily
Mrs. Abbie Penney visited Mrs. Josie
a nd
are not entilled to be there and there is
■n and eventually passed the Herald in
Miss Mildred Webb is at
\ [olbrook Monday
The jury
ao way we can get them off.
he race for circulation and advertising, h nme for a short vacation from the M. C. 1....
box is corrupted. It is no uncommon
How many readers of the New York C larence Gilchrest went to Boston last week
thing to hear before hand who is going
4-U
iL...__
u ith a car load of
onto the jury for a criminal term, and ;
potatoes for A. M. Shibles.
J
treated
as
these jobs are
political per- j vas started as a
...Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Boulter and Mrs.
The !
“religious
daily?”
a
Not
boss
!
long ago political
nnie Foss were callers at A. S. Bailey’s Sunquisites.
idvertisements of theaters were barred j d ay evening
Mrs. John Mannuccia returned
went to a juror anti claimed a favor from
1
ome from Boston last week, much improved
.aim because he “had got him on the
'rom its columns, and from the news ?
health-Miss Clara Emerson finished
jury.”
columns everything was excluded that v hlinir for Hire Mottio AhKntr hVirlau
"Anything that pertains to law enwith
its
ideals.
;onflicted
At
this
high
forcement or purity of the ballot is
treated as a joke by police and all in time the New York Herald referred
authority. We are helpless now. If to a trio of its contemporaries as “the
Hines is elected mayor we shall be abthe flesh and the devil.” Piety
solutely paralyzed and can only get help World,
Just a little care and small expense,
lid not pay—in a New York newspaper—
from the Legislature.”
that’s all. Isn’t a head of rich,
The Democratic leaders and news- and after $200,000 had been sunk in the
heavy hair worth while?
the World changed hands,
enterprise
declared
that
have
for
years
papers
Ask Your Doctor.
and changed many times thereafter, undid not believe in the
while

tory law they were for its enforcement
But
while it remained in the statutes.
where and when have they ever aided in
enforcement? They have also professed
to believe that strict enforcement of the
prohibitory law would be the most effectual way of bringing about its repeal
and the adoption of local option; and they
propose now to make Maine “as dry as a
covered bridge” by enacting a law that
-will forbid the bringing of liquor into the
State from the Provinces. But when in
power their practice has given the lie to
ftheir professions.

of

Feb 2G:h at
will sail for Europe on their j
her home in Fairfield, after a two years’ illness
oon
and
to
be
r
loneyn
Wednesday
expect
bsent from America for a number of months, j with tuberculosis, aged 36 years and 5 months.
ot returning until the coming autumn.
Mrs. She was horn in Thorndike, the oldest child of
1 )odworth is a remarkably vivacious and at- i Allen and
Martha (Hunt) Files, and is survivractive young woman and has friends in Ban- j
She is j ed by her mother, one sister, Mrs. Blanche
or, where she has frequently visited.
Butler of Waterville, one brother, Rescue Files
n accomplished musician and during the past
wo
has bee devoting herself seriously j of
Newport, and one half brother, Augustus
) 0 theyears
of
the
She
is
the
author
I
study
organ.
Lincoln of Fairfield. In 1905 she was married
c f a number of remarkable original composi- !
i to Victor Gibson of Fairfield, where she had
1 ions.
M. Tor tone is well known in art circles I resided the larger part of her girlhood. They 1
i 1 New York and Paris and has achieved sue- !
lived there two years, but for the past five
He possesses a mag- j
c ess in his profession.
etic and charming personality.— Bangor Com- j years had lived in Richmond on a farm. She
attended the Methodist church. The funeral
r lercial.
j
was held Friday afternoon from her late home,
Maine Club ot Pittsfield.
Rev. R. A. Rich, pastor of the Methodist
firs.
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Bangor people who are summer residents at I niece, Mrs. E. L. Fletcher, No 3 Commercial
'Jorthport and members of the summer colony !1 street. Rev. D. B. Phelan, Methodist, officiat- SF.ARSMONT.
S
in the north shore will be interested in the news
Mrs. Willis Marriner is visiting friends in
hat Mrs Alma Dodworth, daughter of Mr. | ing. The hearers were E. L. Fletcher, George
*
Camden-An
automobile drove into the vilnd Mrs. George T. Dodworth of New York, is j W Pendleton, Freeman 0 Roberts and F. E.
1
o be married on Tuesday at the homo of her : Roberts.
1
lage
Wednesday and after making some in•arents
at
12
East
49th
to
M.
Pierre
street,
1
j
came back as far as Mr. Hanson’s house
q
! quiries
a French artist of note.
Mr. and

under the Pulsifer and

the county officials and
*he mayors, all of whom are sworn to
enforce the laws of the State? Did not
merit,
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Benjamin Franklin Stover died Feb. 27th at
England with a corps itear.
his home, No. 42 Bridge street, after a short
correspondents, Mr. C. L.
An attempt was made in Ellsworth to
illness, although he had been in feeble health
McCleary, with headquarters at Port- ; iispense with “the usual spring wrangle” for many years. He was born in Penobscot in
i
other
of
an
the
automobile that was land, having charge of the Maine field.
day
jy an understanding between the two 1830, the son of the late James and Emma
Kay
assessed at $300 in 1911, and last year The decadence of The Journal began | parties, but the Democrats
refused, Stover. The family moved first to Stockton
was assessed at $400.
That is the way with the discontinuance of its shipping list
j chinking the chances good to get the and later to Belfast, which had since beer, his
the pretence of a low tax rate is kept and its Maine news. No writers of dis- ; “whole
hog.” The only “issue” involv- home. He was a gardenrr w'ho took pride in
up; hut it does not deceive tho.-e vho tinction took the place of those who had | ed in the election Monday was, “who his work, and his love for flowers and knowlpay the taxes.
edge of them was the secret of his suicess.
givwi it prestige in the past, and its edi- ihall fill the subordinate offices?”
ne was quick witted ami
rorial page, never brilliant, became hopeready of speecn and
I
,1,01
or.0 in-jn,,
V.-.a, hum,, ol.
The Democrats and renegade Republi- his quaint and apt sayings wert a source of
There are two things which have never
cans
of the Maine House continued amusement to his employers. He is survived
oeen really trier, and I would like to see ienated all its old friends it is seeking to
vT aine iry the m —“prohibition and Chris- enter a field that is
New Age as the State paper: by one daughter and four sons: Mrs. A1 bie S.
r’iaisted’s
well
occualready
Dow of Bangor, Victor G. of Bait more, takes, if not, they are angels, and I would like
tianity,” said Representative Newbert
jut
that
weekly compendium of ‘‘boiler Clarence C.
to travel with them along the road to Heaven,”
of Augusta, the Democratic floor leader pied.
and Henry S. of Rockland and s
said Judge Knowlton.
date” could not pass a civil service exin the House, to a Bangor Commercial
In this connection it may be said that
Eugene L. of Camden; and by one brother,
“We may go the other way,” said Mr.
j imination as a newspaper.
1
representative.
the Boston Herald has also had its vicisGeorge R. Stover, and one sister, Mrs M. J. ) Ritchie.
for which the highest offer was $1,200
were assessed for $2,000
We were tnil!
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him for another

ill have to

farm-

new sorin,,

Irish and Belgrade Suitings, Florentines, Man
and Tussah Silks, Corduroys and Piques,
cales and Ginghams.

>

j mouth, who

j

a

fine line of

a

j

beautiful flowers bore silent witness of the
and affection felt for the dec ased.
; His brothers and sisters were ull present: Mrs.

! of

wards

citizen of

We have just received
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great lover of ancient things and
had accumulated a large collection of interesting relics. The funeral services w'ere held

interruption.

for many years
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Admitted asset-*
December 31, 1912.
proponents contended that there teas absoi
Liabiliti- i *.
no
lutely
politics connected with the move Real estate.$ 592,207 93
00
00
and the opponents contended thaL it was all
Net unpaid J-isse
oans or. Collateral.
100,1
Stocks and bonds.
19,142.877 14 Unearned premier
1politics.
52
Carlton Doak of Belfast
All other liabiliti*
appeared for the I Cash in office and bank. 1,718,106
1,627,803 99 Cash capital
proponents and presented a petition signed Agents' balances.
!
28
several
and
rents.
95,455
Interest
by
of
the
Surplus over all
lawyers
Waldo cmmiy
^
He pointed out that some of the
bar.
signers
Total liabilities ■„>
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were Democrats, and that ir faci one of
assets.
Gross
.$23,276,450
them
was the Democratic
224,919 50
FIELD & QULV
county attorney El.en Deduct items not admitted
1
Littlefield.
At this juncture Senator Conant was railed
Admitted assets. .$23,051,531 36
j and testified
that when the bill was givn him
l iabilities December 31, 1912.
j \he looked into the matter quite
NOTICE OF
thoroughly be- Net unpaid losses
711,143 59
.$
fore presenting it, and satisfied I,in set;' that
Unearned premiums.
8,468,947 48
therf*
ripmanil
rhn
pCKSt'ANT
All other liabilities.633,047 79 A
Judge of I’r
j; in the bill.
Cash capital.
5.000,000 00 do, I shall sell at
Mr. Dnik then eontinu il with an
50
1j
explana
over
all
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Surplus
clay of A ri', A i.
lion thal the present jurisdiction of t... court,
| as
forenoon, 01. u,,'
regards civil cases, was nut satisfy tory
j
Aggregate, including capital and
arid interest wt
the lawyers.
He also read a letter from'the
36
surplus..$23,051,531
Monroe, in said
1 county
attorney in regard to a large number of
to the following ...
defective warrants that were rec iv d from
50 cert tin lot or j
for
$13,238,392
1|\
Surplus
Policy-Holders.
the Belfast court.
He attempted to p..int out
thereon, situated
other reasons why the present court a as unLosses Paid in 94 Years,
132,981 553 43 described
as foi
satisfactory but, when cross-examined l.»y .Josnorth line f tl.eph Williamson, attorney for the present inFIELD & QUIMBY, Resident Agents, 1
Village tv> Jackcumbent of the Belfast court, Judg^ Knowl3wl0
Belfast, Maine,
of land convex
ton, he admitted that the sole obj,
f the
Charles Sargc. t
!bill was to rid the court of
Judge Knowlton. WESTCHESTER FIVE INSURANCE CO.
right angles fr»*r
He further testified that there were three
said lane conv.-x.
j
ioo William Street, New York.
among the signers, including himself, who
one-half rods
were willing to take the office now held by
Assets December 31, 1912.
easterly parall.
Judge Knowlton, if it were offered them.
00 j one-half rods »
Real
estate
5.876
..$
Arthur Ritchie of Belfast testified that he
149,361 00 southerly parall
Mortgage loans
| was asked to favor the bill before the c»mmit- Stocks
and bonds
4,462,312 50 j and one-half
tee by the county commissioners, and r> inted
>1 : highway to a star
in
office
bank.
Lash
and
293,810
<
out
the large expense that was attendant upbalances.
440,642 38 l.v by said nig
1on the
present system. He claimed that Ju.lg-* Agents’
11,269 46 bounds, coni a
Knowlton had signed warrants and sealed Interest and rents.....
ami twelve r d...
,
them
in court after they had been served and
3>
Dated th; f.
Gross
assets
..$5,363,271
the prisoner brought before him.
38
10
Admitted assets
...$5,363,271
Mr. Williamson told tne committee that it
Liabilities December 31. 1912.
was up to them to decide whether or not the
new bill was a better one than the old one and
Net unpaid losses.$ 328,715 72
CARO Of
if it was a case of throwing out the pres
I
that
Unearned premiums. 3,208,913 12
To all those tvh
<
ent
incumbent, the proponents should avail All oth r liabilities
109,726 82 ; manifestations f
themselves of the laws providing for impeach- [dash capital
300,000 00 1 long lightened the
ment proceedings.
1,415,915 72 band, and hav.Surplus over all liabilities.
Judge Knowlton, who is a white haired gencoming of the daugl.
t
tleman
of advanced years, rose to speak in his
Total liabilities and surplus
$$5,363,271 38 j neighbors, who t
own defense, and it was noticeable from the
of kind ess hav«
FIELD & QUIMBY, Agents. Belfast, Maine.
start that he was deeply moved to find himself
worth of tru
n,
3wlU
t
the
butt of attack from men whom he consid:•••
press the v* \
ered his friends and whom he claimed he had
thanks are due
UNITED STATES BRANCH
^
benefited
in many ways in the past.
: :!
beautiful gif.
He accounted for the signature of the DemoHAMBURG BREMEN FIRE INSURANCE,
EDWIN 1-'R(.
c
cratic
county attorney on the petition by sayCHAR I.Oi"I !
COMPANY. HAMBURG, Gt-RMANY.
1
that there was some bad feeling between
ing
1
them.
He admitted the possibility that he
Assets December 31, 1912.
made a few clerical errors the same as any Stocks and bonds. .$1,655,467 72
man is liable to err.
[dash in office and bank.
84,079 61'
“Even my brothers here are liable to mis224,354 96
Agents’ balances.
1

previous

neighbor.

was

highly respected

Bangor

Augusta on the Act to Abolish.
[Special Correspondence Bangor Commercial
Augusta, Feb. 28. The bearing on the act
{
to
abolish the Belfast municipal curt and to
establish a police court of
Belfast, drew out
some spirited
testimony before the committee
1
on
legal affairs, Thursday afternoon
The

strong-

Fairbanks, undertaker, taking charge. Excelwas furnished by Mr. Fairbanks,
; Arthur
Bagiev, Mrs. R -y Knight and Mrs.
It is to be a one-sided election next Clarence Coffin, who was also
organist. The
were Messrs, jonn
Monday. A considerable number of (
s»mitn, J. 1. liooaale,
leading and influential Democrats had T. P. Tyler and W. L. Hopkins. An abundance
further

articles for

attractive feature.

married,

and

March 1st in

]
at
Hear'ng

sacrificing; no work was too hard that
lighten another’s burden; kind hearted
generous.
Possessing deep sympathy for

the sick

when he

would prevent him from speaking there,
and he completed his address without

the Sou*h after the war with an
artist and wrote a series of illustrated

an

was never

of

news

i New Goods

THE MUNICIPAL COURT.

would

Harp- r's Magazine, afterto have another candidate for
published in a handsome volume I hoped
but were unable to induce any
under the title of ‘‘The New South.”1 mayor,
cne to undertake the responsibility of
That work completed Mr. King returned
the affairs of the city in the
Year after year we have been told of to the Boston Journal and then went to ! conducting
and otherwise, to
the low tax rate in Belfast, compared Paris as a correspondent.
He published condition, financially
have been brought under the
with other places in the State, and year a volume of his letters under the title of which they
me-rnan rule of the past few years. For
after year the valuation has been in- “Europe in Storm and Calm,” and a j
the same reason the Republicans declincreased. There was a time when prop- novel based on incidents of the seige of
'd to accept the proposition to name the
erty was assessed at 50 per cent of its Paris. Another prominent member of
candidate for mayor and a majority of
and
for
some
time
-actual value. Today,
The Journal staff was B"n: Perley Poore,
:he city government on a citizen’s tickpast, property is assessed for more than ! for many years its Washington corre- j
et.
It is the genera] opinion that the
its market value. One piece of property spondent, writing over the signature of
present
mayor, having made himself a
assessed for $3,500 was in the market “Perley,” and he contributed greatly to
‘permanent committee” to build schoolfo r several yi ars at $3,000 and was fin- the popularity of the paper. It also had
w as not particularly anxious to
ally sold for $2,500. A woodlot that had j a clever New York correspondent, “Bur- touses,
in his pres nt office, but Belcontinue
beer assessed for years at $600 had the leigh,” whose chatty, daily letters were
endure
valuation increased to $1,000 after it had
been partially burned over. Vacant lots

He

the

^
had
made his home in Bangor the past few
He is survived by two sisters and a
years.
*
b-other:
Mrs. Maria M. Colson of Bangor,
J
Sarah Jordan of Sandypoint, and Robert
Mrs.
H. Clark of Missoula. Mont.

ly attached to his kindred, as they were to
him, and no sacrifice was too great for each to
make for the other. He was industrious and

step higher, sit

clerks and

er

1

homestead.

ployment.

If

storm of protests arose.
It was said,
however, that he had looked up the matter and found there was no rule that

through

be broad-minded and a gentleman. The
recognition of these qualities, and of his
sturdy patriotism, is today universal, and
he will go into history as one of our
ablest and best equipped presidents.

the aisle.

the clerk of the house and the

President Taft invited President-elect ‘•Carleton.” The writer
who was born in BosWilson to visit him at the White House Carleton Coffin,
cawen, N.
H., in 1823 and began his
soon after the election, and later asked j
In
career at an early age.
him to come to Washington to look into journalistic
to Eusent
him
the
Boston
Journal
186(i
the Mexican matter that he might be
rope as a war correspondent, and he
familiar with the situation when he as
traveled
extensively in Europe, Asia
:
fumed the presidential office; but both
Later the Journal had on ;
and Africa.
j nvitations were declined. In victory or
its staff Edward King, who traveled j
was

leaving

right the official reportdesk on the floor.
Directly

them,

tack of

readers.
looked to

for news from the front, and no letters
were more eagerly read than those from

Ask ex-Secretary of State Davis.

and

aged 79 years. He

The past eleven years the
deceased had shared the home of his sister,
Mrs. T. W. Hawes. Previous to that ne spent
18 years in New York Ciiy, where he had em-

old

serves

in Maine.

many

speaker

the

marched down

lis seat

Aside from its other features its ship-

ping news appealed to
During the Civil War it

much smaller income are an easy mark
for the book agents and sellers of mining
stock.

constituency.

Samuel B. Clark died

years of age the family moved to Troy, where
the younger brother, Alfred, still lives on the

an

sterling qualities,

was

reported last week, was born in Georgetown*
Maine, May 23, 1837. He was the oldest of a
family of six children; three sons and three
daughters, born to the late Colonel Isaac and
Diantha Wright. When the deceased was nine

incident of many years
tgo in which Ben. Butler, then a member
)f the House, figured.
He had been

The Boston Journal was for years the
favorite Republican newspaper of all

We have |

rlr»pfr\rQ

This recalls

OdITUAKY.
Isaac J. Wright, whose death, Fib. 24th

many

Lona (Parsons) Wentworth, wife of James
C. Wentworth, died Feh. 28th at her home in
Pittsfield. She had been an invalid for some
time with a tubercular trouble, but death
was due to
a
recent attack of pneununia. The deceased was 48 years of age and was
born in Burnham, where she passed the greater part of her life.
She is survived by a husband and eight children: Jason E Thomas
T.,
Jamieson, Leon J., Delia A., Charlotte E. and
Fannie.

Medicine for
Possesses such remarkable curative power. It is the Spring
the blood, stomach, kidneys and liver. Get a bottle today.

Journal

Tuesday

V,

equal

speak well of this medicine,
that has proved its worth so many times. Certainly we would not know what to do were we
deprived of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.” Mrs. L. H.
Nusbaum, Goshen, Indiana.
It is because it combines the great curative
virtues of more than 20 valuable ingredients—
just those prescribed by the best physicians—that
simple justice

but I the
many past changes have been from
bad to worse.
Prior to the last Presi-

inaugurated

anything

Sarsaparilla. In our home it is regarded our
general family medicine. We use it whenever
we are bilious or run down, or have impure
blood or that tired feeling. I regard it only

last

the one-cent

Capt. L. R. Coombs of Camden, whose sui- I
Gulfport, Miss., was reported last week, I
was 45 years of age,and beside a
wife, who was
May Howe of Lincolnville, is survived by two '
sons, Ray and Leon; by one daughter.
Ruby,
and by his father, Lucullus Coombs of Lincoln-

cide at

Liabilities

|

....

...

...

1

^

j

Total liabilities

and surplus

FIELD &

$27,070,031 28

QUIM BY, Agents,

INSURANCE COMPANY OF NORTH
OF PHILADELPHIA, PENN.

AMERICA

Assets

New

December 31, 1912.

[teal estate.$ 293,875 00
238,935 00
Mortgage loans.
14,196,492 08
Stocks and bonds.
45
and
bank.
1,298,192
^ash in office
Agents’ balances. 1,635,307 75
26,956 40
Bills receivable.
98,462 37
Interest and rents.
81,330 52
All other assets
Gross assets.$17,869,551 57
17,712 48
Deduct items not admitted.

Admitted assets..$17,851,839 09
Liabilities December 31, 1912.
Net unpaid losses.$ 1,841,600
Unearned premiums. 7,583,248
926,990
All other liabilities
Uash capital. 4,000,000
Surplus over all liabilities. 4,000,000

00
i9

Paper

For I*
AKIvlv|V

50
00
00

Total liabilities and surplus-$17,851,839 09
HELD & QUL-BY, Agents, Belfast, Maine.
3wl0
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/
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Aid wi l mect with
,-rsalist Social
\ Kelley to-morrow. Friday,

f*1

!

Aid business meeting will be
afterit-u 1 to-morrow, Friday,

-f

fef;‘

I

,ciock
lement will entertain the mem
tiers’ Club at her home Tues:t 1 o’clock p. m.
.v

Silver Harvest Grangef
baked bean dinner elecwish for 25 cents.

:

u

Baptist Society will cater
ide Farmer’s banquet to be
Hall Tuesday, March 11th.
begun

has

i<

It is

-tnnt.
known

..

as

that

cnt

work

on a

eot-

located near the
the Abbott lower
to have

was

been

Grange Wednesday evening,
..een postponed until a later
Clark Camp, Sons of
,-quested to be present next
.vhen two candidates will be
E.

A

Thursday

given last

was

building
;

be

to

Main and High
chimney fire and

have

for 1913

M.

ez

M

f»42. fnr

orchestra.

Prizes will

dressed

give

a

gentle-

concert at the

riday, evening

in

connec-

ictures, and Mr. Charles
d Love Letters, accom-

;

Old.—Advt.
teacher in
interesting exhibits in
^Miry’s office in Memorial
.t ve work in the Arts
I to IX and from the
-on, the Art

V

the

interesting

and all men are
invited.
meeting of Seaside Chautauqua

“Mornings with Masters of Art.”
tendanc-3 is desired

A

$1.50
2.00

j

2 00

only

again ask
selves of our clubbing
given every week in
avoid delay and much

containing

at

The terms
contracts

those who

same

the

Mail and

business in New York.

10

c

read the terms
Journal, and thus

unnecessary corresponexplicitly stated and

are

with the punlishers cannot

be deviated from.
Prof. E. W. Ness gave an exhibition of
rough riding ir» post office square last Saturday afternoon before an interested crowd.
He also had an educated pony which attracted much attention, especially from tne youngof whom were permitted to ride
er ones, som

one case

The
supper
lection

Seaside Spiritual society gave a
very interesting campfire and peace council Feb 28th.
Many were present and enjoyed the entertainment much. The hall was prettily decorated with cedar and bunting and Indian
wigwams, squaws, braves and papooses were some
of the features. Sunday, Feb. 9th, Annie u.
Carter will be the speaker and message bearer

flowers for

Domingo Smith of Fairfield, formerly of
this city, has bought what is known as the
High

The

dances,

Keyes

first

of

series

a

under the

of

six

subscription
direction of Messrs. L W,

and Martin

Webber, was given in MeThursday evening. About

will be a benefit hall in Frederick morial Hall last
Grange hall. Monday evening, March i fifty couples were present, and the dancers re10th. Keyes orchestra will furnish music, and j port a very enjoyable evening.
After the
dance the party adjourned to Jellison & Greer’s
no pains will be spared to make the occasion a
Thet

7.30 p. m. The subject for the
afternoon service will be “Spiritualism, the

Christianity

upper

couple.

street of Sarah

E. West, and will return to Belfast.

at 2.30 and

true

shut-ins for Easter.

on

been a club in
Boston Journal
It c? me to an end last
Saturday. Nine dollars
a year is regarded as too
high a price.
annual

Mr.

Marden house

For many years there has
Belfast of subscribers to The

Seaside Hose Company will give their 17th
ball in Seaside Grangj hall, Thursday
evening, March 13th Ice cream and cake will
be served at intermission and
Keyes orchestra
will furnish musiz.
Ticket* 50 cents per

Rebekahs will have a meet ng and picnic
Tuesday evening, March 11th. A colof five cents will be taken to buy

?

Ritchie

Sec’y

j restaurant for lunch.

Insurance
Field Gl Quimby. Belfast, are most enjoyable one. The object is a worthy
local agents for the following companies: ; one and there should be a good attendance.
Westchester Fire Ins. Co New York; United
The second in the series of public whist
States Branch Hamburg Bremen Fire In-.. Co.,
under the auspices of the Daughters

A

New

Premium.

By arrangement with
McCall’s Magazine The Jouroffer at a slight advance in
j
parties
:
Hamburg, Germany; Aetna Ins. Co.. Hartford, of Pocahontas was held in their lodge room last tiie clubbing rates an additional premium of
on it after the performance.
Insurance
of
Conn.;
North America, Tuesday evening.
Miss Sarah Barnard and i 6 embroidered handkerchiefs, such as sell at
Company
I-ast Sunday afternoon was bright and pleas- of Philadelphia, Penn.; National Fire Ins Co.
Frank O Whiting won the first prizes and Miss ! retail two for 25 cents. The clubbing price
letters
of
:The following
ant, with no indication of a storm from any j
Hartford; U. S. Branch of the Norwich ! Bessie Hubbard and Wallace Sprague the con- | for I he Journal and McCall’3, each one year, a
r in the Belfast post ofRefreshments were served after | free McCalls’ pattern and the 6
quarter, but about 8 p. m., there was a sudden Union Fire Ins. Society, Limited, of Norwich, eolations.
handkerchiefs,
Ladies
g March 4th.
change to what might well be culled a blizzard. England; The Continental Ins. Co. of New the game.
is $2 25, to be paid in advance. The Journal
an 1 McCall’s each one
Gladys Robbins, Maria The wind came howling out of the northwest 1 York.
year, with free pattern,
The Ladies Sewing Circle J
Fast Belfast.
Peter Brennan, in fierce gusts, accompanied by snow, and
City POINT. Edgar Sawyer, who was oper
of Trinity Reformed church will meet this, !
Howard & Son, A. W. those out of doors at that time found it diffi- ated on last week at the Waldo
vunee.
Those interested may see samples of
County HospiB. \
afternoon with Mrs. Elmer
cult to keep on their feet. The storm w’as felt
the handkerchiefs at The Journal office.
tal lor appendicitis, is mu of danger and im- Thursday,
I
I
of
...The
farm
Decrow
E.
buildings
George
s-istant engineer Cook, in Newr York at noon and reached Boston at proving. Mr. Sawyer is a brother of Mrs
On to Washington. The members of the
Pendleton on Searsp -rt avenue caught fire
and several members of 4.20 p. m hut fortunately was of short dura- John MyricK and recently moved to Citypoint
Senior class of the Belfast High school have
Feb. 26th, from the chimney. Without giving
would
have
resulted
tion
or
much
damage
from Massachusetts_W. F Whitcomb, who
went to Silver Harvest
decided to take a trip to Washington, D. C
an alarm Mr. Pendleton and his two hired men, I
The storm was accompanied by a sudden fall has been seriously ill from the effects of acu:e
;av night to attend the
and will join the excursion to be conducted
by
to he near, worked hard for a
who
happened
j Orrin J. Dickey, leaving Belfast
>n
i: digestion, is
by Chemical No. 1. of temperature of from 10 to 20 degrees.
improving.Mrs. Charles few minutes and succeeded in
by boat, if the
getting the lire |
its utmost capacity and
Knights op King Arthur. Castle North. French has been seriously ill the past week.
weather is suitable, March 20th, and leaving
under control, with very slight uamage
A great deal of work has been done recently
success.
No. S53, Knights of King Arthur, conferred
Boston, via bail River, March 2'.st. They leave
New Advertisements. Buy your Ford to- New ^ irk the next
in
the
W’ood
and
two
lumber
business.
Walter Fish
candidates,
voluntary bankrup cy the Knightly degree upon
morning, arriving in WashFrank Waterman and Dean Knowlton, Friday of North Belfast has cleared thirtv acres of day. end ensure immediate delivery.
Many ington that evening. The first night it is plan•n t
court last Saturday
last
so
great
was
the
were
i ned to visit the Congressional
disappointed
year,
night, at the regular meeting of the order. land near the “Bluff” and is ta«ing advantage
\ ,i ert M. Wilbur, Bangor,
library. Four
F. M.
at 4 o’clock, when the of the snow to haul it to Holmes mill
days will be spent in Washington. On the reaims, $3220; assets, $25. The ceremony began
has a camp on his w■> k! lot in Wald o Carle & Jones. Belfast, who will also show you [ turn trip, they will leave
Washington, March
•.croft, Belfast, Lincoln- merlin. Rev. David L. Wilson, administered Bailey
the first part of the secret work. The candi- and is cutting wood. W. F Whitcomb has a the 1913 car and give all needed information, j 27th, at 9 a. m., arriving in Belfast Saturday
:t!. Searsmont., Rockland,
*
French & Gray, Pythian building, are predates then fasted until 6.30, when Thomas camp on his wood lot and is hauling wood cut
morning by boat. At the graduation exercises j
it-shoro, Iloulton, Bar Hari pared to do painting and lettering, papering, later the program is
for the market. Ezra Knowlton is busy hau
one of the two charter members now
expected to include papers
acksport, Stockton Springs, Bowker,
furniture
All
and
orders
finishing.
left in Belfast, arrived and served as King ing stave wood to the Holmes Mills at Cit>- whitening
by members of the party on their trip—the
ypoint. William H. Robinattended
to.
This
is
the
time
when
promptly
hotel life, the railroad journey, sight-seeing in
throughout the remainder of the ceremony point.
J
you need rubbers, and you will find them, ail !
The second part of the secret work was then
Washington, etc.
.-iness meeting of the Arts
A military whist party
Military Whist.
kinds and sizes, and satisfactory prices, at The 1
performed and, at 7.15 the entire castle as1 he Streets of Tokio. The members of
: their room in the Marsh
was given in Memorial hall last evening under
j Dinsmore Store.... For the original, Simon the Ladies Aid
sembled to witness the “dubbing” of the
of the ITniversalist church are
afternoon it was voted to
the auspices of the Woman’s Alliance of the
pure Holeproof hose go to The Dinsmore
candidates as knights.
The ceremony was
the week of March 17th
busily engaged in preparations for the bazar,
Unitarian society. The hostesses were Misses
Mrs
Store....
Frost
and
Charlotte
Mr.
Edwin
the
first
|
very impressive and witnessed for
“The Streets of Tokio,” to be given in the
m-mts for a living picture
Frances Chase, Annie M. Bean and Charlotte F.
time by the younger members, on whom it
Brassey-Brierly publish a card of thanks,
room about the first o£
Opera blouse March 18th and 19th. The arrangeW.
and
the
ladies
were
in
Colburn,
fee
following
.Initiation
of
the
Maccabees
cut
in
half
made a great impression. The two candidates
j
ments are in the hands of the following comvoted to have a reading
of
the
tables
of
whist:
Mrs.
charge
for the next two weeks.
James H. Howes’
military
were received into the North Congregational
mittees: Decorations, Mrs. Chas. Bradbury,Mrs
women under the direction
church last Sunday at the regular communion Wm. B Swan, Mrs. Joseph Tyler, Mrs. George big 10th anniversary sale closes Saturday,
MonClarence E. Maclntire, Miss Maude Milliken; 1
tees, and many joined
R. Doak, Mrs. A. C. Burgess, Mrs. J. H. Quim- March 8rh.
service.
0 i11■ rs have signified their
advertising and tickets, Mrs. Frank G. Mixer,
by, Mrs. Wm. II. Qnimhy, Mrs. A. M. Chrter,
Information Wanted. In a personal letter
The certificate of organization of the corMrs. Eugene L. Cook and Mrs. John A. Fogg;
to take thi 5 course.
Mrs. Ben Hazeltine, Mrs. R P. Chase, Mrs. J ;
received from Mrs. fcarah Bartlett Price of
poration of the Old Corner Drug Store Com- supper, Mrs. Charles E. Johnson, Mrs. George
L.
Mrs.
Helen
W
Mrs.
E.
A.
Sleeper,
Crosby,
Social Union will have an
was recorded at the Waldo County RegisNapton, Mo., she says; “I am writing to see if
E. Johnson, Mrs. Sarah E. Pierce, Mrs. Charles
Sherman, Mrs. W J. Dorman, Mrs. E. L. pany
1 f., id sue in
the Baptist
you can help me find out something concernof Deeds, Feb. 28th. The purposes of the 11. Crosby, Mrs. M. C. Murch, Mrs. S. G Swift,
try
Mrs.
G.
I.
Mrs
Arthur
Stevens,
Keating,
■r\ o .n,
The
March 21st.
ing my grandfather’s people. My grandfather Ritchit, Mrs. R. H.
are to buy and sell drugs, mediMiss Edith M. Southworth; entertainment,
Howes, Misses Frances corporation
•he latest in neckwear, all
was Wm. Bartlett, born in Belfast, Me., July
and any merchandise
Miss Loula A Mason, Miss Sabra Dyer and
Annie
Chase,
M.lCan, Caroline Wlrte, Mel- cines, druggists supplies
rre
collars, crocheted 3rd, 1803.
In 1826 he married Avis Crockett
Fred G. Spinney. The Opera House will be
vina V. Parker, Abbie Doak, Florence M. H U, usually carried in a drug store and to own the
-outashe braid ties, fancy of
to carry on a general
Thomaston, and Eaton’s History of Knox Marian Hazeltine, Mrs.
decorated with “cherry blossoms,” Japanese
Raymond Sherman equipment necessary
^
Y.eek wear, and cooked
Co., states he was from Searsmont.
My Doughnuts, coffee end cheese were served drug business and to do any and all things j lanterns, etc and all sorts of Japanese novelv.
evening they will have
grandfather’s mother was Ruth Waterman; I after the game.
necessary or properly pertaining to the con- ! ties will be displayed and sold.
A tea room
“Packlisting of a play,
do not know my great grandfather’s given
duct of said business. The amount of capita* j v iW be a feature and Japanese maids will serve
ten of
A mating
arv Barrel,” by
Associated Charities.
\ re
stock
is
stock
!
$5,000; common
$5,000; preferred supper on the European plan at small tables.
name, or my great greatgrandfather’s. I wish
c -ntests and games. Adorganization of Associated stock
liminary to th
to know the name of the grandfather who was
none; capital stock paid in none. The Music will be given from the Mikado, and the
Cnari ties, called by the pastors of the tity
10 cents.
Win. H. Qjimby | pntertainment will include a
in the Revolution, when born, when died; who
par value of shares $100.
Japanese drill by
churches, was held ir the Baptist vestry last II. B. Foster and Arthur Ritchie each have j
the Citypoint School
he married, her birth and death and date of
12 boys and 12 girls in costume with lanterns,
Arthur A. Blair preRev.
Monday
evening
Miss Ella M. Erskine, Carriage; what company he served in and unone share of common stock; -17 remaining in I und the farce entitled
“Timothy’s Courtship”
The following were present as pastors
sided
L.
the treasury. Herbert B. Foster is president,
gfellow day with the der whom. There are so many Bariletts it is
with the following cast: Timothy Delano,
and delegates* Rev. L*. L Wilson, Mrs.
A.
William II. Quimby, treasurer; Messrs. Quira- Elijah Howard; Aunt Tabathy, Mrs. Sumner
difficult to find my own line. 1 would apprePiisbur}', Miss "Margaret N. Hazeltine from hy, Foster and Arthur Ritchie are directors.
How's life.
ciate any help you may be able to give me
Bridges; Ricks, her nephew, Charles Harmon;
the North church; ;Rev. A. A. Blair and Miss
Fletcher Whitcomb
much.” We hope that Mrs. Price may
very
Alice, her niece. Mrs. Gettruie P. Bowker;
Grace A. Lord from the Universalist: Rev, D.
Sidney Knowlton
The Firemen’s Supper. The fourth annual
Hildegard, the colored servant, Mrs. J. A. Mcworks, Lavaughn Whitcomb receive the desired information through the B. Phelan and Mrs. Mary S. Wnitmore f *om
ire
was
tne
oeiidsi.
sapper
o>
laepartmeni
Keith Creasey columns of The Journal, as there are doubtless
| Keen. The supper and play will be given the
the MethodiBt; Rev. C-. B. Ames, Mrs. Ben held In the Odd Fellows hall last Tuesday
First Poem in Print,
some members of her family in the vicinity
irst night, March 18th, and the musical proLeslie Keech
Hazeltine and Mrs. Wm. B. Swan from the evening. Forty-eight of the men, with Mayor
who have the genealogical records.
uauce
uie
secuim
'ram, Japanese urm anu
Edward Sawyer
Charles
E.
Rhoades
from
the
Unitarian;
Bap- E. F. Hanson and fire commissioners M. 0.
Clarence Roberts
I
Democratic Caucus. A Democratic caucus tist church. Matters in regard to rganizati »n
light.
Dickey and L. F. Marden as special guests,
Helen Keech
was held at the court house last Monday even
were discussed, also the division of the city
School
met at tht central station and marched to the
the Stairs,
Maud Creasey
ing to nominate a candidate for mayor, and into districts under special committees. Other hall, where the ladies of Aurora Rebekah
7th Grade was called to order by E. IS. Pitcher, city
Song,
cities will be written to for information in re- Lodge had prepared a delicious supper, which
Lavaughn Whitcomb treasurer. George I. Keating was made clerk.
S hool.
gard to their working associations, to* be re- was served by Mrs.LizzieClarey.Mrs.LeilaSherAfter the call was read Franklin Greer, Esq.,
ported at a meeting called at the Baptist man, Mrs Ethel Harcourt, Mrs. Evelyn Frost,
moved the nomination of E. F. Hanson for church next Monday evening at 7 o’clock.
Misses Sara Seavey, Mildred Dodge, and Elizaihe tarmers oananquet
CATARRH Germs Must Be Conquered or
The nomination was seconded by
The Belfast Musical Society. Last Tues- beth Clements. Mayor Hanson and Chief S.S.L.
spices of t he Belfast Board mayor.
Health Will Be Destroyed.
and
Fred
Hanson
was
deW.
Brown, Esq.,
g ven in Memorial hall March
day was open night of the Belfast Musical So- Shute sat at the head of the center table; Capt.
clared the nominee. He then addressed the
If you have Catarrh you must vanquish an
Geo.
H. Darby and his foreman from Hose No. 1;
of
unusual
interest.
and
one
Messrs. Ralph D. SouthThe
ciety,
proarmy of persistent, destructive microbes be- j
caucus and after a characteristic tirade against
A. G. Jewett and his foreman from the
gram oi jNationai Airs was arranged by Mr. Capt.
fore you can be healthy.
nchrest, M. L. Slugg, M W.
in the city who does not agree with
everybody
Hook
and
Ladcer
Davis
who
also
led
B.
L
You might as well choose your weapons, de- j
Chase
:he
P.
Robert
chorus numCompany; Capt.
her are the committee of arhim or bow to his will proceeded to talk about
destroy this army of Catarrh j
ar.d
his
from
foreman
bers—The Russian Hymn, the Austrian NaSeaside, were at the Hare war and
mies of the Baptist Sociejerms right now.
himself and what he had done for the city— tional
Hymn and the Star S,wangled Banner, fi ^ads of the other tables. After the supper
Patterson’s orchestra of six
Booth’s HYOMEI, a pleasant germ destroywith other people*! money—an oft-told tale
which were enthusiastically received.
»< music.
The Cnief Shute led the line to the main hall and
Mr. C. E. Embree
ing air breathed over the entire membrane
that nauseated many of his hearers
The
•:
Polish Dance by Mrs. E. B. Gilchrest was a ac .ed as toastmaster alter a brief introductory | will kill Catarrh germs.
of
the
Farmers’
manager
HYOMEI (pronounce it High-o-me)
Ward 1, 2 and 3 caucuses were then held and
] beautiful selection, remarkably well rendered, address. The other speakers were Mayor | is .Booth's
B Reynolds of Burnham,
guaranteed by A. A. Howes & Co. to end Cathe nominees,with those nominated in Wards 4 !
as was the Swedish Wedding March by Mrs.
Hanson, L. F. Marden, Ex-Chief I. T. Clough, ! tarrh or money back. It surely is fine for
•i'l'j Count}’ Farmers’ Unand 5 last Saturday night, will be found in the
Leon Beckwith. Columbia, by P. S. Gilmore, assistant E. L. Cook an 1 Capt. B. L. Davis of Doughs, Colds and Croup. If you own a little
of New York, Eastern
specimen ballot in another column. There are ! the only purely American production, both Sea-ide. Words of sympathy were spoken for HYOMEI hari rubber pocket inhaler get a
A. H. Bull Steamship
separate bottle of HYOMEI fcr only 50 cents
some changes in the ward tickets, which will |
words and music, was rendered by Mrs. Beck- one of their members, Fred Horne, who has If you haven’t an inhaler secure a complete
speakers of the evening.
make it more of a one-man citj government |
outfit for only 51.00. Just breathe it—no stomwith. The music for the Star Spangled Banner been seriously ill with pneumonia, and a bas’*• be five representatives
than it has been the past year. The city loses j
is English. The local historical readings of old- ket of dainties was sent to him.
i ach dosing.
tv Orange, Lincolnville;
the services of Mr. E. F. Littlefield, alderman
(
time music by Miss Alice E
Simmons, with
ter; Seaside and Equity
from Ward 1, who finds it takes too much i
Stoddard playing the airs,
-*v of
ere
Morrill; Ritchie and Lime nuni 111a ULiiei uuuiea. nr uus uet'U a Miss Amy E.
v!* aldo; Harvest Home of
greatly enjoyed. The Major Jack Douglass
very faithful official. Alderman Stephen S. L. j
o
tune was the first original one of Waldo
quota representatives of
Shute ^was retired, apparently for having a
Cranges will be special
Cuunty an was compused in Frankfort. Major
mind of his own.
THE UNIVERSAL CAR
Douglass played for 50 cents per night for
Pupils’Recital. The pianofo, te pupils of dances, etc. Toe General Gosselin March was
Miss Edith M. Davidson met at her home Satthe first martial music ever heard in Belfast
urday afternoon, March 1st, and Me following and was played by a colored musician of the
program was rendered with mu< h credit to 29th Regiment of Boston, who were station d
at Castine, when on a visit to Belfast. The
the pupils and their teacher:
martial music of the City Grays was played by
Porter
(a) Sunrise,
were
Isaac Prince and JameB Neally, drums, and
44
(b) Over the Fields so Gay,
Buckroan, as lifer, and was played on
Henry
Hope Dorman.
on
all
drill and
public parades. The
a
Ehmant practice
(a) The Chase,
^Jr in
next chorus rehearsal of "The Daughter of
Porter
(b) Little Waltz,
will be Monday evening March 10th,
Jarius”
Estelle Sanborn.
instead of Tuesday, on account of the Board
Little Ballade,
°P
Burgnviller of Trade banquet.
Grace Hazeltine.
more we
Reinecke
Sonatina, op 127, No. 1,
1

Eye Symptoms
do not always make their
presknown by failing sight.

ence

agricul-

at

course

There

the

University

of

RED LIDS,

Maine.

three trained nurses and five
patients
the Belfast General
Hospital.
There was an operation
Monday and two Tuesday. Mrs. Daniel Plummer of Montville arrived Tuesday and wili be
operated on today,
are

HEADACHES,
NERVOUSNESS,

the

publishers

nal

is enabled to

of

{

—

—

1

j

...

\

j

STOMACH DISORDERS

j

j

Thursday.

Mr. T. O. Shields of Winterport
recently
hauled a load of green
wood{weighing four

in most cases can be
\

over^the road^from ,Smithboro
j
a distance of four
inileF, in two hours,
a pair of
horses.lgHe says that if any
to

Monroe !

village,
with

equals this
heavier load.

one
a

telephone orders

President Taft signed the order T esday |
tnsoiidating the several customs districts of
Maine, with headquarters at Portland. It goes
into effect July 1st.

txrhJoL-^.,...

Staples, containing 10 gallons of
of whiskey marked W. Winters,
and a case containing 12 bottles of
whiskey
marked C. Brickley. The liquor was taken to
the jail to await claimants.

avail them-

larch 8tli.

promptly filled.

Tibbetts,

p-nllnna

tural

tons

remaining days.

years

marked A.

offers to
The

in the

Sale

It will be to your advantage to avail yourself of the many bargains offered during

Sheriff Frank A. Cushm rn and
deputy sheriff
Arthur Beach seized at the Eastern
Steamship
wharf last Friday one case marked G.

rum;

must

now

Saturday,

Orrin J. Dickey has a number of articles
found at the Food Fair which he would be
pleased to return if the parties would call at
his office in Pythian Block.
On another page we print an article on the
‘‘Selection of an Orchard Site” by R. Foster
Crocker of this city, who is
taking the

at

Anniversary

Closes

Mr. Joseph F. Frye, whose
interesting reminiscences are printed on the second
page, is a
son of the late Baker
Frye. He was born in
Belfast and in his boyhood the family lived in
a house that stood where Dr. S. W.
Johnson’s
house now stands. He was engaged in the

experi-

and is

To be found

10th

full at-

produce business in Boston for many

6 prs. of Men's.
6 prs. of Women’s.
6 prs. of Children’s.

our

■

j

BIG

February magazine. “Highways
and Byways," lesson, “European
Rulers,” and
chapter thirteen of the C. L. S. C. book,

wearers.

under

ar

:

hurt.

Roll call from

and try a box. Or,
if you are still in doubt,
ask one of the Six Million

dence.

men

one was

will be held with Mrs. E. P Frost No
42 High street, Monday
afternoon, March 10th.

ence

We

number of

Circle

Holeproof
your former

No

The next

h

B»r
'.ill

ings

original Simon Pure

Forget

large

m.

gathered at the Universalist church last Sunday to take
par; in
the discussion of the subject of the tariff
that
is being considered in the Forum. These
meet-

White, Belfast, 643t
Carter, Belfast, 644,

comically

-t

A

been is-

-querade ball at Silver
next Saturday night,
rd’s

many imitations and

James H. Howes’

By the de-railing of two cars at Thorndike
last Tuesday the morning train was delayed so
that the mail did not reach the Belfast
poBt

office until 1.45 p.

hose—but there’s a vast
difference between the

on
a

.mlv P.omnnnv

1

|

burnt child dreads the fire,
etc.” You may have got
“scorched” on some unreliable make of Guaranteed

noon

,shed with chemicals.
...•-es

j

“A--

5

Mrs. Edward R. Pierce will speak in the
North church vestry this, Thursday,
evening
in the series of Lenten services. Her
subject
will be, “Religion and Art.”

on

the

same

Mr. A. D. Smalley read with much interest
article by Rev. James E. C.
Sawy er on
Freeman McGilvery at
Gettysburg in The
Journal of f eb. 27th. Mr. Smalley ia the
only
man in Belfast who
served under Col.'McGijvery of the First Maine Heavy
Artillery, and
thinks he is the only one in the
county. There
are two or three in Rockland
and several in
Aroostook county.
H V. Starrettof Warren has been in the
city
the past week obtaining statistics for the
Maine Register for 1913. This very excellent
publication will contain the political statistics
and a revised map of any changes in railroad
lines or boundaries and will be
ready for delivery in August. Mr. Starrett has been connected with the Maine Register for twentythe

of the eyes.

We

troubles of the

do

cure

fbove kinds with

road he will take

traced to

imperfections

glasses.

]
/TV/

C/AL/ sr

Up Stairs. Odd Fellows’

Block

Forced
Sale
-OF-

six years.

The two act play, “A Fool for Luck” will be
in the Opera House as sown as sufficient
rehearsals have been held, by the Senior class
of the Belfast High school, the
proceeds to be
given

!

used to

help defray the expenses of their trip
Washington. Following is the cast: William Betterby, Vivian
Sylvester; Robert Bidder, Norman Littlefield; Arthur Babdurton,
Donald Clark; Watts, George Wadliri; Mrs.
Betterby, Miss Belle Pitcher; Mrs. Pollard,
Miss Marian Hayes; Miss
Pattern, Miss Edna
\\ ight.
Miss Alice Simmons is coaching the
to

Fixtures and
Fancy Goods.

!

The entire stock formerly owned by [{. H.
—-H IOODV must be sold at once regardless of
HALLDALE.
rst. Sale will commence promptly
C M Plummet has been on the sick list the
Mrs. J E. Hall died suddenly of F
past week

cast.

*

appoplexy Thursday morning, Feb. 20ib_
Granville Thompson, who has been very sick,
is getting better-Rev. D. Brackett was
called to Dixmont last week t perform a marriage ceremony... Loren Hall of Belfast is
visiting relatives here ...Fred Hutchins of
Freedom is helping Newell White on the town
reports he is prim ir.g.. Clarence Goodrich of
Burnham is visiting his uncle, ('. W Colby
Nellie Clement is helping Mrs N. White.

i-

----•'

Coughs.

----

Weak

Ayer’s

Sold for 70

a

riday Morning, fob. 28th,

id continue until the goods are sold.

RALPH HAYFORD.

..

Commencing the Iasi of week we will
II Iots 50x80 in the heart of
Crescent
I each for ($16 00) Sixteen I',.liars.

■

mnKS.

Throats.

I his is tlie best trade ever offered and
will
• .larantee any sale.
Communicate at once
years.

GXtSCFM Bf A( H LAND CO.,

L'o£„u;e\i^'

Ask Your Doctor.

ROCKLAND, MAINE.
Reference freely given.

2w9
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j

j
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WAR DECLARED

■ *'

'•<

*■

■

I

H*f.

Join the “don’t worry club!”
Buy your Ford today. Thou-

LOOK!)
;B,(i

prices

sands

disappointed last
chance
Don’t take
year.
this time.
And remember
that the
make the
better we make them. Insist on an immediate delivery.

|

EDISON

\

Wax RECORD 3
' 'lte

|

ware

33c.

liicoros

ware

Katherine Brown.

■■

Eugene Gannon.
Spinning Song,
Chacone op. 62,

50c.^

!.

Vours truly,

!f*RUE& JONES i
s

Dance of the Fairies,

Porter
Ellmenriecn

Lina Cousins.

Now 31c.

\

Wait

(First movement.)

Now 21c.
4

|

Records

Ford

Durand
Louise Clement.

Sonata, op. 49, No. 1,
(First movement.)

Beethoven

Lewis Gannon.
Petit Bolero in A minor,
Ravina
Myrtle Frost.
Most of the selections ‘were played from
memory. The following, who were to have
taken part, were unable to be present on account of illness: Marian Cousins, Ruth Dinsmore, Sara Collins and Ida Carleton.

Paint

There are painters and waiters. Which am
I going to do? Paint or wait?
Which is better?
How much am 1 worth with my property
waiting? How much if I paint? Will my
house be worth more or less if I paint?
Say it costs $2 a gallon Devoe—I wouldn’t
paint any other—and $3 or $4 more for putting
it on. That’s $50 or $60 a 10-gallon job.
The money is gone. Is it in the house? Is it
all in the house?
Suppose I were selling; what should I get for
that house fresh-painted and what should I get
for it needing paint?
I wonder why men paint before selling!
DEVOE
Mason & Hall sell it.

[

1 ■rheumatic

Takes the place of Milk at less than half
the a st and calves do just as well or better
on it.
Easy to use, simply make it into a
gruel with warm water or skim milk if mu

have if.

100 Gallons of Gruel

T he original of the compound Rheumatic
C il.
I he original formula has been
purc iase l and the oii is
being prepared by the

Blended Rheumatic Oii

for $3.50.
FULLY EQUAL TO WHOLE MILK.
A trial

w.|l convince

VVM. 0. POOR A SON, AGtNfS.

you that it is a

r.KLFAST.

money maker.
* ry it.

Used in this country for over 30 years by
thousands of the best farmers and dairymen.

Prices—runabout $555.00—touring
$630.00—town car $800,000 with

plete equipment. Catalogue
& Jones, Belfast Me.

car
com-

from Carle

Prices;

aim si;

15, 25 and 50 Cents.
t23

Interesting Book

| IR, t. H. BOYINGTON

“Hoai to Raise Calves
Without Milk,” FREE

EYE

SOLD BY YOUR DEALER.
TRADE SUPPLIED BY

fi

Swan-WhittenBickford Company,

:

years

ding glasst?s enables
asses

will

help.

experience
to

\ South Main St.. WINTEBPORT, MAINE

NEW PAINT'SHOP ha- been opened in
tiers for work
Pythian build!.u., .eid ai.
fll be .romptly ai tended te.

1

*

Distributors,
MAINE.

PAIN IING AND I I HIRING,
i apering,

Whitening and
furniture

o

and skill in

.it any eye that
Consultation Free.
me

Office Days. Mondays a. d Tu esdays.

Wholesale

BELFAST,

SPECIALIST

Twenty-five

arrelS

finishing.

GIVE US A CALL.

FRENCH &
oom

I, Up

Two

GRAY,

Flights. Pythian Building.
2wl0

hOK SALK

shall use a large number
of Barrels, with 17J in. | louse at 22 Union Street. Call
Heads, this season.
it
JELL1SON & GREER’S.

WE

Communicate with

!'

There are more than 220,000 Fords on
the world’s highways—the best possible testimony to their unexcelled worth.
I

Company.

Lime Company,
ROCKLAND,

4w8

i

MAINE.
j

fNITED STATES Postoffice and Custom House
Belfast, Me. Office of Custodian, February
27, 1913. Sealed proposals will be received
at this building until 2 o'clock p. m., March
15, 1913, and then opened, for furnishing
electric current, gas, water, ice and miscel
laneous supplies, and for removing ashes
and rubbish, washing towels and sprinkling
streets during the fiscal year ending June 30,
1914. Sealed proposals will also be received
until 2 o’clock p. m., April 22, 1913, and then
opened, for 40 tons bituminous coal and 2
cords wood
The right to reject any and all
bids is reserved by the Treasury Department.
S. A. Johnson, Custodian.

Facts
To

the

by the Wayside.

By

Editor of The Journal. One

spent listening to a
talk bv Mrs. Davis, A. M., a lady high
In attempting
up in W. C. T. U. work

Sunday evening
to

was

upon the audience the

impress
of having

If mothers only knew the tortures the
little ones may suffer from worms!
Thousands of children have stomach
worms or pin worms and their parents do
not know it. They doctor them for other

import-

vision or sight of the
future she cited a dwarfed tree which

ance

fortune and family, went West to recoup
his fortunes and is now attempting to
work
brutal diffiGetting rid of the stumps on freshly cultiesout his salvation under in British
in a mining camp
cleared land is usually a long and sometimes costly job.
A new wav of stump- Columbia. Besides a generous installment of “Van Cleve,” Mrs. Watts's
burning, as practised in the Northwest,
is described in The Youth’s Companion capital serial, there are stories by Cornelia
A. P. Comer and Elsie Singmaster.
of March 6th. It is said to be rapid and
The poems in the number are by S. Weil
economical.
Mitchell and Fannie Stearns Davis. The
Dillon Wallace’s story of “The Wilder- Contributors’ Club is full and varied.
ness Castaways,” now running in The
Youth’s Companion, carries the reader
A NEW DANGER.
to the bleak shores of Hudson
Bay,
where two boys, lost from the vessel in
Not long ago there was a time when
which they were cruising, go through a
parents could leave any American periseries of stirring adventures. The second odical
upon the sitting-room table withserial, “The Colonel’s Experiment,” pub- out misgiving. That time has passed. The
lished in the same numbers, has an oldperiodicals that you do not need to exfashioned Maryland plantation for its amine with some care
before you put them
scene.
where your girls may see them are now
few.
Under
one specious pretext or anIn the March American Magazine, Albert W. Alwood writes an article on other, those who control them are print“Railroad Wrecks, Why They Increase,” ing stories and articles that are far from
in which he brings out many interesting paying that deference to modesty and
facts and ideas. The article is an im- decency upon which our literature used
to pride itself.
j portant one and ought to do good. It is justly
This is a
for very great regret.
j written in the right tone—not carping, Periodicals matter
intended for general reading
but soundly helpful, although searching.

Literary News and Notes.

Worms In Children.

a

had been stepped on, and children of the
slums as objects illustrating persons
without a vision. They are all among
the unfortunates of earth who fail of
obtaining the richest treasures in life.
Some inherit misfortune, but far more
people choose it, cherish and nourish it.
A house plant in the window with its
side next the sun much more fully developed than the opposite side is used to
illustrate human development. The prize
fighter has developed his physical nature.
Some of our best scholars merely develop
When we see a person
the intellect.
rolling on the floor in the fervor of intense religious excitement, we see not a
devoted follower of the meek and lowly
Nazerene but an emotional monstrosity.
A man with a hoe may have a vision,
but his soul must be centered not in the
work he is doing, but in the law and love
of that Spirit w’hieh flowed to the world
through the person of Christ.
A few evenings later we listened to a
lady just as earnest, just as honest, just
She thought she
as sincere and devoted.
could see religion in religious excitement.
Doubtless it is the only means of
reaching the class of people among
w hom she is laboring. Jesus says “Whosoever is
not against us is for us;” so
probably there is a road leading straight
to the kingdom from different positions

ailments.

Signs of worms are:
Indigestion, with a variable appetite ;
abnormal craving for sweets; nausea and
vomiting; swollen upper lip; sour tongue;
offensive breath; hard and full belly with
occasional gripings and pains about the
navel; face at one time flushed, then pale
and in

a

few

cases

the face takes

on a

dull

leaden hue.

1

Eyes heavy and dull, twitching eyelids; itching of the nose; itching of
the rectum; short, dry cough; grinding tf
the teeth; little red points sticking out on
tongue; starting during sleep; slow fever;
pulse quickened and irregular; body maybe
hot; and often, in children, convulsions.
Don’t delay ! Delays are dangerous.

I A real bartender contributes “What a
j Man Will Do for a Drink,” in which he
tells many amazing stories. Edna Feri her, David Grayson, Raymond WardHofi flund, Earl Derr Biggers, Cav. Angelo
| de Angelisand Arnold Bennett contribute
: fiction.
James Montgomery Fiagg and

Hive the children at once some of Dr.
True’s Elixir. Directions on the bottle.
Sold by all dealers at 35c, 50c and $1.00.
Thousands of grateful mothers have given
my Dr. True’s Elixir to sick children and
restored them to health.

FI
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pariments “Interesting People” and
:
unable to comprehend the nature of Guc “The Interpreter’s House” are always
worth reading.
better today than in ancient times. Who
has not known rare gems for whom this
The March issue of Lippincott’s keeps
earth proved 100 narrow and they burst I the pace set
by recent numbers, which
the
bounds
of
time
and
became
immorI
have
been getting no end of praise. The
musuauuil
Ill lilt*.
ini
tal
in
The
of
tht
some
early
years?
novelette
is by Edgar Jepson,
have
subject
railroad ticket may
applica| complete
tion in advising to get the best religion proper control of the thoughts has been whose “Pollyooly and the Lump” has
But from the accounts we much discussed from a philosophies
attainable.
proved so popu'ar. It is entitled “The
Today at the Methodist Changeable Professor,” and in it are
have of the nature of Jesus we can safe- standpoint.
ly conclude that a second class ticket church we hear it discussed not only adroitly commingled both farce and melowould be sufficiently stylish for him. philosophically but from a Biblical stand- drama, as in one of the big theatrical
“Is thy heart successes of the present season. The
The lady acknowledged that she got con- point, from the text
If the love of God does not Professor is a scientist whose arduous
verted after she thought she had been a | right?”
Christian for years.
Possibly a third j make a person better to get along with, labors have injured his health, apparentit is because u gets lodged in the clothconversion might produce growth enough
ly beyond repair. P.ut he discovers a
in Christian graces so that she could dis- ing, in the sensibilities or in the intellect | strange cure for his malady, and lives to
and does not get down into the motive confound his brother scientists and to
on her
feathers
the
some
of
with
pense
hat and find that a second class ticket power of the soul. The heart is some- win the girl he loves—and she’s well
Vivisection
or
afforded a very comfortable means of times diseased, has fatty degeneration worth the winning.
travel. The part of the car shown by the or leaky valves. This weakens the body, something akin to it—plays an important
The
heart
of
the
is
soul
sometimes dis- part in the narrative, which
“gets busy”
lady as an illustration of second class j eased and
does not produce good circula- from the start, and never is
travel was no truer to fact than it would
permitted to
tion.
The
hands
do
not
perform good agbe to show a person through the slums
works, or the tongue does not speak the
of the city as an illustration of the city.
The Strand Magazine for March conword
at
the
if a pertime,
right
right
Many people have a false impression
tains some excellent fiction by such
of what it costs to live on a train. In a son listens to a sermon regularly, week
writers as Morley Roberts,
Richard
Great Northern dining car they will give after week and year after year, and does
Marsh, E. M. Jameson, Herman Schefbread and butter free with a twenty-five not enjoy talking with a fellow mortal
fauer and Beatrice Heron-Maxwell. The
cent order, and that is all any person on the subject, the moral and spiritual
entitled “The HostSome of the health of that person becomes a serious story by Scheffauer,
needs when traveling.
age of the Air,” is one of the most reeastern roads are not as thoughtful of problem.
Another illustration given at the Bap- markable that this writer has given us
the needs of the common people.
for some time. A long serial by Conan
At the Baptist church we are told that tist Sunday school in the afternoon,
Doyle, entitled “The Poison Belt,” is
bears on this subject.
People, like oys- announced
man agrees with God in general ideals,
and also one by Baroness
hut rebels at the specific processes by ters, a’e dug from the mud and washed,
“Unto Caezar.
Professor John
The and then some of them cling to the shell Orczy,
which those ideals are attained.
J. Ward writes an interesting article on
iron on the anvil is far more shapeless of ignorance, superstition and PharaseeHow many are like Lincoln, who “The Mystery of the Sap,” and Proand uncomely than the bar of iron from ism.
fessor A. T. Poffenberger, of Col mbia
But when the when he found hims< If laboring at a
which 11 was hammered.
resolved to go home and Unive sity. describes the operations of
process is finished the value of the bar disadvantage
“Testing the Senses.” “The Sort of
How many can combine
of iron will be greatly increased. This study law?
Man a Woman Litres” is a scmnnsiiim of
is given as an illustration of the pro- the tender heart of the man who
women
writers, including Elinor Glyn.
sent the dying message of the Concesses by '.Much human nature is refined.
‘‘Humors of Parliamentary Life” relates
It has been slated that the Bible is not federate boy to his mother under a
some
good stories connecud with the
an miihoritv on scientific subiects.
Let flag of iruce with the dauntless courage
of the man who could say “no” when British House of Commons
us examine the first chapter of Genesis
The Wide World Magazine for March
ana see what there is about it unscien- importuned ro save the life of a man
tific.
In its first day, or age-, as repre- who had deserted the ranks and joined contains stories and articles dealing with
the
in
time
of
battle?
1
heard
enemy
sented m the firsi five paragraphs, the
places in all the quarters of the globe.
earth was a seething, moulten mass, in the man tell the story who went wuth Among the narratives is one entitled
the
man
and
his
mother
to
captured
in
the
waich the waters now gathered
“Expelled from Mexico,” which is decidplead with Lincoln for his life. He look- edly tropicai.
ocean existed as a vapor in the atmosIt appears that a few
ed
the
man
in
the
and
said:
straight
eye
of
tl
s
the
months
latter
part
ago an article appeared in the
phere. Toward
it can’t be done.” But, to Wide Moral entitled
“Captain,
so
far
cooled
and
earth
or
the
“The Master
age,
day,
the watery vapor in the atmosphere so continue ihe Methodist discourse, which Bandit” which roused the ire of Presiwas in
perfect harmony with Lincoln’s dent Madeira's Government with the refar condensed that the rays of sunlight
Dur- characteristic, perfect health or good sult that the author, Mr. Harry H.
reached the surface of the earth.
circulation
in body and soul produces
ing the second day, or age, as described
Dunn, was arrested, confined for thirtyThe speaker was six tours without food or water in a
in the H S paragraphs, the watery vapor dau: tli ss courage.
once called
u>
the
bedside
a
of
into
dying “iiithy, verminous cell,” denied comof the
tt.iuspl ere so far condensed
He went, thinking she would n unication with Ins Consul or Ambassar;.i:
and fed to the earth that the clear woman.
wan: him to pray or sing with her to enthe
third
or
dor and finally sent under guard to the
day.
sky u; poured. During
“No,” said frontier where he was expelled as a
a scribed in paragraphs 9-13. the courage her on ihe way.
age, ;1
“I have done my praying.
1 waulvegetable kingdom was established under she.
“pernicious foreigner.” In an article
you hi re to see how a person passes Mr. Dunn describes his
the dear -kfi s.
During the 1 h day, or ed
trying experiover
the
river
to
ttie
evergreen shore, ences with the high-handed officials of
agt, as found in paragraphs 13 19, ii is
guile probable that the atmosphere fiist 'ibis is not dying, it is just beginning to the Mexican Government.
Other artibecame dear enough so that the feeble live, just shuffling off thest elements of cles and stoiies include "A Jungle
earth
and
on
a
of
endstarting
first
reached
the
journey
light of moon and stars
Tragedy,” “The Lake of Fire,” “A
felicity."
earth.
Miracle Wrought by Water,” “The Cliff
During the fifth day. or age, as less
At the Hands! Sunday school after Dwellers of
found in p ragruphs 19-23, it is probable
the Arctic,” "Through the
that the li h of the sea and the fowls of reading the inleru-iiional lesson, insteati M'ilos of Asia,” “In Peril in the Wildert
discussing wh- ther God made ihe ness,’’ “Frontier Life in South Amerithe air appeared, it isquite reasonable,
bow an-, place : it in the heavens at the
as there wi-rt seeds of plants from which
ca,” “The Stowaway” and “The Tracku'ar tin <• that it was de lared to
the birds might live.
During the sixth partiLayers.”
I
a sign thal lh. re should never be anday, or agt. in paragraphs 23 31, the na fi
the
time
was
discuss.ud,
Perhaps the principal feature of the
spent
animal kingdom wi ll man as ils ruler
i'g as to what should be our attitude March Woman's Home Companion is an
appeared o.i the earth. And when we toward
the Catholic and his church. In- article tntitleil “Better Babies,”in which
behoui the works of man at the present
in-:, ntally the
question wa3 raised, what the author reports a great movement
day we can scarcely ait to conclude that should
be our attitu !e toward those who that began in Iowa a year or two ago
man now, as then, ij created somewhat
a
i\ur.cn
doctrines in our own church of and is now spreading over the whole
in the image of God though many do 1 y
The originator of the plan,
wVicnwe and the majority disapprove? country.
transgression fall.
Mrs. Mary f. Watts of Iowa, discovered
Facts were cited inhisiory. WhenaMr.
In the next thr.-. chapters Eve apcould not get a pulpit in his that in In r State there was witie-spread
pears, nature’s laws are violated, and Campbell
own church,
an eruption rook
man becomes desperately wicked till the
place, a ambition lor better farm products but
little
very
thought about “Better;
day oi age of Seth, .vhen men began to new denomination was started. It is Babies.”
She started a public contest
call upon the name of the Lord.
In the better to allow any man to express his
at
the
State fair at which children wore
5th chapter we hats an enumeration of views even if they are false. The polluawarded prizes, not for their beauty but
the generations from Seth to Noah. tions will become oxidized when exposed
for
their
health and physical condition.
to
the
pure atmosphere. Such has beti
Then «e have the flood and something of
In fact the babies were judged ruthlessthe intervening generations till Abra- the fundamental though much abusei
ham, the founder ot the Jewish nation, principle of protestantisrn. It is better ly by scientific men, and the results
Without to tnink wrong than not to ’hink at all, amazed the people of Iowa because tliey
appear- in the ldth chapter.
the influence of the Jewish people what providing the ihinking becomes clarified showed an inferior quality of development. This shock to the people of Iowa
would nave been tie condition of the before it materializes into acts.
'the Catholic has tne same right to caused a public revival of interest in the
world today? As a whole they were a
wicked people, but there were many bis opinion that 1 have to mine. If the care and study of children, with the reinfluence of the Cathilic church should sult that at a second exhibition five times
lights among them.
At the time of the establishment of be blotted out of this nation anarchy ! as many children were examined and
Any institution essential marked improvement observed. In the
the burnt-offering the chosen people of would prevail.
God were as rude anu savage at heart as to a large part of our population is de- present year scores of public contests,
uavncu
uy suitrn usis, are iu ue rieiu in
our American
Indians when Columbus serving of our sympathy.
In the evening we listened to a lecture various parts of the country, with a view
first came here.
They could not conceive of a God different in nature from on our boy problem, which was declared to inculcating among the people better
themselves.
Hence, God was to them a to be greater than our financial, political habits in the care of children.
hard-hearted, unforgiving Being, de- or ant other problem. We were shown
Mr. Wilson’s policies and methods have
manding the death of every sinner or a pictures on the screen illustrating all been the subject of many magazine artithe
different
means
taken
to
awaken
the
Thus the Jewish law was
substitute.
cles, but the opening paper in the March
But Atlantic
established to lead people to Christ, a boys’ interest and win his love.
takes a different turn and ata
father
has
hired
the
suppo9irg
If Jesus had
more enlightened leader.
money tempts an acute but fair minded charachis
to
show
much
cherished
son
the
the
on
earth
before
the invenappeared
terization of the kind of man Mr. Wiltion of a written language, his work beauties of city life and allowed him to son is.
The signature, E. S., is the
It is a ruin the best horse on the farm driving same as that subscribed to former
would have been largely lost.
pasignificant fact that he appeared at a around to see the beauties of the country pers on Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. Bryan,
time when Pagan civilization was at the and he has inbred and taught into him much discussed at the time.
A paper of
zenith of its glory. Unchristian nations by generations of maternal ancestry peculiar interest at the moment is an
have never equaled the Roman Empire that this world is so progressive that a
Frances
E.
appraisal by
Leupp of the
boy of eighteen knows more than his
of his day.
present and future prospects of the Refather
and
that
a
man
has
no
that
of
the
the
In
Christian
rights
presentation
! publican party. The title, "The Passing
teachings, the idea is usually presented his family is bound to respect. What [ of a Dynasty,'’ sums up Mr Leupp’s
that all transgressions are blotted out. then? Can anything short of the pray- 1 conviction that the
Republican party, as
The subject is best illustrated by the ers of all Christendom make a man of we understand the
term, has lived its
budding of an apple tree. If budded such a boy. When we contemplate the life and will never be known again. Imwhen small there is no scar left. True sins of the race from Adam to the presin
the
number
is Theodore N.
portant
the old life may be laid aside and a new ent time, it is hard to realize;
I Vail’s weighty discussion of “Public
"That
life started at any time, but a day once
nothing walkswith aimless feet;
Utilities and Public Policy.’’ Mr. Vail’s
That not one life shall be destroyed,
lost is forever lost. They may talk all
position as president of two of the
Or ;ast as rubbish to the void,
thev nlease about cleansintr their lives
: greatest American public service corpoWhen God hath made the pile complete.
and maid g them whiter than snow.
i rations renders his statement of ideal
The oid growth, th time spent in trans- "Wouldst thou the highest life know; the atom
policies peculiarly interesting. Another
can whisper its secret.
What that is without
time.
All
can
is
all
lost
they
gression,
: article of public interest in this issue is a
do is to leave the past and start anew. will, that be thou, man, with a will."
discussion of "The Courts and LegislaPeople may, if they. like, consider the
According to A. H. Bradford of Con- tive Freedom” by George W. Alger. By
Bible a word spoken to man by God him- gregational fame, we have an eternal way of
light and diversified essays, this
self. It is a collection of myths, legends, Father filling all space. We see his month’s Atlantic prints “The Sense of
from
sentiments and facts collected
perfect offspring, or an offspring Smell.” an ingenious article by Ellhuman experience. It is a rich and fer- actuated by Himself, in outward na- wood
Hendrick; an account of the wonout
of
human
life.
debris
tile
gathered
ture and in the person of Christ.
Our derful bird reservation of Three-Arch
As the growing plant sends its tiny root- spiritual
Father, who is partially Rocks by Dallas Lore Sharp; “Nationallets into the fertile soil to gather suffi- revealed in nature and in Christ, ap- ism in Music,” by Redfern Mason; a half
cient nourishment to enable it to unfurl pears to his wayward offspring as a humorous
“Magic Shadow
paper on
its leaves to catch the bright sunlight, good spirit and is called in scripture the Shapes,” by Robert M. Gay; and “The
so the human being today gathers nutriHoly Ghost. Thus we have three mani- Confessions of One behind the Times,”
ment from the Bible and kindred sources festations of God, a triumphant God in by an old-time professor who deplores
to enable it to develop sufficiently to apthe Father and the Son and the game the modern substitution
of Teutonic
God
pear in the sunlight of God’s love.
striving with men. Everyone methods of learning for the teaching of
Human love may flourish in all its should read the teachings of Christ, the culture.
Papers of a more seriously
splendors for a day ard wither with the most notable character in history, and speculative type are”‘The Life of Irony,
false
not
for
these
it
Were
sun.
note
in
what
he
claims to be by Randolph S. Bourne, and an essay on
setting
respect
and fickle experiences, man would be different from
his followers. Notice the “Atonement,” by Professor Royce,
how fully he is actuated by that spirit which furnishes religious dogma with
with which others merely strive. Where the most modern philosophical support.
others strive he simply obeyed as faith- In this number the “Letters of a Downand Out,” which received so much attenfully as the tiniest atom in nature.
FLETCHER’S
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Children Cry
FOR

CASTORI A

Geo. M. Cole,
Haddonfield, N. J., Feb., 1913.

tion last month, are continued. The
author is a young man who, after losing
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BEST FOR SKIN DISEASES
Nearly every skin disease yields quickly and
permanently to Rucklen’s Arnica Salve, and
nothing is better for burns or bruises. Soothes
and heals. John Deye,
f Gladwin, Mich.,
says, after ..uttering twelve jeais with skin
ailment and spending $400 in doctors’ toils,
liucklen’s Arnica Salve cured him.
It will
delp you. Only L.jc. Itecvmmendcd by all

druggists.
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CROSSES OCEAN IN IUC.
Adventurous

■

The

with the

them.
But must the new standards persist?
Cannot the periodicals of general circulation be forced by public opinion to
abandon their new license?
Certainly
we do not need to
buy an ! read them and
bring them to our homes; and if we do

dJQ

*P^ ^ 0

Read McCall’s

individual girls to he guided can hope to
Our
escape making tragic blunders.
daughters should rot be left to the mercy

of the casual magazine.
If the new standards of the periodicals
are to persist, the difficulty of the problem of bringing up our young people in
sweetness and wholesomeness of mind is
greatly increased. Their reading must
be much more strictly supervised; their
taste for what is good and pure and
wholesome in literature must be more
sedulously cultivated; and their characters must be molded to new strength to
resist in a world no longer tender of

™v.VK

For Profit

fl-oi,

intimately acquainted

.75
.15
2..00 i

For Pleasure

seek to enter the home—on the plea always that they bring wholesome recreation if not more solid benefits. Thus they
rest under a
peculiar obligation to be
careful what they print. That obligation they are now disregarding, to the injury of our youth.
Now it is the right and the duty, and
it should be the peculiar care of parents,
wisely to pick the counselors of their
daughters in all that relates to love and
marriage. This right and duty The
Companion does not believe they wish to
delegate to any editor—especially to the
commercial type—or to any story-writer,
—especially the story-teller of meager
talent who must spice his wares if he
would sell them.
In respect of these
matters, there is a right time and a
in
to
which
wrong
impart the new
knowledge; there is a right mood and a
Uirnnir

$0.50! $3.40

to

Rio de Janeiro.
The story of the adventurous voyage
a small steam
tug from Falmouth,
and
lung, to Rio de Janeiro has- been toid tiy
.'apt. W. J. Carver ot London, master
if the tug.
The tug, of only four tons register,
was built at Falmouth for
towing canal
targes out to steamers at Rio.
When w ithin 19 miles of Cape Finister■e the lull force of a
gale was encounterid.
“It was one of the worst gales I have
rver been
through,” said ihe captain.
‘On Oct. 1st w
shinned one .dirnmiMAINE.
wave
which carried away the wheel
shelter, wrecked tht only compass we
have decided to close out the
possessed and smashtd the wheel.
stock of
now sn my
“At last w e got to Brest. During the
voyage I was kept at the partly-n paired stare with a view to
of
wheel steering with my feet ior three
business.
sale.- made
lays and nights.
"ihe only luod I could get was a few
every
oiscuits, which were handed to me.
“I began the second portion of the
In
biiis will be turned
voyage without my chief officer and
to my attorney without
with a foreign crew. The old crew had over
gone below so 1 locked them in and told further no.ice.
them it was a case ot ‘no work, no food.*
I did allow' them one biscuit each day.
Within 3d miles of Tone iire the fuel
again gave out, hut we were sighted by
the Spanish mail boat Luis Vivens and
this vessel spared us a ton of coal, which
carried us into the port.
“1 got 22 tons of coal, but lost toy
second crew by desertion, and as the
men who had
previously refused to work
also got ashore, the cook and I navigated
the tug to St. Vincent, where we obtainj WALDO SS.
ed another set of men, all foreigners,
To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme
none of whom had ever been to sea beJudicial Court next to be held at Belfast,
fore. We arrived safely at Rio de
within and for the County of Waldo, on the
third Tuesday of April, in the year oi »ur
Janeiro.’’—London Correspondence in
Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirteen.
Philadelphia Public Ledger.
W. BACHELDER of Frankfort, in
the County of Waldo and State of Maine,
PAY THE POSTAGE.
| respectfully libe's and gives this Honorable
! Court to be informed that she was lawfully
The concealing of letters or corre- married to George S. Bachelder of said Frank
spondence in the packages that are ac- ( fort, on the seventeenth day of April, A. D.
cepted for the parcel post is no new I 1912, at Bangor in the County of Penobscot
Maine, by the Reverend Mr.
thing.
Everybody knows, or should and State a ofMinister
of the Gospel duly uu
know, that it is illegal, and that if they Sherman, to
solemnize
thorized
that ever
attempt to smuggle first class matter since said marriage your marriages;
libelant has conducted
into Ihe cheaper classes it is liable to herself towards the said
George S. Bachelder
cost some money, or the loss of the arti- as a faithful, chaste and affectionate wife; yet
cle, yet people will still try to evade the the said George S. Bachelder, at the time of
postage and so save a few cents. The said marriage, was incurably impotent and
attempt is generally discovered, for the with full knowledge of his impoten e entered
said marriage.
postal clerks have by long experience ac- i; into
That your libelant on oath certifies that she
quired a cleverness in that direction that I has reason
to believe and does believe that
enables them to outwit the smugglers. said
George S. Bachelder is out of the State of
Since the introduction of the parcel post I Maine; that his residence is unknown to her
many letters and written directions have ! and cannot be ascertained by reasonable dilibeen discovered in the packages, much ! gence, which reasonable diligence she has used
to the annoyance of the senders, who for such purpose, but without success.
Wherefore your libelant prays that she may
wili find that in the long run it does not |
I be decreed a divorce from the bonds of matripay to attempt to get around the parcel
mony now existing between her and the said
regulations. Pay for what you get or George S. Bachelder, and that her name be
want to get, and not try to cheat Uncle
changed to her former name of Nellie W.
Sam, for he is pretty sure to detect the Perkins.
the
Dated this twentieth dav of February, A. D.
cheat and punish
cheater.—Lynn,
NELLIE W. BACHELDER.
1913.
Mass., Item.
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STATE OF MAINE.
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OF MAINE.

NELLIE

STATE OF MAINE.
Waldo

WORRY WASTES
A
more energy than work many times over.
disturbed mental cendition puts all the functions out of balance.
Life’s processes then go on with the greatest
effort and wear. To bring quick relief stop
worrying if possible, take a dessertspoonful of
"L. F.” Atwood's Medicine to act on the bowels.
This soon eases the feeling of pressure and a
condition of comfort follows.
Here’s what a sufferer says:—
“I have used your *‘L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine and .find it good for Headache, derangement of the Stomach and Liver, and Constipation. It helps my appetite and relieves gas in

the stomach.”
Mrs. Florence N. Robbins,
Augusta, Maine.
If you have never used “L. F.” Atwood's
Medicine, write today for a free sample.
'•L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.

ss.

Frankfort, February 21, 1913.
Personally appeared the above named Nellie
W. Bachelder and made oath to the statements
in the above libel by her signed are true.
DARIUS K. DRAKE,
Before me,
Justice of the Peace.
STATE OF MAINE.
SUPREME JUDICIAL

Waldo

1

Mary

day.

STAYe

of
Supreme
Judicial C. urt m-xt
B 'fast,
within ;• d for i:.*
<•;
V\’
n
ia
third Tuesday of .April, in
of
Lord i-lie th usar •! I.
hu! r*.
1 rt«■
\. cko.sby
r hv;
i...
Court
r Wald'-ml State of Maine,
Ho'mra! V 0»>ur>
spectfully lit.-'is ami t.iv
to be informed that s:
lawfully 1 arru
to Albion
!
.vanville,
Crosby, for nr U
whose resia. re
is
ur !i .riant U"Ki owe, on
a.
><
fifteenth d«>
rnb«
A
D. 1886, at Ruble ford, in liu- Cm,. iy ,.f \ <-k
and Slat.- f Maine, l.y K<-vi rvm;
er Harrington, a Minis orof : be G"spciulj authorized to solemnize nu.rriag.-s,
2
wr since
said marriage nas conducted ! rs.-lf tow mis
stud Air-ion T. Crosby as a fab •'uI. cm. -t- a>
aft:t edonate wife: yet. the said Alt !•».. 1 C.-o.-by
wholly urirrui dful of bis marriage «ws ami
duty, on the fifteenth day f September, A. 1).
1906, utterly deserted your libelant, and has
continued such.utb r desertion to the present
time, being more than three consecutive years
next prior to the filing of this litv ; that your
libelant has reason to believe and does believe
that said Albion T Crosby is cut of the State
of Maine; that
ts residence is unknown to
her, and cannot be ascertained by reasonable
which
reasonable d*iigenc° she has
diligence,
used for such purpose, but without success
Wherefore your libelant prays that she may
be decreed a divorce from the bonds of matrimony now existing between her and the said
Albion T. Crosby.
Dated this fourteenth day of February, A
D. 1913,
MARY A. CROSBY.
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Belfast, February 24, A. D. 1913.
the annexed writ and libel, it is orderby me, the unde:signed, a Justice of said
Court, that notice be given to the libelee by
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of said Court, to be holden at Belfast, within and for said County, on the third
of
April next, that he may then and
Tuesday
there appear in said Court and answer thereto,
WM. P. WHITEHOUSE,
if he see fit.
Chief justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of the libel and order of Court
3w9
thereon.
Attest: GEO. L KEATING, Clerk.
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Belfast, February 24, A. D. 1913.
Upon the annexed writ and libel, it is orderby me, the undersigned, a Justice of said
Court, that notice be given to the libelee by
publishing an attested copy of the same, or an 93 MAIN STREET,
abstract thereof, together with this order
thereon, three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper printed in Belfast, in the County of Waldo, the last publication to be thirty days at least before the
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vhetimatism. ,Y:i
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ed
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COURT IN VACATION.

ss.

next term

RY SOLACE A i

1913.

an attested copy of the same, or
abstract thereof, together with this order
thereon, three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper printed in Belfast, in the County of Waldo, the last publicalion to be thirty days at least before the next
term of said Court, to be holden at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the third Tuesday of April next, that h may then and there
appear in said Court and answer tlu reto, if he
see fit.
WM. P. WHITEHOUSE,
Chief Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of the libel anu order of Court
thereon.
3w9
Attest: GEO. I. KEATING, Clerk.
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STATE OF MAINE.
judicial

a.

m..

Telephone e

Personally appeared the above named Mary
A. Crosby ana made oath that the statements
in the above libel by her signed are true.
Before me,
JOSEPH W. BROCK.
Justice of the Peace.
SUPREME

l.»

j ORNE!; CHURCH /

STATE OF MAINE.
Waldo
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Palmer Motors < :arleton iM

1913 Models. Two and four cycle types, 1
2, 3 and 4 cylinders. 25 styles to make your
selection from. Don't buy a gasoline engine
until you see our large 1913 catalogue showing
4m7
the new models. Catalogue Free.
PALMER BROS.,

39 Portland Pier,

Portland, Maine
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remember the old temperance
melodrama in which the drunkard tries
to trade his wife’s wedding-ring for a
drink? Perhaps Some of you think it is
exaggerated. It is almost amusing to
remember some of thetnings drunkards
will offer for a drink. The early-morning waten usually gets tnat Kino —teuows
desperate for a drink to ‘brace-up’ after
I give away many
a night’s debauch.
drinks during that time of the day if
there is a chance to get them to go home.

They offer clothes, jewelry —anything

ouvuiu

ut*

not able to do my work.

mdUf

A household remedy in America for 26
years
-Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil. For cuts, sprains,
bruises. 25c and 60c. At all

seem

to

oe,

mere

Mariner, Nava! Offi:ei, Merchant, Postmaster, and Commodore of the King's
Fleet.
New Orleans, February 12, 1913.
My Dear Friend Norton:
J enclose herewith money order for
$2 annual ddes for the Journal. My time
recently has been taker, up with the
I had command
Mardi Gras festivities.
of the King’s squadron as usual, a large
fleet and a fine parade, landing his MuI have handled the
I jesty in good shape.
squadron for the last twelve years. It
is a great feature in the carnival.
Hereafter I shall give it up, as it entails a lot
of detail work, and before the next
Mardi Gras I shall, if 1 live, have passed
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yof Waldo, deceased, having presented a petipraying ihal Keuel Robe son or Camden be
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If water drainage is not naturally adequate, some efficient system should be
introduced. The question of air drainage is one which is usually overlooked,
but it is of just as much importance as
water drainage
A uniform slope will
give a good circulation of air and this
is all that is necessary. Low. flat places
are always cold and damp.
These conditions are very unhealthy and should always be avoided.
T1- e question of air drainage leads direct ly to that of exposure.
Exposure
refers to the position of the site with
to
and
storm winds. This
high
respect
fat tor should receive due consideration
at the hanfs of the grower.
These adverse conditions can be remedied to a
certain extent by wind breaks and the
various methods of setting the trees.
The influence which these various fac’ors exert can be readily seen after attention is drawn to them and the effects

u the County of Waldo,
P.M.
deceased, and given
a)'ids as the law directs. Ail persons having
oston. 10 00
ietnands against the estate of said deceased am
A M.
i iesired to
present the same tor se.tleiiient, and F ortland. 12 00
nil indebted thereto are requested to make
pay
\ /aterville. 3 40
ne.ut immediately.
I F
enton.
THEODORE p THOMPSON.
linton.
Freedom. Me., February 11. J913 3wl0
7 0)
angor
I urnham, leave.
8 35
\ /innecook
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTK’K
1 he sub1
*8 45
sender hereby gives notice that
be has
{ Inity.
8 54
been duly appointed administrator of tin* estate
n horndike.
9 02
>f
I ■nox. i9 10
GEORGE HERRICK,late of Belfast,
[ orbes.
9 17
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
i Irooks.
9 25
bonds fia tlii Ia»V directs. All prisons having
\ Zaldo.
19 35
demands against, the estate of said deceased
v.
argent’s., 3:19
are desired to present rl.e sa ne for settlement.
J lity Point. ,945
and all indebted thereto are requested to makt
:
1 lelfast, arrive. 9*0
piyment immediately.
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FKLDE.SPRATT,

NOTICE. The

pointed
of

AUGUSTUS PERRY, late of Belfast,
County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said dein the

ceased are desired 10 preset t ihe same for settlement, and all indebted ihereto are requested
to make payment immediately
CLARENCE O, PuOR
EDWARD A. PERRY.
Belfast. February 11, 1913.
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lAXECUTOR’S NOTICE.

KELLY, late of Winterport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons ! rURBINE
h iving demands against the estate of said de j

J
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NOTICE.

Tile

Leave Boston

«

Belfast. Me..
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L TOR’S

Nt K ATS

NOTICE.
The
subscriber
notice that he has be n duly
of the last will and testa-

DRINK HABIT

’hones

DMINISTRATOK’S NOTICE. The subsdriber hereby gives notice that, he has been
duly appointed administrator of tin estate of

EDGAlt M. CUNNINGH \M. late of Belfast,

j

!j

—

a u

d

goods of every deFurniscription.
ture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. Ifyoi
have anything U

drop

me
sell
a prompt call.
WALTKK ll.^OMMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal Str ts, Belfast,

posta card ami you will receive
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i tor indigestion.
\J) & B Sieves scar stoma*
Taloitatioaef the heart. Dip'psw unalyaueaS
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Frenchboro Land and Fisheries Co,
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LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE

They
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Hospital 59-13.
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of

the

Supreme
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E. SMIRNOUGH of Searsmont, in
Waldo and State of Maine*
respectfully libels and gives this Honorable
3ourt to be informed that she was lawfully

BERNICE
the County of

married to Sam Smirnough, formerly of Boston, in the County of Suffolk and State of
Massachusetts, who e later place of residence
in the State of Maine was Searsmont, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, and
whose residence is now to your libelant unknown, on the twenty-fourth day of August, A. D. 1899, at said Boston, by James O.
Fallon, a Justice of the Peace, duly authorized
to solemnize marriages, and ever I'inee said
marriage has conducted herself towards said
Sam Smirnough as a faithful, chaste and allectionate wife; yet the said Sam Smirnough,
wholly unmindful of hi- marriage vows and
duty, in February, A. IV 1905. utterly deserted
your libelant and has continued such utter desertion to the present time, being n -re than
three consecutive years next prior to the tiling
uf this libel, and tii a said libelant and bbeiee
cohabited here after said marriage.
That your libelant on oath certifies that she
has reason to believe and does be.n-ve that
said Sam Smirnough is out of the State of
M ii.e; that his residence is unknown to her
-isonuble diliand cannot be ascertained by
gence. wd ich reasonable diligence -he has used
for such purpose, but without success.
That the said lib Tint has thr *. minor children, the > -ungest of which is ten years of
<

age, arned Evelyn May Smirnough
Wherefore your libelant pravs that s ‘a may
be decreed a divorce from the bonds of matrimony now existing between her and the said
Sam Smirnough, and that the custody of said
Eveivn Mav Smirnouirh be trivt-n t. her.
Dated this twenty seventh dav »>f January,
A. D. 1913.
BERNICE K SMIKNOUGH-

STATE OF MAINE
Belfast, January 27, 1913.
Personally appeared the above named Bernice E. Smirm-ugh and made oath that the
statements in the above libel by her signed are
JOHN It DUN I ON,
true. Before me,
Justice of the Peace.
ss.

STATE OF MAINE.
Supreme Judicial Court in Vacation.
ss.

Belfast, February 18, A D. 1913.

Upon the annexed libel, it is ordered by me,
the undersigned, a Justice of said Court, that
notice be given to the libelee by publishing an

m«

E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in the Best Equipped Factory in the Country ai Belfast, Maine.
JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AULNTS.
will tell you to

n

ufo

A.LDO SS.

Waldo

Fresh, Dry, Smoked and Pickled Fish.
«*»

>

ir

teen.

j

the (,'ounty of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons ha ving de
mands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present tile same for settlement, and all
Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment immediately.
LEWIS H. H ART,
Belfast, February 11, 1913 3w9p

(1- li

\ui

grim

Judicial Court next to be held at Belfast*
within ibid for the County of Waldo, on the
third Tuesday of April, in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and thir-

A

rfvwwvvws/ «A^yyvyv «^>er«k

overcome by the NEAL 3-DAY
TREATMENT. No hypodermics used. Results absolutely certain. All
dealings conflden-

ALL

to.the Honorable Justices

HER BERT FI. MORIN.
Charlestown, Mass., Februa-y 11. 1913—3\v9

o n

i»f A

STATE OF MAINE
V\

immediately to|um.

’

b®

Department

Hospital

.JENNIE L. MORIN, late of Charlestown,
Mass
eeeased, and given Ponds as the taw directs. Ap, persons having demuids against th.
estate "f said deceased are desire*1 i<> nresent
the same for settlement to Harry E Bangs
Searsport, my authorised agent, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN AND PRODUCERS OF
^

Insppvior Bureiuof

.I'tciMt sriinrr,

exectltoi

sec

and

v i-;t ik it i in a it i an

RLKS R i'ooMBS.

February 11. l‘>13 —3w9

JJXKihereby gives

Tuesdays

5.00 p. tri.,

William Lincoln West

SUCCESSORS TO CLARENCE E. MclNTIRE.

three Patients
who went to your
institute no longer exhibit
any signs of the
inebriate, but are entirely freed from the fetters
mat held them so
long in slavery.” Prom a
genuine letter among the scores we have,
proving absolutely that the

at

Hospital, riiiiriiuiey
appo nted
ineiii of

Wednesdays

m.,

Leave Rockland at 5.15 a. m (or on arrival
if steamer from Boston) Wednesdays, ar.d
: laturdays.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine

sub

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given I
bonds a- the law direc's.
A.i persons having
demands against tin- estate of said deceased
Cx-Veterinary
are desired to present the sain.' fm settlement
Industry Ij. S.
and all indebted thereto are requester! to imk*

payment immediately.

a.

■’ridays.

BARSTOW, late of Belfast,

ABB IE A.

Boston, Mon-

for

m.

md Saturdays.

1\ scober hereby gives notice that be has be*-c
duly appointed administrator «»f the estate of

1

$2.25

STEEL STEAMSHIP BELFAST

Leave Belfast at 3.00 p.
< lays, and Thursdays.
For Winterport at 7.30

resired to present the same im -ettle- |
ment, and all indebted thereto are i> quested to
make payment immediately to Isa.e Rankin of
Winterport, \ie.,my authorized aueni
FITZROY KELLY.
Boston, Mass., February 11, 1913—3\v9

cease-i are

Waldo

FROM A DOCTOR

An., Portland, Maine.
Telephone 4216.

Belfast and Boston.

FRANK W.

Win. O. Pocr & Son, Druggists.

_

FARE REDUCED

The subscriber here-

ij by gives not*.re that lie lias been duo appointed executor of the last will and testament

; of
;!

STEAMSHIP

'iangor Line— Winter Schedule.

CHARLES S. HI' H HORN.

Augusta. Me., February 11, 1913 —3w9

W. G. PRESTON.

e

m „:

CORPORATION.

i

Is situited on Washington street just off Main street. I have single and
double hitches, buckbuards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronly2S
age issolicited. Telephones—stable 233-2, house 61-13.

_

or

!

unim-diateh,

I guarantee this remedy.

Xa^A« Call upon, address
THE NEAL INSTITUTE,

| EASTERN

the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All person- having demands auainst the estate of said deceased are
desired t<» present the same lor settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay

m

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

D. D. D. Prescription for Eczema

1

Springs,

PRESTON’S

I will guarantee you to stop that itch in two
seconds.
No remedy that I have ever sold for
Eczema, Psoriasis, and all other diseases
of the skin has given more thorough
satisfaction than the

10 30
ill- 40
10 55
14 05
ill 15
11 22
11..5
til 45
1149
11155
12 01

>

A LMEDA H. REN DELL, late of Stockton

uwiMHaaBBBarurt ■gBnwnv.'neM hwwmmm awmri lawiv.

SSop That Itch!

12 35
:) 05
3 22
;f s2
1:0
3 59
14 00
4 09
4 17
14 25
j 32
4 40
4 E0
47,4
,550
506

Limited tickets for Boston are now sel l at
* 5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch,
1 i. 1>. WALDRON, General Passenger Agent.
10RR1S MCDONALD,
Vice President & General Manager,

tli.i l.mt ...ill

ot

GEORGE A. INGRAHAM.

8 55

7 (K>
10 02
10 8
10 17

AM

L)f

fjiXECU TOR'S NOTICE. The subscriber herein
by gives notice that lie h*s been duly apex.ecuor of the last w ill and testament

SUSAN M, GTLCH REST, late of Knox,
In the County of M aido, deceased, aud giver
All persons having
bonds as tne law directs.
demands against tin* estate of said deceased
art desired to present the same tor settlement,
and nil indebted thereto are requested to make

A.M

3 00

Flag station.

Notice.
i’he subscriber herethat he lus bee.'i duly ap-

tEXECUTOR’S
by gives notice

m

A.M.

j

PERCY HERRICK.
Belfast, February 11, 1913.—3wlo

pointed

Knox, January 14. 1913— 3\v7

P.M.
2 20
t2 26
2 30
12 35
2 47
2 52
12 59
3 05
3 13
13 23
3 86
5 06
6 26
5 30
5 35
8 25

P. M.

I

llus.

payment immediately.

A.M.

elfast, depart.
^ ity Point.
b

^

subscribers here- !
EXECUTORS’
by give notice that they have been duly iu
executors of the last will and testa-

men?

KHOW IOOI.FAS1.

1

1

demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to pi esent the same for sett lenient, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payspent immediately.

a(

i

said

7 05
12 20
t7 10
tl2 25
Ordered. That the said petitioner gives notice to
b irgent’s
dl persons interested by causing a
7
15
12
.10
of
tills
copy
nuer to be published three weeks
112 8
successively in v 'aldo.|7 20
rite Republican Journal, a newspaper
H
7
32
12
published
rooks.
47
,t Belfast, that they may appear at ;» Probate
F orbes. 7 37
12 52
'ourt, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said g
nox. 17 44
0 2 59
, tauutv, on the 11th
ot
£
Match.
A.I).
1013.
day
7 50
horndike.
1 05
it ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
f any they have, why the prayer ol said
1 13
nity. 7 53
petitoner should not be granted.
>
I 'innecook
rS 08
*1 23
JaMEs LIBBY, .fudge,
Ii urnham, arrive.
8 20
1 35
j
A true copy.
! f
Attest:
11 45
3 00
angor.
Authi k W. Leoxarp, Register.
q linton. 8 39
1 59
enton.
8 48
v ’atervilie
A D'llNIsi K\tor's NOTH E. The subset rb
8 51
2 13
ri. er hereby gives notice that be lus been duly
I ortland. 12 05
4 50
i
Appointed administrator of the estate of
E oston.
3 15 pm 7 55 p
!
KM VIA B. THOMPSON, late of Freedom,
To l!K I.FASI
1

......

Palernn, February li,

ot

leceased.

1

I

estat

BURNHAM

after Jan 13, 1913, trains connect*
ii g at Burnham and Waterville with
through
■ains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Port4 nd and Boston will run as follows:

, ton

ppolnted administrator ot the

__J|
On and

[)

are

Directly connected with the soil and !
physical condition is drainage. In j
drainage, the two factors ot water and
air drainage are of equal importance.

AVI)

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of
Fe»»ruary, A. I). 1913
KN J A MI N F. YOUNG, Jr son of Benjamin
li F Yount', late of l.incob ville, in said Conn-

PROBATE NOTICES:

i's

BELFAST

1 lurns, scalds,
Irug stores.

\

Ex-Merc.oant

There was one fellow who
for a drink.
made me sick of the entire business, and
of some human beings. He came into
the bar where I was then employed
carrying in his arms one of the prettiest
little girls I ever saw, about three years
old.
He put the child on the bar and
told her to ask me to give him a drink. my
eighty-second birthday, thereby
She said, 'Please give father a drink,’ beating all historic records of fleet cornand smiled.
He had taught her that. I ! manders in respect to age. All vessels
that participated in the landing of the
saw he already had been drinking, and
refused. Then he told the little girl to King were under my orders naval ships
sing for a drink. Finally I was so dis- included. In the Roll of Honor 1 am
as the Duke of Maine.
gusted I walked away, and he grew angry, known
_„_+_i_
pulled a tiny ring off the baby’s finger,
and offered to leave it as security for the passed away, Capt. Mitchell of Brookdrink. That is where I turned loose. I lyn. As J find the names of the living
told him I had met low pe/sons and dis- which you give in the columns of your
gusting ones, but he reached the limit; valuable paper, I write to many of them
and I informed him of my intention to tell who were old friends and shipmates, and
the. police.
1 looked him up to see what. have received replies from all except
I coul i do.
His wife had divorced him, that to Capt. Aaron Vanderbilt. One of
but the court permitted him to have the the last I wrote to and received answer
Am
baby one day a week, and he was using from was to Capt. Lodge Colton.
her to help hirn get drinks.
He was ar- pleased to learn that they ar* all comcared
for
in
well
their
rested some time later for standing in a fortably
declining
doorway while she begged on the side- years. 1 received seventy-five Christmas
this
from
remembrances
year
walk.”
many
parts of the United States, mostly
They \jere indeed mesTHE AMOUNT OF GRAFT POLICEMEN GET from seaports.
IN NEW YORK CITY.
sages of good cheer. There is no greatin our declining years than to
In the March American Magazine ap- er blessing
receive evidence of remembrance from
pears the ‘‘Diary of a Cop,” in which a
old friends.
ivew
ui k
puuceman mils me story 01
Trusting tins will find you in good
his adventures. Following is an extract:
and prosperous, I am, after our
“There are about 10,000 cops on the health
as ever,
force, and a low estimate of the graft forty years' friendship,
Cordially yours,
; paid for protection when Tammany is in
Thomas Jefferson Woodward.
power, and there is a liberal administraCapt. Woodward is so well known
tion, is $2,500,000 a year. There isn’t
the United States wherever
one in a hundred of the
cops that gets a throughout
look-in on the big graft.
It all goes there is located a shipmaster of long ago,
straight to the higher-ups. Even those not only in consequence of his having
who get the graft don’t extort it from been a western ocean packet-ship sailor
forty years more or
anybody. It is given to them free!y, and and master, butoffurthat
well-known and
by the people who are willing to pay to less a member
run a business prohibited by law.
prosperous shipchandlery house of Wood“The ordinary gambling-house pays ward, Wight & Co. of New Orleans, that
$200 a month, but one of the biggest and we publish the foregoing letter for their
finest in the country paid $4,500 to start perusal just as it came to us. There are
men more favorably and better
up. Two other big houses pay $1,000 a no two
American shipmaster that
month.
Pool-rooms, stuss and crap known to theand
from the Crescent City
to
games, and the smaller outfits all over has sailed
the city pay from $200 a month down to during the part forty years than Capt.
Thomas J. Woodward and his former
$50.
“The meanest of all the graft is taken energetic partner Pearl Wight, whose
and tact made this
by the cheap district politicians. Some keen business insight
of them have interests in the houses, firm one of the mott prosperous in the
Both retired some time
and hotels where people are not required Gulf States.
to have baggage. They not only get this since, turning the business with the firm
over to younger men who were
money, but they also charge from $200 a name
in it.—Capt. George L. Noryear up to men and women for selling brought up
in The Marine Journal.
newspapers at the subway and elevated ton,
entrances. They invest in the gambling
Regulator.
and disorderly houses as silent partners.”
More eggs, better fowls guaranteed by using
Costs 1 cent a
Pratts Poultry Regulator.
WILL HISTORY REPEAT ITSELF?
month. Pratts Poultry Book, worth dollars,
Is the Democratic party in power for free. L. T. Shales & Son.
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I could not get a good meal for my husband and one child. My neighbors said
they thought my suffering was terrible.
My husband got tired of seeing me
suffer and one night went to the drug
store and got me a bottle of Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and
told me I must take it I can’t tell you
all I suffered and I can’t tell you all that
your medicine has done for me. I was
greatly benefited from the first and it
has made me a well woman. I can do
all my housework and even helped some
of my friends as well. I think it is a

1

OF INTEREST TO ANCIENT MARINERS.
Letter From

Ui

lectors

! destructive competition.

A Friendly

badly that

\t a
Probate Court held at Belfast, wit Inn and
f• *r the < minty of w aldo, on the second Tuesomera,
of
day
February, \ I) 1913
which are just as important and a mis1
certain instrmnent. purporting to be the last
take in any one can easily spell failure.
will and testainen1 oi
Pen
late of
The question of slope follows along Andover. Mass., deceased, Halpli been y,
having
presentdirectly and the importance can be easily : 'd for probate
seen if a few orchards in the State are
notice be given to all person*in
j Ouleri d. That
causing a ropy ot tins order to he
investigated. Large bodies of water I crested b three
weeks su-cessivr ly in Tlie Republished
exert a moderating effect on temperapui liean Journal, published at Belfast, that they
rohate < ourt to be held at
ture, and orchards located on slopes in may appea: at a
Be Hast, within and for v«id Comity. oil the secclose proximity to such bodies are greatond Tuesday of March next* at t-n
of the
ly benefited. In the spring of the year dork before noo i, and show cause, if any th*-y
the time of blossoming is often held have, why the same should not be proved, apback by the cooling influence of such proved and allowed.
.1 V vi KS LIBBY, Judge.
bodies until the dangerous frosts are
A true copy. Attest:
over.
On the other hand, early frosts
akthi u w. Leonard, Register.
are often delayed in
the fall until the
fruit is fully mature.
In some seasons At a l’robite Court hem at Belfast. within and
for tin* County of Waldo, on the second Tuesthis factor is of great importance, and
day of February, A. I>. 1913.
may easily save a complete loss of the
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
crop. The degree and uniformity of the
will and testament of Annie M Taylor.
slope affect cultural operations mostly, late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deeeasbut sag holes often form a very un- ed, having been presented for probate, with a
petition praying that Katie i,. Peirce may be
healthy condition. The more gradual i appointed
administrator with the will annexed.
and uniform the slope the easier it will
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons
be to pursue the various orchard opera- Interested by
causing a copy"of this order to be
tions.
published three weeks successively in The Republican
Journal,
published at Belfast, that they
Now that the slope is decided upon,
j may
at a Probate Court.to be held at Belthe question of soil arises. This is a ! fast, appear
within and for said County, on the second
of March next, at ten of the clock
question which is universally asked by Tuesday
noon, ami show cause, if anythey have,
inexperienced growers and is of vital before
why the same should not be proved, approved
importance. The depth of the soil should and allowed.
be sufficient to give a tree plenty of
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
room
for its roots before they strike
Arthrit w. Leonard. Register.
hard pan.
In most cases a depth rang-:
ing between one and a half and two feet
A L 1)0 SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Beiwill i>e sufficient.
Lying directly under ; VP
>* last, on the 11th day of 1 ebruary, 1913.
the soil is the sub-soii.
Preferably the < eorge K. Herrick guardian of George
Herrick,
sub-soi! or hard pan should be of a fairly ot LeUa-t.in said t minty, having presented his
s< eond ami final account of
for al
guardianMiiii
that
so
the
roots
can
light nature,
pene- lowaneetrate it and also allow ready percolation
1ndered. that notice thereof be given, three
of water.
In texture the soli should be
weeks successively, in 1 be Republican Journal,
light, forceable and easily worked. Such ;• newspaper published m Belfast, in said County,
that
al! persons interested may attend at a Proa soil is easily kept
in goo.l condition
bate Com I, to be held at Belfast, on tile 1 lth day
and the health of the plant is greatly in>i March n* xt, and
show cause, if any they
creased. There is one exception to ihis Lave why the siid account should not he allowed.
and
this
is
soil
for
rule, however,
pear
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
trees. A pear tree requires a heavy clay
A true copy. Attest:
but
extra
care
in
andeu.tiAkthbr \v Leonard, Register.
soil,
drainage
vation must be observed if good results
In chemical comare
to be obtained.
u.MiiMiMimun-ft
isuin.it..
subposition, nearly any soil is all right for \ sen! er hereby gives notice that lit* ue
lias been
Fruit trees are not dul\ appointed administrator 01 the estate of
orchard p.anting.
relatively heavy feeders, and if other
HOLLIS F. FOYE, late of Palermo,
----i
the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
composition can be made up in fertili- ! in
bonds ns 11 «* law directs. All persons having
zers.

j

tells ihe

following story:

to

temperature, moisture, etc.
As important as the previously named I

stop-signals,

the March American

adequate

Middletown, Pa. —“I had headache,
backache and such awful bearing down
pains that I could not be on my feet at
times and I had organic inflammation so

__

—

ion

which made HU Wife
a Well Woman.

This last factor alone will determine the
price to be paid for land. If the practice is to be highly intensive and the
land worked for every cent that can be
take from it, a much higher price can
wonderful help to all suffering women.
be paid than where the work is done in a
I have got several to take it after seeshiftless and hap-hazard manner.
ing what it has done for me.’’—Mrs.
of
value
the
is
the
property
Following
Emma Espenshade, 219 East Main St.,
question of varieties to be grown. In
Middletown, Pa.
selection of varieties, a man should take
into consideration the fruit that wiil I
The Pinkham record is a proud and honbring the best profit at the present time orable one. It is a record of constant
and use ! is best judgment in respect to !
victory over the obstinate ills of woman
changes resulting from fluctuations in —ills that deal out despair. It is an esmarket conditions.
tablished fact that Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Directly connected with the selection i
of varieties is that of local conditions, j Vegetable Compound has restored
health to thousands of such suffering
Local conditions will embrace local market and climatic conditions. The first
women.
Why don’t you try it if you
named factor will be of little importneed such a medicine?
ance to an enterprising grower, because
If yon want special ndvice write to
it is not likely that he will depend upon i
E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confl*
local markets for the disposal of his ) Lydia
dentist) Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will
crop. Local climatic conditions, how- t be
opened, read and answered by a
ever, exert a great influence on vawoman and held Iu strict confidence.
rieties.
For example, the Baldwin is |
grown to a greater degree of perfection
in the State of Maine than in any other
lo ality.
Similar conditions are true j
with other varieties, and it is absolutely
essential, if the greatest success is to be
realized, to select those varieties which
do best under the various conditions of 1

.,

■

Vegetable Compound,

As was previously mentioned, the value
of property will exert a governing influence. A careful estimate of the in-

No business can be conducted permawhich I must lo- j
kinds of weather, and if any j nently without some margin over and
above the operating expenses, which
.h
different
end von of them are out of order 1 report the i
must include ample maintenance of its
I
of
when
we get in.'
the
number
v
when
he
signal
charges
graft
plant at the highest “going-concern”
a hich would have seemed
"Imagine the dangers and respensi- i standard;
while any business can be conwin n you
thought you bilities which this man meets in fair or i ducted for an indefinite period, at an
But this is to loul weather, in snow, in blizzards, in
it all.
His vision ( apparent profit, at the cost of its plant
xrent the doctor's fault, fogs, throughout the year.
its capital depreciation, so long as they
mid never let a patient must be geared for starlight, for moonlast, and aftfr that for some time on reto feel frisky like that
light, or for black darkness or driving I ceivers’ certificates.
There may be a
paid. That is one reason storm, to,.locate, as he dashes by. those j temporary benefit to the consumer from
151 signals in 148 miles, the loss of any :1
it ten need the money,
unprofitable prices, but in the end prices
mean death in the
expenses to meet just one of which might
must necessarily be restored or increasdo, though they never ditch. A leading railroad authority has i ed to recoup The losses of the cut prices,
tolls to pay. This is been forced lo admit that it is doubtfui ; and to
pay the charges on capital investif any human being can properly manage :
-t that the ethics of the
ed in unnecessary duplication, if such
an
one doctor from chargengine and locate a signal every :
capital is not to be absolutely lost to the
prot'essional services. thirty-five seconds. How can the human investor. Theodore N. Vail, in the
it
is
be
when
element
depended upon
s in one of the greatest
March Atlantic.
ioctor is called upon to being strained to the limit? There are
a pairing one until he is
very few accidents on branch lines, alBEST KNOWN COUGH REMEDY
and getting nothing for though these are usually innocent of
For forty-three years Dr. King’s New Distiy letting him dropout, block-signals and other safety-appliIs this because the human ele- covery has been known throughout the world
y get rid of a eompetit- ances.
Quite as the most reliable cough remedy. Over
:r.'
much of his practice. ment is better on branch lines?
the contrary. The best men run on the three million bottles were used last year.
<
on record of any doclieally, don’t you know, fliers. But on tne branch lines averag Isn’t this proof? It will get rid of your
t ; early as bad as people in
speeds of twenty and twenty-five miles cough, or we will refund your money. J. J.
hour are the rule, whereas on main
an
writes the way
-y they are.
Owens, of Allendale, S. C
from forty to fiftyik
very common—that lines they average
hundreds of others have done: “After twenty
more.”
league with the under- five miles, or even
years, I tind that Dr. King’s New Discovery is
u might
as well begin
the best remedy for coughs and colds that I
ie
long journey when A FATHER WHO USED HIS CHILD TO GET have ever u.->ec.” Fur
coughs or colds and
around.
But plain
HIM A DRINK.
a troverts. this fallacy.
A bartender, writing an article entitled
is the doctor’s mot- “What a Man Will Do for a Drink,” in 50c and $1 00 at all druggists.
meet 151
cate in all

are

or one year’s
subscription paid in advance:
Phe Journal and Farm and
Home.$2.00
rhe Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.26
rhe Journal and McCall’s Magazine. 2.10
he Journal and McCalls
Magazine with
free pattern and 6 embroidered handkerchiefs
2.26
'he Journal and Woman’s
Magazine. 2.25
The publications included in our
clubbing ofers may be sent to different
addresses.
The publishers of the Woman’s
Magazine
bave advised us of an increase in their subicription price and a consequent advance in
dubbing rates, and The Journal and Woman’s
Magazine are now $2.26.
The publishers of McCalls
magazine have
, ent us this notice:
“The subscribers may
, elect their free
patterns Within 30 days after
, he receipt of their first
magazine by making
, request on an ordinary
post card, stating
, hat the pattern desired is a free
pattern to
rhich they are entitled

Procured Lydia E. Pinkham’a

quantity.

extract showing the engine driver’s re- j
lation Li the probh tn:
AGGRESSIVE BUSINESS COMPETITION.
“Dean R Wood, who takes the Twen- |
The vicious acts associated with agtieth Century Limited from Syracuse to <
competition are responsible for
Albany, was recently asked at a public ; gressive
much, if not ill, of the present antagohearing what his running-time was be- j nism in the
public mind to business, parwu fJUHltft.
nr* It-JJ.ltfU.
IWftMl Mlf
to large business.
**
These vices
‘Two hours and forty-two minutes. ticularly
ar-- the
necessary accompaniment of the
We are
That’s 148 miles in 102 minutes.
me'hodsot
destructive
competition. The
allowed to make up twelve minutes for j
We reason for tue public’s encouragement
lost time, whicli we might drop.
of such competition lies in the belief
can only go
through Syracuse at eight J that from it
they will derive some benemiles an hour, and there are nine other
fit.
In the long run, however, the pubslow-downs, so that we have to run I lic as a
whole has neve r benefited by
miles an
to
about

seventy

which

Clubbing Ofpebb. mt following clubbing
iffon apply only to subscriptions paid in adrance; and when payment is made it should ba
itated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
tlso necessary to say that none of these
publi:ations are mailed with The Journal or from
this office. We have to pay for these
publica•ions one year in advance, and
they are then
lent from their respective offices to our subicribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows

HUSBAND
TIRED OF SEEING
HEN SUFFER

are

the handling of large quantities of proIf an orchard is located
duce quickly.
in an out of the way place, the expense
of handling and hauling may be so great
as to materially lessen or take off the
Besides losses due to exwhole profit.
loss in quality of
pense in hauling, the
the product may easily be so great as to
make the profits of the crop a negative

J

hour to get in

orchard site there

is also true that the price of land may
be so high that the profits wou d he
eaten up before the crop was harvested.
In spite of these last named difficulties,
great care should he exercised in selecting a site which is located on lines of

as was intended, stimulates you
renewed determination. And you
reply, ‘Of course Sandra’s mentality is
much superior to mine—blu, blu, blu,
etc., etc.’ If you looked over Polly’s
shoulder into the mirror you would see
her winking wickedly at herself.
“Just as you have nearly stretched
that little gauzy triangular patch across
the V between the shoulde- blades Polly,
of course, raises her arm and begins convention.
For example, President
rubbing off the excess powder around Cleveland’s first administration, though
her pretty nose.
You lose the combina- [ abounding in mistakes due to his own
tion.
and his party’s inexperience, led natur‘If you expect me to hook this dam- ally up to his renomination in 1888 and
while
are
isadoraduncaning | 1892; but, once seated for what was
thing
you
all over the room you are laboring under known to be his final term, all the vials
You get this off with the of personal envy and factional malice
a delusion!’
usual restraint and anxiety for under- were poured upon him.
His parly was
statement of the regular husband.
kjlkjin
iwcini, arm me larger rrag“Discreet silence. The work is at last ment, usurping
leadership in the next
completed. You smile with pity when campaign, went down in a disaster whose
you think of all that talk about the effects it has taken sixteen years to rePanama Canal being such a stupendous pair.
feat of engineering.’’
Whether history is soon to repeat itself, depends less on Mr. Wilson’s attiMENTAL STRAIN OF DRIVING A RAILROAD tude than on the willingness of all his
FLIER AT 75 MILES AN HOUR.
Democratic rivals to work unselfishly
In the March American Magazine, ] with him for the larger good of the
But human nature is —huAlbert W. Atwood writes a most inter- 1 whole party.
eating article entitled “Why Railroad j man nature. —Francis E. Leupp, in the
The following is an March Atlantic.
Wrecks Increase

with

an

be considered is that of nearness to market. It is true that many varieties cannot be grown to perfection in the immediate vicinity of the largest markets. It

the executive and the
legislative branches of the government in
its
hands, it alone will be held responsible
for the conduct of public businessand
the proceedings of the Baltimore
Convention revealed the existence
of factional divisions which can
hardly be healed by any form of
compromise. Another peril lies in the commitment of
the
party to the one-term idea, for it notifies all the fellow partisans of a
president, who competed with him for the
nomination, that they must begin at
once to cultivate
popularity even at the
expense of quarreling with him, if they
! would try for better luck
in the next

remarks of yours
so she says, ‘Let it
Sandra—she under-

Practical Husbandry of

Maine.J

the first factor which should

Perhaps

along period? That seems improbable.
ltS u,lw'fcldly
strength
w
With uUruS
both u'n

‘dresses’?

Site.'

failure.

Liver

the way, why is it that in moments
of emotional stress men will forget that
they are ‘gowns’ or ‘frocks' and not

selecting

Orchard

have to be considermany factors which
ed. The importance of these various
factors is great and may easily determine the difference between success and

1

j

an

Crocker, in

F

In

>

■

rapidly enlarg- j By

are

reserves.
Immense
will be sent to China to
•ustrial development of
The final settlement of
blem will open the imf the Balkan Peninsula
and will require large
\ to carry on this new
\. ry part of the world, in
s which until recent years
hy civilization, railroads
strutted, mines opened,
•d, and money —that is,

r>
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Used 102 Yean lor Internal and External Ills

■ that may

ing

jr

I

fR

Are you prepared to relieve sudden cramps and
pains
come any time?
'■
■ Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment responds
g quickly in relieving coughs, colds, bowel
“a,*sotan
■ troubles, burns, cuts, chaps, etc.
Pills
25c and 50c everywhere
■
I
I. S. JOHNSON & CO.
m
Boston, Mass,
T1.

H

ru-a

i

JOHNSON’S » LINIMENT I
ft

m

Lippincott’s Magazine,
,.lVi,od Mead, the financial
of

„;!■

Selection of

use

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NE W YORK

<

4
<

4

attested copy of the same, or an abstract thereof, together with this order thereon, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper printed in Belfast, in the County
of Waldo, the last publication to be thirty days
at least before the next term of said Court, to
be holden at Belfast, within and for said County, on the third Tuesday of April ntxt, that he

may then and there appear in said Court and
thereto, if he see fit.
WM. P. W HITE HOUSE,
Chief Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of the libel and order of Court
3w8
th eon
e
Attest: GEO. 1 KEATING, Clerk.

answer

F. W. Webber left Monday for

trip

SPRINGS.

STOCKTON

SEARSPORT.
business

a

Mr. and Mrs. George C. Fletcher, Church
were in Belfast for dental work Mon-

to Boston.

street,

Mrs F. H. Cleaves has been confined to the
bouse the pt.st week with a severe grip cold.
Mrs. Lyda M., wife of Thomos R. Howe, died
Monday night after a long illness. Obituary

day.

later.

Frank H. Cousens is at this date—Mon
day—confined to the house by an ugly cold,
such as is prevailing in the town.

George Sargent

Mrs.

of

Searsport

was

ROYAL
Baking Powder

the

guest of Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat at tea
last Sunday.
Mr.

Arthur Colman, who has been at the Carney
Hospital in Boston for medical treatment, re-

and Mrs. Bion B. Sanborn, Church street,
leave this, Thursday, afternoon for Boston
for a few weeks’ absence from home.

turned home Sunday.

Mr.

Barge Netquehonii g arrived Friday
Eiizabethport with 1,50U tons of coal to the
Penobscot Coal Co. at Mack’s Point.
from

The coal has been delivered, and the regular
services consequently resun ed at the Universalist church. Bear this in mind, Sunday.

Aid of

Ladies'

The

the M.

Meyers this, Thursday,
cordially invited.

meet with Mrs. C. N.

C. S. Taylor, the High school teacher,
Arthur E. Colson, the Main street grocer, left Saturday for Norridgewock, to spend the
had u severe chill triday evening which con- vacation with relatives, his famiiy being in
! California.
fined hun to the house for several days.
Mr. Crawford S. Treat, West Main street, is
Miss Dora Newell will canvass Searsport
All

afternoon.

are

subscriptions

for

the

to

second volume

of

to

he

Williamson's History of Belfast,

soon

Mr.

trouble which

nal

an

issued.

early

Maude 1. Smith, who is teaching school
in Charleston, is at home for a few days, the
school having been closed on account of w hoop-

Mr. Vernon Lowell of Bucksport wras the
week-end guest of bis aunt and husband, Mr.
and Mrs. Leroy Nickerson, Church stre.t. fie
left Monday for home.

Miss

ing cough.

attend the funeral of Francis J.
mer

Bailey,

for-

a

lawyer

lodge.

member ol the

a

large

!

large willow

These

trees

Richard Stimpson,
Belfast.

probably

were
one

of the first

recovering quite rapidly

and

was

engaged

for

a

her intense

sons—Irving of Waldoboro,
Searsport and
Loufe P. of Fairfield. The remains were taken
to Monroe for interment beside those of his
vived

by

four

Hiram M. of Boston. Chester of

thoroughly enjoyed

I.'•

verniirn

nf

nf

*hf*

Mr.

i-

are

and

tquul last year’s.
Mrs.

suffering

sometime

from

during

severe—almost

grip-like

the present season!

death of Mr. Stiner
at his home in Winterpoit was rtceivea here Monday. The deceased was well known in town, having conNews of

!

from

an

ducted

the

sudden

apoplectic

a

shock

moving pictures

series of

Denslow hall

shows in

during the past year.

Vivian Titcomb, Sylvan street, and
Mary Murray, Sandy point road, left Monday for Belfast, en route to Burnham, Pittsfield, Corinna and Brewer, where they will be
guests of the Titcomb and Dearborn relatives
of Miss Titcomb. They will be away some
time.
Miss

Miss

All

our

the

The

sermon

was

ngregationalist.

C

church-going community.
are now

services

eleven

when three

He

answer.

j

see more

in

endeavor
It

was

a

ai

d

be held at 10 30
and at

Gilkey has returned

home

will

be

are about to indulge in
interested in the sample

by

Church
Don’t fail to examine this line;
handsomer stock than ever before shown!
shown

articles in the town
The following officers were elected

Mr. Frank H. Cousens at his

Stockton Springs AmaMonday evening
teur Minstrels repeated the last week’s “Big
Show” in Denslow hall for the benefit of the
recently re-organized “Brass Band” of our
the

Moderator, F. H. Park;
selectmen, assessors, overseers of the pool
and highway surveyors, F. I. Mortland, Clifton
Whittum and James P. Nichols; agent, F. I
Mortland; treasurer, C O. Sawyer; auditor, J
A. Colson; collector, W. D. Smart at 1J cent*
on the dol .ar; member of school committee foi
three years, John Frame; fire wards, M. F
Parker and James Coffin; constables, Elmei
year:

village,
ance

by

a bociai dance tollowed

the “colored

duced several
evening.

Sunday.

was

covered with

now

^nejMnmoFeoHoTi

I

the first time this winter.... Miss Louise I
Cunningham and Miss Charlotte Staples at- ;
tended the automobile show in Ber.gor last
j
week... J. C. Durham of Belfast has 5C0 cords !

o

0
yard... !
Mr. and Mrs. A D. Moody and children were
ON THE
J
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs 11. P. White.
-Mr. John Morrill is gaining finely, his
1
"tr\T11
friends are glad to hear-Mr. A. D. Moody-^=-^=
r
had a N. E. telephone installed in his residence
last Monday-Mr. and Mrs. John Palmer of NORTH MONTV1LLE.
j
Ira Hall was called to Bro .ks last we ek to
Monroe were guests, Sunday, of her sister,
J
.Mrs. Carrie
Mrs. E. A. Robertson... Carroll Knowlton is: see his brother, who is very ill
vet
k
and
the
be
n
sick
very
past
working for Fred Littlefield in Waldo... Miss Poland has
.Granville ThompHattie Partridge of Prospect is visiting her is attended by Dr. Small
some
sick
for
been
time, is gain- !
who
has
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Littlefield, ! son,
ing and is able to sit up part of the time... |
in Waldo... Mr. Samuel Clark’s remains were
Miss Hattie Thompson, who has been working
brought from Bangor last Tuesday and buried \1 for Mrs Charles Colby, has returned home
Mrs. Lizzie Sandford is spending a few days
m the South Monroe cemetery beoide his wife.
He w-as formerly of Monroe, but for several j at her old home. There is lots of sickness in
this
had
lived
with
his
vicinity; the grip is making calls on u? all.
years
sister, Mrs. Maria I
Colson, in Bangor ...The Neighborhood Club ;
of

logs^nearly

all landed in his mill

■ ■

>

forceful and

j

Harbor

with

j

of Monroe will have their next social Feb. 14th
at Mr. Herbert Neally’s... Mr.and Mrs. Klwyn
Dickey were guests Sunday of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W atson Robertson... Mrs. Wm.
Webb and Mrs. Oscar Dow spent last week in
Norridgewock... Mrs. Eliza Pat.u*e spent last
Sunday at her home in Searsport.

..

Stomach Misery
All GONE”
j

CORNER.
-7

11 r\)I

—-J

Gilley,
inhouttivMr.'and Mrs. An dr
La why. In Vinalh
and Mrs. Oram Law.
Littlefield In \X
and Mrs. Fred Lilt:.
MADDOCKS. In Ov.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred M
Starkktt
In Plea
Mr. anti Mrs. George V
Anr ie Russell.
Varney. In I* rt
and Mrs. Walter Varr
to

a son.

vi 11

|

Birgin-Dantok III

:

Rev.
Mrs.

Arthur

Charity

Clifford

“My! How I Did Suffer, Hut Now I’m
Happy All Day Long and Sleep Fine.”

A
B
K. I 'an f

.'tn ha*

SHIP NEWS.

ary

anil

j

>

j

j

<

j

••

I

►

c

j

s

1

j

j,

new

this

$200; school supplies, $100; text books, $25( ;
heating plant in Union schoolhousc
$1,700; repairs on schoolbouses, $350; Carve
Memorial Library, $350; support of poor an* 1
other town expenses, $2,300; highways, $2,50C ;
sidewalks, $400; road breaking the past winter
|
$300; State road, $400; Memorial service, $5(
hydrants, $1,280; fire department, $500; repair >
on Union hall and painting, $800; Searspor ^
Electric Light Co. $630. It was voted to es
tablish an additional light near the residence }
of Capt. James P. Butman and Mrs. A. \
Nichols.

Way.
5

mackerel fleet for Southern waters was givei
considerable impetus today with the announce* I
arrival in New York of a two pounder caugh ;
off Capie Hatteras. The Gloucester mackerc j
fleet usually sails south about March 20th, bu [
it is believed that some of the boats ma;
leave next week.

j

<

j

J
j

:

!

|

STATE

OF

MAINE.

List of candidates nominated, to be voted for in the City of Belfast, Wards 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, March 10, 1913
Penalty ifor wilfully defacing, tearing down or destroying a list of candidates or specimen ballot, five to one hundred dollars fine.
EBEN F. LITTLEFIE1,1'
To vote a straight ticket mark a cross (X) in the square over the party name at the head of the ticket.
To vote a split ticket mark a cross (A) in the square over the party name. Erase printed name in the list under X and fill in the new name.
WAJiD

ON

WAK1>

K.

TWO.

U A 1C

Ik

THItKK.

j

wa;;i»

j

WAliO

Font.

perform-

features

who introfor this second

j

DEMOCRAT.

DEMOCRAT.

For Mayor
EDGAR F. HANSON.

For Mayor
EDGAR F. HANSON.

For Mayor,
EDGAR F. H.'NSON.

For Alderman
PERCY B. REDMAN

IFor Alderman
ALBEA E. HUTCHINS.

DEMOCRAT
#

■

steam

1

j

ping

■

of th

j

gentlemen/’

From Cape Jellison piers, the following shipreport was given Monday afternoon
Feb. 24th, Rockland and Rockport Lime Co/s
weasier, r:oscoe in. roner, ueorge r.. Maras
Barge, No. 7, sailed for Boston with a cargo of
Feb. 27th, steamer Millinocket arrived
paper.
John Littlefield and G. H. Stevens; surveyor
with general cargo from New York, and sailed
of lumber, A. E. Trundy, Horace Robbins an<
j March 1st with paper and potatoes for New
Herbert Black; surveyors of wood, A. E. Bu
York.
ker, Alfred Stinson and Henry Partridge; sur
Mrs. S. Frances Bridges, who has spent the
(
veyors of spars and timber, A. E. Trundy an* 1 winter in Bangor, arrived in town Friday; and
j
of
sealers
and
meas
will remain the guest of her niece nd husband,
Arthur Robbins;
weights
i Mr. and Mrs. Everett Staples, Church street,
ures, C O. Sawyer; culler of hoops and stave 5
until the season permits the opening of her
E. C. Pike; truant officer, Elmer Webster I
house, tl e so-called, Frye place, on Middle
Appropriations: common schools, $1,100; fret > j street. Many old friends extend the hand of
High school, $850; superintendent of schools joyful welcome to “Fannie.”

out

A lot of Men’s Solid Rolled Edge
Overshoes for $i.cq

=

for

enthusi-

to Dark

58c. and 48c. for Boys and Gi

—

spoke

her parents, Mr. and
in Old Town... Mrs. Inez
p. m.
M. Pendleton has returned home after a short
The services for the week at the First. trip to Hebron and Augusta... Mr. Ned Tehan
Methodist church will be as follows: this, is out again, having b#en confined to the house
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting; Sun- for a week with the grip... Miss Marie
day at 10.30, morning worship; Sunday school ! Coombs is at home from Hampden for the
at 12 mt; Epworth League prayer meeting i spring vacation-The legislative committee
Sunday evening at 6,00 p. m ; evening service | has voted “Ought to pass” on the b il which
at 7.00 p. m.
j will prohibit the use of automobiles in town.

few hours in town

SWANVILLE CENTER.
Feb. 28t.h the ground

j

|

a

wearing RUBBERS

1 i*. by A.
.....
Mrs
’.er-r^i-i
Parlin- Phinnt \
That’s what a woman said just a few months
by Fred \\ I.
I It is needless to say that all are thankful
ago. She said more and here it is;
Miss Nellie E 1 ’» .'one;
uo
ne s-ei Vices ai me uapusi uiuuu
wish
it la> wilhii. rny power to persuade ;
‘•I
AMERICAN TORTS.
Preston I. Merrill of Widths m, Mass, is
Reed Goodwin
1
follows: Prayer meeting this. Thursday, even- Mrs.
every woman sufferer from dyspepsia or indi- ! by Rev. L) Brackett, i
New York, Feb 15.
in town, called here by the illness of her
Ar, sch Elizabeth Gil- 1
(or whatever they may think their j Dixmont and Miss L
gestion
| ing; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; j
for
Jacksonville; sld, sch R stomach trouble is) to giv MI O NA Stomach
brother Mr. Osmond 'Ihcmas. (The death of \ bert, Bridgeport
^Al’NDKKS Ch« iviSunday school at 12 o'clock. All who do not
Bowers, Port Liberty for Calais; stmr Milli- t Tablets one week’s fair ti ini.
1 am sure that
; attend Sunday school at r,y other church are
nocket, Stockton; 26, ar, sch W E & W L Tuck. every one of them would thank me from the 1?. by Abner W
ders
of Orland a : M
for
South
Clarence
H
Amboy
Moninpton, Me;
bottom of her heart.”
cordially invited. C. E. society at 6 30 p. n\; Ed.)
Burnham.
Vernor, Rockland for Alexandria, Va; March 1.
“I am well and happy for the first time
m.
at
7
30
service
p.
evening
W ITIIE E- D If k E
ar, schs M D Cress* y, Fernardina; Frank B
NORTH ISLESBoRO.
in years and I do not hesitu’ to giv« M I O-NA
1
Witherbee, Moninpton; 2; sld, sch Elizabeth stomach Tablets all the credit.” Follow this March 1. by RevA series of Lenten addresses are being given
Mr. M. R. Trim spent a few days last week
Gilbert, Jacksonville and Havana; passed City advice. Give Ml i» NA Stomach Tablets a worth Wi thee
at the First Congregational Church on Thurs- in Augusta.A meeting of The Parent- I Island sch Charles H
Sprague, Port Reading week’s trial; if they do not beretit, A. A. Ellen Dickey if D I
day evenings during Lent at hall' after seven. Teacher Association was held at the vestry for Yinalh.--.V4 n; 3, sld, sch Alice L Pendleton, I How-8 &. Co. wdl return the cost—f>0 cents.
San Domingo City.
of
the
are
the
and
numservices
To these
city
people
goodly
Monday evening, Feb. 24(h,
DO
Boston, Feb 27. Ar, sch Methebesec, Bel» ELFAST
PRICE CliRRENT
cordially invited. The speakers and their sub- j her from this pait of the town showed their fast, Ga; March 3, sld, schs Thomas H Law- !
After the business rence. Long t ove and Philadelphia; Clifford N i
interest by being present.
jects are as follows:
V>
orrected Wee .dv for Th«- Journal.
Baii.ey
It
1
Mar. 6.
C is .J. Haile
Religion and Art.
a Ii.it
meeting Mrs. Johnson read a very interesting Carver, Norfolk; Edward H Cole, Norfolk and
C
Port
hilde
I
President
Harold,
and
(1
R.
Arts
Tampa;
Mrs.
Pierce,
Rockport, Me,
In 1U.
Baxter
paper on “The Citizen of Tomorrow” and Miss
12iCKal5« 0 Lorenzo 1'. i\tv-r.
Alexandra, Va; Susie H Davidson, Wiggins, S i Apples, per obi, 7,U.OO M :u
r nd Crafts.
Bernau one on “The Relation of the Home to
7 H des,
10
C; Charlotte W Miller, Stonir.gton. Me, and
dried, peril...
Mar. 13. Religion and Life.
Bow LEY. Ill f'l.
New York; Herman I- Kimball. Belfast; Amer- Deans, pea,
12 I’*'
the School.” At the mxt meeting, which will
2.85a3.O0 Lamb,
Rev. Daviu L. Wilson.
v»
vvley. aged
ican Team, Rockland; Nile, Belfast; Hume, do. Keans, Y. F., 2.50a2 'if- i,a:i.b Skins,
1 be held in the Town
6P..70
Clark.
In Ha
Hall, Josiah Taylor, Slate
A set it s of sermons on “The Fundamental
Brunswick. Ga, hob 25. Ar, sch Alice Hol- Butter,
1 Clark,
2Sa3t> Muttoi
T.»
aged
w
1
1
of High schools,
speak....The brook, Jacksonville. 28, sld, sch Hugh de Beef, sides,
4b
ldtas of Christianity” is being given at the inspector
6a8 Cats. 2 )b..
Burial at Monro
Ladies’ Circle had an ice cream social in the l'ayncs, Boston.
45
8 Potatoes,
Keel,forequarters.
First Congregational church Sunday mornings
Clements. Ii
S
Feb
25.
sch
l’>
l u,
10
Charleston, C,
Lizzie
60 Round ID-,r.
Sld,
Feb. 26th....Mr.
Barley,
evening
vestry
Wednesday
on
“The
f Jos. p:
eleven.
Sermons
at a quarter before
widow
9.«V
24 S t raw,
Willey, New Yur k.
Ch eese,
a delightful
and
Coombs
c
Mrs.
month
6
Leighton
gave
of
Idea
Christian Idea of God,” “The Christian
New Londor, Ct, Feb 25. Ar, sch Mount Chicken,
26a2b
20 Turkey,
! ) VMO.NS It.
18 'i allow.
Calf Skins,
Man,” “The Christian Idea of Sin” “Jesus neighborhood party Friday evening, Feb. 28th. ; Hope, Veazie, Mobile for Noank.
daughter of Mr
10a 12
20 Veal,
Those present to report an enjoyable evening
Fajardo, P Ii, Feb 13. Ar, sch Horace A Duck.
an d 4 months.
Christ,” and “The Christian Life,” have been
25
22 Wool, un wasned,
I Stone, Philadelphia.
In B.
FrE.m il
The
remaining s. rmon with music and games were Capt. and Mrs.
already.
given
4.0G&4.5C
16 Wood, hard,
Jacksonville, Feb 26. Ar, sch li.eoiine, Bos- Fowl.
Frei cl;, ag< d (h >
“The Christian Idea Greenlaw, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ladd, .Mrs. ton.
3.00
18 W pod, soft,
will he March
9th,
Getse,
In
Pv
Leach.
Bridgeport, Ct, March I. Mu, sch Thelma, \
All who do not wor- Annie Bunker. Mr. Newton Bunker, Mr. and j
RETAIL MARKET.
of the
Future.”
RETAIL PRICE.
Sow all ! i-r>eh. a
Mrs. Fred Cooml s and daughters Doris and Savannah.
\
i-:s
In
to
these
Patti
invited
1.10
are
elsewhere
17
Dime,
cordially
ship
Port Tampa, March 1. Sid, sch Augustus H \ Beef, Corned,
Carrie M w d ov
!
Butter Salt, 14lb., I8a22 Oat M<
Helen, Mrs. Julia Rose and Miss Lena Rose.
serv ices.
Babcock, Balitmore.
*
native of 'ushmg,
3
67 Onions,
Calais, Me, Ft b 28
Ar, sch Herald, New] Corn,
Burial
12a 13 4 days
62 Oil, kerosene,
Cracked Corn,
The Guild of the North church held its regu- CENTER
York.
MONTVILLE.
Boston.
Pollock.
62
Corn
Meal.
Stockton, March 1. Sld, stmr Mihkiocket,
lar meeting Monday evening in the vestry,
Master
Carter
Charles
P.
of
In
Belfast
Pickering.
14
j
spent New York.
24 Pork,
Cheese,
1.13 Ada F. Pic eru.g. a
1 85 Plaster,
preceded by a picnic supper, concerning which I the w eek-end with his uncle, Mr. Perley Allen,
Searsport, Feb 27. Ar, barge Nesqueh<»ning, i Cotton Seed,
6 days.
10 Rye Meal,
all the partakers are m< st enthusiastic. The * and remained for town irieeting and the Mac- Elizabeth},ort; sld, barge Rahn, Rockland; Codfish, <iry,
Robbins. In Siam
1.45
15 Shorts,
March 1, ar, stmr Kanawha, New port New-s; 2, j Cranberries,
chairman of the ccmmittee of arrangements, cabee dance.
Mr. Err.bert Ramsay is at home
28
Clover Seed,
Sugar,
5.ia6 Rol bins, aged 6l
Mass.
ar,
barge
Boylston,
Weymouth,
be
to
| Miss Evelyn P. Meriison, was unable
Simmons. In It
40
6.00a7.25 Salt, T I.,
Flour,
j from the Maine Central Institute for the Easter
FOREIGN FORTS.
Henry Simmons,
4.50 Sw-eet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed,
present because of illness and her place was i vacation-Sheriff F. A. Cushman of Belfast
Stover. In Bel tar
Puerto
Feb
Wheat
noon.
stmr
14
Meal.
25,
Sld,
4$
Mexico,
Lard,
taken by Mrs. John C. Pillsbury. The other | was in town March 3d-Miss Cassie Cushman
F. Stover, aged KJ
Minnesotan, Parse, Delaware Breakwater; 28,
Thomas. lug Dark
members of the committee ivere Miss Margaret i is visiting relatives in Belfast... The Sewing 10a m, ar, stmr Texan, Stehclin, New York.
HO I t N
W. Thomas, aged 4
Salina Cruz, Feb 24, lip m. Sld, stmr NeKeen, Miss Emeroy Ginn, Mit-s Geneva Heald, | Circle and Grange furnished dinner town meetl
Wentworth,
vadan, Anderson, San Diego.
Miss Louise Brown, Miss Florence Shaw, Mrs.
ing day. which was liberally patronized by the
22*
Lena
N.
February
Parsons, wifi
J.,
Feb
27.
sch
Bunker. In Garewood.
Laguayra,
Ar,
Sedgwick, ApaMiss
CnarC. W. Jenneys, Mrs. Leroy Strout,
voters.
aged 48 years.
lachicola.
to Mr. and Mrs. Chester R. Bunker, a daughter*

street home.

discussion of the different

Gloucester, Feb. 28. The fitting

spent

to

chuich work.
practical address.

asm

Mason’s Mills

North, K. O. K. A., Friday at 7 p. m.; morning

books of attractive wail and ceiling papers
from Peat’s and Thibeau’s establishments, now-

meeting

Monday, March 3d, at Union hall and
The galleries were well
was largely attended.
tilled with ladies, who enjoyed the animated

Mackerel on Their

Mr. Cre ekett and sister, Mrs. A. L. Batchelor,
will leave1 for their heme in Auburn g. n.etinio
this week... Ralph
Reynolds of Freedom

make a bigger and better
Belfast and C( n,mended the tfforts to add to
the attractiveness of our beautiful city; but
would like to

|

Although ihe ice is not as thick
last year it is of superior quality
Nearly j
everything was disposed of :.t the auction of j
A. C. Crockett's goods and tfleets last v »k.

he

lot ot excellent

88 Cents in Men’s.
“
for Women’s.
68

creamery.

He said that there

might

special

|

all been filled. Mr. Lev is F. Marden of
Belfast with a crew of mer. were in town last
week and i ut in about 4C0 tens for the

different organizations holding

of the endeavors

E

j
night

have

by Rev.
All

one

l ist week-Mrs. VV. L. Cargill is passing a
few days in Bangor with her parerls, Mr and
Mrs. W. D. Merrow... The ice houses here

the series of Union meetings
Universalist auditorium last

citizens who

“papering,”

held

ensuing

attend the automobile

cold- at this writing, Monday. Few Stockton
families have escaped a similar visitation at

mariners, as well as specimens of their
handiwork. Among those met at this fair was
Freeman Partridge and an acquaintanceship
formed that continued until he passed from
earth. Ed. Journal.]

for the

to

Frank li. Jackson, Church
street, and all members of their household

master

warrant.

;■

Mr.

by Searsport’s

The annual town

io.pkins. Church street, and
Clarke, Maple s roet, left for

They letumed last Thursday, having
yed the trip, although the automobile dis-

play did not

F. Mathews, W. J. Mathews and J. W. Black.
[The writer reported this fair for The Journal
and recalls the many interesting curios from

Meeting.

Fid,” Main

FI.

R

William

Bangor, Feb. 25ih,

have
many
ficers of he association but three survive: A.

Town

“The

•-d.i-w.

Among those who served on
the several classes, a great
passed away, and of the of-

was

Miss Bernice Bennett as
tiriggs is the star n the play... Mrs.
C. B. Hoit left Friday fora visit of a few days
with her parents in Newport... George Hill*
of Melrose, Mass., was the guest of Miss Mil-

<

George

Mr
Mr

the committees for

home

’at

Ladies’ Aid Society of the Universalis!
parish wili be entertained, socially, this, Thursday, afternoon by Mrs. Simeon F. Ellis, Church
street. All are invited to participate in the
“j'-lly good ime” always ret lized at this “hilltop” residence,

Blacs, marshal.

brought

saieswcman

The

We were shown last week a poster of tht
annual Cattle Show and Fair, of the Starsporl
Farmer's and Mechanic’s Association, ih<
third annual cattle show and fair, held a!
Union Hall, Friday and Saturday, October 1C
The post r has been in the j ■iCand 11, lh79.
session of Mr. A, F Mathvws, secretary of the
I he officers of the association
associat ion.
were as
ollows: William Chase, president; A.
F. Mathews, secretary; William D. Smart,
treasurer; executive committee, William M.
Larrab*e, K. Hopkins, J. M. Savory, William J.
Mathew s. J. F. Bicsmore, M. Packard, J. W.

lands

popular

very

Ho, Feariess, Great Republic, Report* r, Red Jacket, James Rains, Dreadnaugh!
and Great Admiral. All these ships are unde*
full sail and brief sketches are given of eacf
ship. [The Journal was also favored with a

foreign

audience.

siztd

...

street.

Spas

by

at

in

shapj

here last

1

Westward

cojy of his interesting booklet, sent
\V. R. Marshall of Boston.]

K. O. K. A. Satur-

v>m

Miss Lizzie Trundy, daughter of Mr. Adrian
Trundv, West Main street, is clerking in the
store ul her uncle, Mr. Walter F. Tnundy, during the absence of Mrs. Gladys 11. Sprague, the

Clipper Ship Fra.” In the front ol
the book is a fine drawing of the clipper ship
“Golden Fleece,” and there are drawings ol
the ships John Bertram, II. B. Forbes, Gametvek, \\ .tchcraft, Ftaghound, Flying Cloud
Flying Fish, Typhoon, Staffordshire, Witch ol
of the

YV:

summers.

their two children

With the compliments of Dana M. Dutch,
assistant secretary of the State Street Trust
Co. of Boston, The Journal correspondent has
received an illustrated booklet, “Some of the

hn

for two

Sunday

held

was

worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m ; Sunday school I after a short visit
Sunday at 12 m.; C. E. Society Sunday at 6.30 Mrs. Geo. Wilbur,

days.

Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Eames of Prospect and
were guests of Mrs. Eames’
mother, Mrs. John Randell, Cross street, last
Sunday. Old school friends are glau to see
“Lizzie Etta” in her old home.

wife.

Ships

for many

Mr. H. L. Hopkins, Church street, spent last
Friday in Bangor, taking in the automobile
display, being greatly interested in all such
machines since owning a car, which he has

follows:

social

[]

quite popular and by request was
Friday evening to a good

j

I
better—including if

o

“Mrs.

pastors of the city chuiches were present.
Rev. Arthur A. Blair, Universalist, conducted
the opening serv ice and the regular choir of
the church furnished the music. Rev. Charles
R.
Ames, Unitarian, read the Psalm; Rev.
W'alter F. Sturttvant. Baptist, offered prayer,
and Rev. D. B. Phelan. Methodist, read the
Scripture. Mr. W'ilson’s sermon was on the
Religious Condition of the Community, and he
gave statistics to show that this is not a

Christian Scientists hold services in

Sunday school,

pain

repeated

a. m
followed by the
Trinity Reformed church
1SLESBORO.
at 2.30 p. m. followed by Sunday school.
I The Baptist sewing circle had an apron sale
The services at the Norih church will be as ! in Union Hall last Tuesday evening with a
follows: Junior C-. E., Thursday at 3-45 p. m.;
j large attendance. Cake, tee cream, candy and
prayer meeting, Thursday at 7 30 p. m.; Castle ! clam chowder were on sale... Mrs. A. P.

will

fort-

Goodere, little daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. M. J. Goodere, Church street, is beginning to improve from an attack of quircy
sore throat, which followed tonsilitis, causing

J. Nickerson, under the firm came of Nick& Bailey, in the manufacture of spools.
Of late years he had resided in Waldoboro.
His wife died several years ago. He is sur-

as

The services next

Miss Muriel

A.

Sunday evening.
David L. W ilson,

a

The fourth :ri
was

their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7 30
o’clock to which all are welcome.

day afternoon.

son

services at the First Parish Church (Unitarian ) will be held next Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
Sunday school at noon.

The

John McLaughlin, School street, was
Sunday of the serious condition of his
aged mother in Bucksport; and therefore postponed his intended departure tor Boston Mon-

time with the late

hour

day night; preaching service Sunday morning
at 10.45; Sunday school at noon.

notified

Francis J. Bailey, a former resident of this
town, died suddenly Feb. 27th in Waldoboro,
Me., aged 71 years. He was a native of Mon-

later

The services at the Universalist church for

Mr.

out

of

roe

over a

has become

Thompson r.nd Mrs.
meeting followed and
enjoyed.

Rev. D. H; Phelan will preach in the church
at Monill m xt Sunday afternoon at the regular hour.

the week will be

from her attack of

She has been ill for

pneumonia.
night.

by
proprietors
set

Mr. F.’s aunt, Mrs. Al-

Nina Bennett, youngest child of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bennett, Middle street, is

&

people of Gemgcs River Grange
Stuth Montville Wednesday evening
and presented the drama “Mrs. Briggs of the
Poultry Yard” to a crowded house. This play

Lou

A business

The Seaside Spiritualist Society hold regular
Sunday services at their place of meeting on
High street at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
The regular services of the Episcopal Mission will be held in the North Church parlor
next Sunday at 3.S0 o’clock with Mr. Orlando
Titherington, lay reader.

C.

Tibbetts, Miss

John Davis.

The

Little Miss

The tree was scaled by
Trundy
Son, who have secured another large willow'
on Mr. Mathews' premises which they have
cut down and will saw’ into boards at their
mill.

apparently.

Capt. Ralph Morse, West Main street, drove
to Belfast last Thursday for the pleasure of an
exhilarating sleighride over fine, smooth roads
—"never better,” he said, "than on the back
road !”

was

feet.

winter,

Treat, spent last Friday in Belfast.
They found excellent sleighing on the backroad.”
vah

his house tri-

A. E.

accompanied by

street,

end of the

scaled 479 feet.

And with

her son, the late Mr. True G. Trundy. since the funeral several weeks ago.
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Fletcher, Church

35 feet in length and the
butt, eight feet in length,
The whole butt scaled 1529

The butt

day.

"knows oi

lotte

The Churches.

j
j

widow of

days last week ...Percy Harriman has emin
Swanville as engineer of the
Nickerson &. Damm mill.

Chesley Mathews cut down
on Oj eecliee stream, near

the

meeting in operation.

to

went

RUBBERS
cold!

=

LIBERTY.
1 he young

lie Hunt at the Walker residence

having wood to haul are appreciating
this opportunity, belated though it be!
Mrs. Eliza G. Trundy returned from Belfast
last Thursday, having been the guest of the

ployment

tree

come

it

town

EVER

You need RUBBERS now. Never in the memo,
of man was there so much sickness caused from
;
of
it
is
because
much
And
as now.
people are grosslv
negligent about wearing RUBBERS. Our exceed ^
ingly large stock was never more complete and 0Uf
“Prices are always Satisfactory.” All the latest models
in the “Hub Mark Brand”—none
the new “Aero,” “Camden” and “Dolphin'
We can fit heels from flat to two inches high
( ;l)
when RUBBERS fit they wear better J U
show you Tan, and even WHITE RUBBERS
have low cut or high cut, high toes and low t; w.
grades and low prices. Besides- we can -C:

with him. After dinner the ladies were
admitted to the hall and for the first time saw

a

YOU

NEEDED

table

J

Those

Son.

Dodge’s Corner. Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Mathews and son Irving returned to their home in
Union last Thursday after visiting his father
and mother, Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Mathews, a
few days_H. Teabody Farnham and Wm. F.
Adams of Salem, Mass., were in town a few

Searsport village.

in

blustering March is with us!

The

Tiie light falls of snow the past week, and
the cool weather, have made the sledding the
best for the winter,and cord-wood, logs, spoolwood and slave-w ood are being hauled in large
quantities to the mills of Pike Bros., and A. E.

Trundy &

last week.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bangs of Searsport called on Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, Church
street, la.-t week. Mr. Bangs is settled as a

A delegai'on of members from Mariner’s
Lodge, F. & A. M., w ent to Monroe Tuesday to

j

alarming intesticaused him much suffering

rapidly convalescing from

Colby, preached a very acceptable sermon
here last Sunday-The town meeting Monday passed very quietly. The sisters of the
Grange furnished a good dinner for the occasion, which seemed to be enjoyed by the voters... Our esteemed citizen, now
Register of
Deeds for Waldo county, Arthur W. Leonard,
paid the bill for all who luckily sat at the

and biscuit making. Makes
home baking pleasant and
profitable. It renders the
food more digestible and
guarantees it safe from
alum and all adulterants.

Mr. Albion P. Goodhue, 2nd, was in town
Feb. 25th from Belfast looking after plumbing
ir. the interest of his firm, ‘Goodhue & Co.”

church will

E.

|

jlF

...

is the greatest of modemtime helps to perfect cake

will

Steamer Kanawha, Capt. Burns, arrived SatPenobscot
urday witli 3,400 tons of coal to the
Coal & W harf Co. at Mack’s Point.

MORRILL.
Sociable for the young folks at the
Grange
hall Friday evening, thiB week.... Mrs. Matia
W'adlin of Belfast made a short visit to her
sick sister, Mrs. I. D. White, last
Saturday
Mrs. Florence Wentworth has returned to her
home in Searsmont, after a week at I. Woodbury’s... .Mr. living MiHer, a student from

Last week gave Stockton the following daily
Sunday, clear and cold; Monday,
bright sunshine, with cold atmosphere; Tuesbeautiful
day,
day, crisp, invigorating air;
Wedn«sday, lovely, winter day; Thursday, allday snowstorm, with rain in evening; Friday,
thick snowstorm, in early morning, very damp,
threatening rain-fall, half-hearted sunshine in
the afternoon; Saturday, mild, daxk and over-

For Councilman,
GEORGE H. DARBY.

For Councilman
BARREN A. NICHOLS

weather:

cast.

Saturday morning Mr. Harry R. Hichborn
was informed of the death of his uncle-bymarriage, Capt. A. Parker Blanchard at hia
home on Long Island, N. Y. Monday the remains arrived in town, accompanied by the

children of the deceased, Mr. and Mrs. James
A. Blanchard of Mount Vernon, N. Y., and Mr.
and Mrs. John Mitchell of Port Washington,
Long Island, N. Y. The funeral services were
held Tuesday afternoon at the Universalist
chureh. Mrs. Blanchard, an invalid, was unable to be present. No particulars sre known,
beyond the above announcement, at this writing. Capt. Blanchard was a native of this
town; but had been a resident of New York
State for many years—since bis retirement
from sea-going.

For Councilman,
ADRIAN C. TUTTLE.

For Councilman,
AMBROSE J. MORRISON.

For School Committee
WILLIS G, HASELTINE.

For School Committee,
ADELBERT MILLETT.

For Constable
PERCY S. EDGECOMB.

For Constable
JOHN 0. BLACK.

For Warden
SAMUEL H. LORD.

For Warden,
L. W. ROBINSON.

For Ward Clerk
ALTON E. RIDLEY.

For Ward Clerk
ELBRIDGE S. PITCHER.

For Mayor
EDGAR F. HANSON.

For Alderman
HENRY M. BENNET.

For Alderman
JAMES F. WING.

For Councilman
C. L. POOLER.

For Councilman
LESLIE A. PAYSON.

For Councilman
EDWARD A. WADSWORTH.

For Constable
R. D. SHUTE.

For Constable
GEORGE W. DAVIS.

For Warden

For Warden
JOHN W. SMALL.
For Ward Clerk
EDWARD MASON.
—

I

For Aid
ROSCOE 1

!

For Councilman

For School Committee
CALVIN H. MONROE.

For Ward Clerk
ROBERT C. LOGAN.

For M
EDGAR F.

For ('our
RAYMOND 1
For Count
V. D. LARI'

RALPH U. RUSS.

For School Committee
FRANKLIN A. GREER.

HARVEY H. SMALLEY,

DEMOl K

DEMOCRAT.

For School ^
GEORGE A. 1

■

For Const:;
A. L. HOW 1

!

For Ward
C. Y. corn.
For Wan
EVERETT A .1

